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Conscious
Mind...

Use these Extrasensory Powers
WHY LIMIT YOURSELF TO FIVE
SENSES? Seeing, hearing, touching,
smelling, and tasting reveal only a part
of life and reality. There is a world of

perception— of greater realization behind
your outer self.

Impressions of these extrasensory powers
occasionally arise in your conscious mind.
The strange feeling of an impending dan-
ger— that intuitive flash or hunch with its

forceful clarity— or receiving the thought
of another before he has spoken it— these
are telltale indications of your unused
potentialities.

No longer are these something to just

wonder about and not to discuss. They
are not supernatural or weird, but natural

phenomena. To understand , develop, and
direct them can transform your whole per-
sonality. They can provide greater insight

and power of personal achievement.

Challenge these remarks! Write to the
Rosicrucians, a worldwide cultural or-

ganization (not a religion) for the facts

about your extrasensory powers. Stop
denying the greater part of yourself!

ACCEPT THIS FREE BOOK
To those who have experienced these
deeper psychic aspects of self and want to
learn to bring them into service at will,

the Rosicrucians offer the free book The
Mastery Of Life. It tells how you may
share in this practical knowledge.

Please use this coupon
or write to:

SCRIBE: H.X.L.

ROSICRUCIANS
(AMORC)

San Jose, California 95114, U.S.A.

Scribe H.X.L,
The ROSICRUCIAN ORDER (AMORC)
San Jose, California 95114, U.S.A.

Gentlemen:
I am sincerely interested. Send me a free copy of THE
MASTERY OF LIFE, which tells how I may receive

this knowledge.
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Address -

City State Zip
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TED
WHITE

EDITORIAL
Countdown to Doomsday: I’d like

to quote a scenario you’ve all encoun-

tered a dozen times at least in your

stf reading:

“An obscure scientist doing routine

research work discovers that a com-
mon household product, long thought

harmless, has a disastrous delayed ef-

fect capable of destroying all life on

this planet by the year 2000. The
huge amount of product x already

manufactured will eventually claim

thousands of lives. But an immediate

ban will save, thousands more—and
doomsday can be averted.

“The scientist warns the world. A
few newspapers pick up the story, but

most ignore it. The government takes

no action, and industry increases its

output of the popular product x. The
warning has been all but forgotten

when, months later, three major sci-

entific studies all confirm the ominous

threat. Television networks broadcast

the dire news, newspapers headline

it.

“We’ve all seen the movie, and we
know what happens next. The entire

world swings into action. Cut to

Washington, Moscow, Paris, London,

Tokyo, the United Nations. Product x
factories everywhere are shut down.

The scientist is hailed as a hero.

Mankind is saved.

“Wrong. The world does not swing

into action. The factories are not shut

down. And one other thing—it’s not a

4

movie.’’

Thus opens one of the most frighten-

ing articles I’ve ever read—in the

March 7, 1975, issue of New Times.

It’s not stf at all: it’s an article called

“Not with a bang, but with a pssssst!”

And it concerns itself with a genuine

menace to our planetary survival, one

about which responsible authorities

appear to be doing nothing.

The menace is Freon—a DuPont
brandname for the fluorocarbon used

as a propellant in aerosol sprays.

Fluorocarbons are man-made and
never before existed in nature. Nearly
all the fluorocarbons ever pro-

duced (they’re a twentieth-century

phenomenon) are still in our atmos-

phere. A man named Sherry Rowland
set out to find out what happens to

fluorocarbons in our atmosphere.
Since nothing on earth or in

our lower atmosphere destroys
fluorocarbons—they do not naturally

break down in an earthly en-
vironment—^they inevitably rise

into the stratosphere. In those upper
reaches they are acted upon by ul-

traviolet radiation, breaking down and
releasing chlorine in the process.

Independently of Rowland, three

separate atmospheric research groups
had already concluded that chlorine

injected into the stratosphere would
set oflF a catalytic chain reaction: one
chlorine atom could destroy 10,000

(cont. on page 126)
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Cities have a way of dehumanizing their inhabitants. So also do gov-
ernment bureaucracies. Put the two together, and ask yourself—

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO
SARAH ANNE LAWRENCE?

TED WHITE

1 REALLY don’t know what’s go-

ing on. They told me I wouldn’t

have any memories—and I don’t.

But my dreams—

!

I just woke up and I’m still

shaking. I’ve got a cx)ld sweat and
something heavy and dark is still

lurking in the back of my head. I

used the spare injectab right

away, like Dr. Rollins told me,
but I don’t feel any different. My
heart’s still racing like I just ran

up all thirty two flights and I

guess you can tell from the tape

that my voice is shaky.

Okay; I’m sorry. The first thing

they told me at the Center was to

be sure to identify myself at the

beginning of each tape. Sarah

Anne Lawrence, age 22, unat-

tached status. Public Assistance

file 32-0-78, case 7339-b. And I

live at Greenwich Square, Build-

ing M, apartment 32-71.

Maybe that helped. I don’t feel

so bad now. I was going to de-

scribe my dream, that’s what the

tape was for, but now I can’t re-

member it any more. Just the

very end—waking up feeling like

I did one time in grade school

when a boy punched me in my
belly and I couldn’t catch my
breath. I had this feeling, see,

that if I didn’t wake up right

away, my heart was going to stop.

Or maybe it did stop and I knew
it wouldn’t start again . . . it’s get-

ting kind of fuzzy ... I can’t keep
it straight any more. Just trying to

talk about it is driving the whole
thing right out of my mind. So,

forget it. This isn’t going to be
any help.

... I just turned the tape off,

but you know something funny?

As soon as I turned it off this real

lonely feeling hit me, like sud-

denly I was all alone. So I turned

it back on again and it was like

sun coming out from behind a

cloud. That probably seems
dumber to me than it does to

you—whoever you are—because,

see, this apartment is just one
room on the inside. No windows.

I got no idea whether it’s sunny
outside or not. I mean, who can

tell?

I guess that’s why I felt so

Illustrated by Richard Olsen
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lonely when I shut the tape oflF.

It’s kind of empty in here. I was
just looking around, trying to fig-

ure it out. The place is a mess. I

don’t guess I’ve bothered to do
any cleaning up in . . . oh, at

least a month. Not since I went
down to the Center, anyway.

You know, this is the first time

I’ve ever talked to a tape like this.

It’s really kinda neat. They told

me, “The next time you have one
of those dreams, as soon as you
wake up you dictate it to the

tape.” But then they want all that

stuff about who I am and every-

thing and I never could hold onto

one of these dreams. That’s why I

couldn’t tell Dr. Rollins about
them. I guess a tape isn’t much
better, either.

I wish I knew who you are. I

mean, you’re somebody, listening

to this tape, right? It’s like I’m sit-

ting here talking to you only I

can’t see you, because you’re in

another room or something. I

thought Dr. Rollins would be the

one, but the man who routes his

traffic told me he wouldn’t have
time and “an assistant” would lis-

ten to my tape. Well, “Hi there!”

to you. Assistant.

I guess I’m feeling better al-

ready. I just looked at the clock

over the door and I see that I’ll

have to go down to the Center in

about half an hour anyway, so I

guess I’ll just sit here and babble

until I fill the tape up. That’ll give

you something to listen to, right?

So what can I talk about?

I wish I could talk about what I

WHAT IS HAPPENING 7



do at the Center, but I can’t. I

don’t mean I wouldn’t like to or

anything—I just can’t. I guess you
know about that already; you’ve

probably punched in for my file

already, so you know more about

it than I do.

I can tell you about how I hap-

pened to get the job, though.

Shall I do that?

That’s one thing about this

“conversation”—you don’t say

much.
Well, anyway. My job. By

Sarah Anne Lawrence, Age 22. I

think I’m getting silly. I guess it’s

the stuff in the injectab. Some
sort of pep-up drug; Dr. Rollins

called it a “mood-improver”. Is

my mood improved? I guess so.

I’ve been on Public Assistance

since High School, of course.

I remember when I graduated

at sixteen and my mother signed

all the papers and said to me,
“Well, Sarah, you’re all grown up,

now. You’re officially a ward of

the state, and you’ll get an apart-

ment all your own.” I remember
how good I felt about that, just

about getting a room of my own
and not having to go out and hang

around the halls every night she

had a boyfriend up to see her.

I really didn’t think things were
all that bad here, either, until

they passed that new law last year

and about a month and a half ago

they told me I had to take a posi-

tion at the Center. Yeah, “Take a

position ” was what they called it.

I knew that some people could

still get jobs, but I sure didn’t

think I’d get one. But they’ve got

this law about people on Public

Assistance now and what burns
me is, / don’t get any money or

anything— it just goes to Public

Assistance. So I don’t think of it

as a real job or anything.

So I had to go down to the

Center and get interviewed and
take a lot of tests and everything.

And I mean everything. They
tested my blood and they poked
into every hole in my body, and
then after that they sent me up to

see Dr. Rollins for my interview.

I guess I don’t have to describe

Dr. Rollins to you. He reminds

me of the Passive-Aggression

teacher I had in fifth grade; So
cool, so completely in control of

the situation that I just feel like a

fool whenever I try to talk to him.

He described my job to me:

“You’ll report to the center ev-

ery day at 4:45 pm, Sarah,” he
said, and right off I felt pinned
down because he didn’t call me
“Ms. Lawrence,” or even just

“Lawrence,” the way some of my
teachers did. He just started right

out calling me “Sarah.”

“You’ll report to Pleasure Con-
trol on the ground floor,” he said.

Then he stopped.

“Uhh, what is it I’m supposed

to do?”l asked.

“That will be entirely taken

care of,” he told me. “It won’t be
of any concern to you.”

“What do you mean,” I asked

him, “it won’t be of any concern

to me? How will I know what to

do?”

8 AMAZING



“Sarah,” he said, “rm a busy

man, so I’ll just say this once. I

have forty-two more girls to pro-

cess after you and my time is val-

uable.” I thought to myself that if

his time was so valuable he didn’t

have to waste so much time just

telling me how valuable it was,

but I didn’t say anything. “When
you report to the Center you will

be given an injection—one of

these
—

” and he held up an injec-

tab, but they never have any
labels that make sense to me, so

how could I tell what was in it?

—

” and you’ll completely blank out.

When you recover your memory
you will go home. That’s all there

is to it. Your job will be totally

painless. ” And he showed me his

teeth. I think it was supposed to

be a smile.

So I reported to Pleasure Con-
trol the next day and they did just

what he said and I woke up at the

end of the day and went home,
and that was that. I mean, no
memories, nothing. So I really

cant tell you what it is I do, be-

cause I don’t know myself.

I really didn’t much like the

idea at first. I mean, it’s like rent-

ing your body out or

something—who knows what
they’re doing with it while you’re

out cold? But it’s the government,

after all, isn’t it?

I actually tried to quit it, once.

I think it was after my third

day. I woke up feeling really bad.

I don’t know why, but I really felt

rotten, really depressed. I took a

couple of Sunshines, but they

didn’t do a thing for me—I think I

was burned—and I just decided I

wouldn’t go back there. It was
bothering me, these slices of time

they were taking out of my life.

You’ll laugh—or will you? What
makes you laugh, anyway? Can I

tell you funny jokes? Where was

I, anyway? Oh yeah—you’ll laugh

when I tell you what I did.

I took a subway down to Bat-

tery Park.

I don’t know why—I guess be-

cause I’d never been there and
the name appealed to me—the

“Park” part. A man told me there

used to be a real park there, with

real grass and trees and every-

thing. There’s this little metal
plaque on the side of a building,

and that’s it. I felt really stupid,

just standing there on the ped-
walk. It didn’t really look any dif-

ferent than it does around here,

or maybe at the Center; lots of

tall buildings and swarms of

people. I don’t like to go out

much, on account of the people.

I was standing there, wondering
what to do next, and this man
who is maybe a few years older

than me gives me this funny look

as he goes past, and then he turns

around, smiles a big smile, and
jumps off the walk. The next thing

I know he’s coming right up to

me and saying, “Hi there, re-

member me?”
I never saw him before in my

life, but he keeps right on with

this stuff. “I really missed you to-

day,” he says.

“What are you talking about?” I

WHAT IS HAPPENING 9



ask him. “I never saw you before

in my life.”

“The hell you haven’t,” he says.

“I saw you yesterday right about

this time.
”

“You couldn’t
—

” I’m saying and
“—Up at the Center” he’s say-

ing and
“Sarah Anne Lawrence?” this

voice says from somewhere right

behind me.
His face—the guy I’d been talk-

ing with, I mean—it just froze up
and he shut his mouth and I guess

he just walked right away, be-

cause when I turned around to

look for him a minute later he was
gone.

The man who had come up be-

hind me was a cop, of course. I’d

forgotten about the I-disk I was
wearing; of course they could find

me. “You’re late for work,” the

cop said. He was very impersonal

about it, like another machine or

something. And he took me back

up to the Center and that was the

last time I tried to skip going.

I wondered about the man who
said he knew me, of course. It

had something to do with when I

was at the Center—something I

did while I was there which of

course I can’t remember—but I

forgot about him until last week.

Last week he showed up at my
building looking for me. I don’t

know how he found me here—he
said he’d heard the cop say my
name, but out of a city of 20 mil-

lion what good’s a name for find-

ing anybody? That’s why we all

have to wear I-disks—so the gov-

ernment can find us when they

want to. But I never heard of

anybody else getting to use
them—not for finding someone,
anyway.

I think he followed me home.
He showed up about half an hour

after I got back, anyway, and the

security computer flashed his pic-

ture on the screen and asked me
if I wanted to see him.

Well, of course I didn’t, but

then I saw his lips moving and the

sound came on suddenly with him
saying

“—at least talk to her for a

minute?”

Well, I’m a sucker for people
anyway, so I said he could talk to

me for a minute if he wanted, but

that was all. I mean, the circuits

would be monitored and he knew
that too, so I didn’t think he’d

cause any trouble, especially not if

they didn’t let him in. So he told

me that he wanted to see me and
talk to me.

“Okay, you’re seeing me,” I

said (I punched on the video for

him) “and we’re talking. What do
you want?”

“They never let us talk at the

Center,” he said, and his free had
this sorta sad, wistful expression

on it. “I just want to talk a little,

you know?”
“What about?” I asked.

“Oh . . . you know,” he said.

“You. And me.
”

“What about me?”
“Well, it’s like here I see you

everyday for half an hour in that

little cubicle at the Center, but
who can talk? They don’t want us

10 AMAZING



to talk there—they tell me every
time I ask, ‘You can’t talk. It’s

against the rules.’ But you’re a

person too. I can tell that. When
I ran into you on the street that

time—you were like a different

person entirely, but I knew who
you were instantly! It’s like I’ve

seen two halves of you and I want
to put them together, do you
know what I mean?”

I shook my head. “No.”
“What I’m trying to say is, until

I saw you on the street that time,

you were just one of the girls at

the Center, you know? Just

another cute chick—^just an attrac-

tive body, and that’s it. No per-

sonality, you know? At the Center

it’s just a job and I can tell you’re

all turned off inside when I look

in your eyes. Then, on the street,

there’s something there. I’ve been
back every day to see you at the

Center, but it’s not the same, it’s

just ‘business as usual.’ So I re-

membered your name and I

thought maybe ...”

“Maybe what?”

“Well, maybe I could come up.

. .
?”

“Uh-uh.” I shook my head at

him. “No.”

“Why not?”

“You’ve seen me and you’ve

talked to me. That’s enough,” I

said.

“Wait!” he said as I started to

switch him off.

“What?” I said.

“Aren’t you lonely? Don’t you

want to talk?”

I looked around my room. It

wasn’t the neatest room in the

world (nowhere nearly as neat as

my mother’s room used to be) but

it was mine. Nobody had been in

my apartment since I got it and
that’s the way I like it. Maybe
there’s millions of other people

swarming all over the place out-

side my door, but inside it’s just

for me. I like it that way. Well,

usually, anyway. When I haven’t

had those dreams. So I told him
to go away and that ended it.

As a matter of fact, I think the

really bad dreams started right af-

ter that. I don’t know why except

he must have upset me more than

I thought. I mean, I really felt

sorry for him, but that doesn’t

mean I want to talk to him and it

certainly doesn’t mean I want him
in my room.

Well, I’ve had a bad dream ev-

ery night since then. I sleep a lot

these days—usually I just go to

sleep after the eleven o’clock

wrapup and sleep twelve or four-

teen hours—but I keep waking up
from these awful dreams that just

wrench at me horribly. I told you

about the one I had this time

—

not that I remember it much any

more—and when I had three in a

row I asked to talk to Dr. Rollins,

mostly I guess because he is a

doctor, and he gave me the spare

injectab and the tape machine and

told me to tell the tape about my
dream.

I don’t know what’s really going

on, but Tm sure it has something

to do with my job. Are you sure

that stuff really blocks all my

WHAT IS HAPPENING 11



memories? And what is it I’m not

supposed to remember, anyway?
Well, I see the tape is just ab-

out finished sop I guess this is as

good a place as any to st

—

Status report: PA File 32-0-

78; 7339-b, Sarah Anne Lawrence.

Subject showing signs of emo-
tional breakdown, due to subcon-

scious “bleed-over” (see

Thompkins & Brown, “Some Re-

ported Cases of Memory Bleed in

the use of Phenophiasaline;” Tim-

kovsky, “Emotional Interelations

and Memory Blockage,” both in

active storage), triggered by re-

ported incidents of contact with

‘client’. Statistical likelihood of

chance contact .000071% probabil-

ity, but verified by Public Officer

report A-69375076-0 (active stor-

age) and security records of

Greenwich Square readout.

Suggested action: Subject

should be transferred to work and

housing in another borough and

all possibilities for continued con-

tact with ‘chent’ terminated. Sub-

ject should be re-evaluated for use

of Phenophiasaline as memory
block; consideration to be given to

surgical alternatives. Subject still

qualified for work in Pleasure

Control (estimated duration:

twelve years, three months).

Memorandum: To Dr. B. Rol-

lins. From Dr. S. DePasquale.

Listen, Bill, I don’t think this

new drug, Phenophiasaline, is all

that hot. We’ve had four reported

breakdowns thus far (and you’ll

recall this was predicted in the

preliminary literature), mostly
during sleep. It’s the same old

story—some memory always per-

sists, even if it’s accessible only in

dreams. You’ll also recall I was
against the use of drugs from the

start. Most of these hookers are

vegetables to begin with; I think

we’d be a lot better off with
psycho-surgery, and so what if the

initial expense is a lot greater? It’s

permanent, and there’s no danger
of unexpected side-effects. Of
course, if you ask me, the whole
idea of shielding their delicate

sensibilities from the nature of
their work is a lot of damn-fool
nonsense. Take that 32-0-78

7339-B, for example: I’ve re-

viewed the tapes of her on-the-job

performance and there’s one heal-

thy little pig, enjoying herself in

full rut with every guy she takes

on. Why shield her from the one
enjoyable aspect of her life? Well,

it’s your headache, old buddy.
Have fun with it.

—Ted White

ON SALE NOW IN THRILLING SF

THE BIG ALL-STAR ISSUE featuring stories by HARLAN ELLISON, THE
VENGEANCE OF GALAXY 5, KEITH LAUMER, GREYLORN, ROBERT
SILVERBERG, POSTMARK GANYMEDE, BEN BOVA, THE INEVITABIL-
ITY OF LIFE, JACK SHARKEY, ONE SMALL DRAWBACK, RANDALL
GARRETT, GIFT FROM TOMORROW, and SAM MOSKOWITZ, ROBERT
HEINLEIN: MAN, MYTH OR MONSTER?
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TO GAIN A DREAM
WILLIAM ROTSLER

William Rotsler, whose last appearance here was “The Immortality of
Lazarus” (December, 1973), returns after too long an absence with a

vivid description of one mans search for a dream deferred . . .

At was a different world,
worn and painted bright and worn
again, far from the sterile white

and shiny smooth black and crys-

talline clear of his world. The old

man shrugged off a big-assed

brunette who never stopped
laughing, her red gape slack, her

melons jiggling madly beneath the

outdated butterfly sheath. She
was not the one he sought.

Eyes slid olf him, gauging him
with practiced shrewdness, then

the casual, friendly approach as

another ripe-bodied dollie broke

loose from a gathering of secret-

sharers and seized his arm with

rehearsed lust.

“Here, old sir, feel that’un!

Ain’t that a bristol buster, eh?” A
bate breast, «leek and tawny and
firm, brushed his arm. “Go on,

Angel show the gentleman that

bird you keep hidden in your
dress. Ain’t that a sweet one, sir?

Hey, wait a minute, so you don’t

like the titty ones? What about
Margot there? She’s a Frenchie,

she is, and you know how they

are. Breed ’em for the hump,
right? Bet your readout at month’s

end she’ll wipe your control deck.

Hey, mate, wait up!”

Grand Tower, East Entrance.

M.I.T.A. Chicago Arm.
Michigan Avenue. San Fran-

cisco Street. United Nations Pla-

za. The Terrance O’Brien Build-

ing. Denmark Hotel.

All the places, all the smiles

and staring eyes, and all the

empty eyes and clutching hands.

A different world, co-existing with

Babylon and Rome and Sodom,
with war-tom cities and defeated

Capitols. A sweaty, fleshy, stained,

desperate world.

And in it was Adrienne.

She was the one he had wanted
all during the Changeover and
right through the Bad Times. She
was a young thing then, easily

hurt by rejection, but selling tit

and ass on the pedestrian levels

around Grand Tower and IBM
Square and as far south as the

Mall.

Almost every day he had seen

her, belted against the wind and
standing where the snow wouldn’t

catch in her fancy hairdos, or nip-

ples showing right through the
summer sunskin fabrics. Two
years, then nothing. A tall blonde

stood in her place, then later a

short redhead/blonde/bnmette.

But the old man had not forgot-

ten her. Adrienne Carter. Adri-
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enne Armstrong. Adrienne Win-
sor. Adrienne Stanley.

And now he had the right in-

puts and his card shone brightly

and the smilers and paddies and
primpts were all nice and sleek

and they arched their backs and
lowered their heads and smiled

slow, knowing smiles, making the

invitations life-size blowups of

themselves. But none were Adri-

enne.

Centralcompute. Uninews
Building. Gypsy Theater was
showing Count Dracula Versus

Queen Cleopatra and beneath the

marquee were a dozen girls in

exaggerated clothing. One had her

breasts tattooed with tiny blue
flower wreaths. Three had their

own individual versions of how
Cleopatra dressed. One had a

rubber snake, laughing as she
poked it towards a transsexual

Dracula.

The old man’s eyes skipped
over them as he trudged along.

Allowing for the years, allowing

for memory slippage, allowing for
changing styles . . . The old man
wondered if he’d know her if he
saw her.

And suddenly there she was,

coming towards him from the

night, the city towers behind her

like immense control panels, crys-

tal matrixes from some futuristic

diorama.

Adrienne.

Older, fleshier, harder . . . but

Adrienne.

“Uh . . . Adrienne?”

The big eyes, reinforced with

makeup, swung toawrds him and
briefly narrowed. “The name’s
Tory . . . but it used to be Adri-

enne . . . oh, sure, sure, I re-

member you, old sir.” She
pressed close and smiled, one
hand under his arm, the other on
his chest. “Yes, you were the nice

gentleman that left such a gener-

ous tip and you so good it was me
that should have tipped youl”

“No, you don’t understand. I’ve

never. . .never been with you
...” She hugged his arm between
her generous breasts and told him
it didn’t matter and he told her

about hunting for her.

“You really looked all over like

you said? Really? Ya kinda get to

a girl with a touch like that, my
studdo. You sure you ain’t that

fine rider that rode me so good
that Easter? You sure do look like

him, begging your pardon, old
• »

sir.

No, not me, the old man said.

I wanted to, but.

Now I can.

I’m rich. I finally did something
and I’ve been indulging myself

“Rich?” Laughter and the pres-

sure of a great breast against the

old man’s arm. “Rich and ya cum
down here? Say, I’ye had some
zongo clients, mister, but no citi-

zen like you, that’s for zero reset.

Just you let me see your cards,

old sir, and you and the former
Miss Adrienne Marsden will see

about push-push, eh?”

Card. The gold card with the

edging of tiny stars. The gaping

red mouth. The quick shrewd
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look up and down over the fabro

suit, forever unwrinkable but
forever rumpled.

“This one hot? You don’t look

like any gold star ta me, citizen.”

The look over the shoulder, ignor-

ing the old man’s assurances. The
twitch, and the swift, oily appear-

ance of the tanned young man
with the plastic smile and the

shiny suit with the tabs and buck-

les and improbable zippers.

“Hullo, Tor, what zips?”

“Gold card, Jonny, but, well, I

dunno.” The nervous eyes and the

quick smile were flung at the old

man.
“Mr. Nosseck? Hi, I’m Jonny

Leach. I’m a sort of friend of the

girls along here, y’know? Business

adviser, you might say. No, Tory,

you can see this here is a real

gent of the right sort. We oughta

be proud to have a citizen like

him coming round. Look, lamb,

all ya gotta do is pop a quizzer

into the Tis there and double-quiz

the brain. The System will show
you for a suspicious bit. I’m cer-

tain. Pop over there now and give

Total Info a chance, huh? Ah, you
know, Mr. uh Nosseck, these girls

. . . ahh . . . you’d think with the

brave boys flying around out there

in the cold night and the fine lads

up to the red planet itself, and
with the fusion torches cleaning

up the old globe and all the fine

new suburbs they’re planting

everyday, well, you’d think these

dollies would find something to do
with the space program or one of

the planetary services, wouldn’t

you? Clackering the old comput-
ers, huh? Or jakering the jockeys,

or something with a future. Ah,

me, no. They’re right here like

they was ten thousand years ago.

I’ll bet, hustling, peddling their

bottoms, jakering strangers. Just

like we weren’t conquering the

universe. Ah, here she comes.
Look at that walk. Mister N, look

at that. Prime, still prime. Look
at those bonny bristols, huh?
Prime stuff there, and I can tell

by her smile you’ll have a good
jaker. She don’t take to just every

hard rocket that comes along, you
know, nossir. Well, let’s see now,

Tory sweets . . . ah, just as I said,

just as I said, a prime, prime
client for the old sidewalk ser-

vices. Could tell that the first

time I saw him. Now you take

him along to your box and see you
don’t try to argue him up. Just

give him a jolly dolly jiggle, eh?”

When it was over, so was the

old man’s dream.

4 Her flesh, his flesh, anybody’s

flesh. The well-rehearsed in-

timacies, the hot words, the

almost-satiny flesh had sluiced

away all his remaining shards of

dream.
The old man went back out into

the street, his unwrinkled suit

rumpled and smelling of Martian

Nights and sweat and disused
kharma.

And yet he still had not

broached the flesh of that bright-

eyed brunette that had walked by
him every day twenty years be-

fore. She was gone forever, all
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bouncing flesh and satin smooth-

ness, gone with a world that had
bred itself into oblivion. She no
longer even existed in his mind
uncorrupted, unaged, untouched.

Twenty-two years in one
laboratory and one result, one
three-month’s stoppage in the de-

terioration of society. A simple in-

vention that had foot-noted him
into history. Gone in a season,

bulging his credit number to me-
ter out for the rest of his life.

One score. One hit. Dream
time. Grab that dream, hold it,

suck it, caress it, stroke it, look at

it. Requisition the nerve from
stores. Go back in time and pluck

that dream from the street the in-

stant before she started thinking

of survival before pleasure.

Salvaged innocense, saving a

dream before it is smashed.

Save the world before it goes

zongo over the edge.

Go ahead, Nosseck, the old

man said. Save it. Take your tiny

tide-stopper and do something
with it.

Oops, too late, it’s gone.

“Sorry, old man, but your pro-

cess has been rendered obsolete

by the Farben gr-4. Too bad.”

Lost chance to save the world.

Twenty years and ten seconds

too late to save Adrienne.

Ten seconds too late to save the

dream.

You saw her, you had her, you
lost her. The Nouj her spoiled the

Then her.

The old man sighed and looked

up through the tangle of

crosswalks and zipways and adver-

tising blinkers at the darkened
sky. The sky was never fiilly dark

anymore. Only the moon and a

few of the brightest stars could

ever be seen, or a rocket, going

or coming.

The cities spread out until they

touched, slowing erasing the
earth, coating the planet with a

hard, angular shell.

There are too many people, the

old man thought. They tromple
dreams and topple memories.
You can’t go home again when

you never had that home, the old

man told himself.

A woman said something to him
in French and the old man turned

his head towards her politely. “I

said, hullo, mon ami. Are you
looking for a bit of talk, a bit

of. .
.” Her ambiguous gesture

was precise enough. Her nipples

were large and brown seen
through the thin blouse, her eyes

dilated with chemicals. Beyond
her a redhead was resurfacing her
face, hiding the beard that the

hormones and operations never
quite stopped growing. A distant

siren wailed, a red streak in the

dull gray rumble of the city at

night.

The old man stuck his hands in

his pockets to hide the tremors

and he hunkered away into the

deepening night, closing his ears

to the myriad suggestions, closing

his mind to the images.

The easy flesh, the bought
flesh, those intimate personal ser-

vices supplied by that ancient pro-

(cont. on page 108)
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Richard Peck made his professional dehut more than four years ago, in

our companion magazine. Fantastic (“The Man Who Faded Away,”

June, 1971) and last appeared here with “Commuter Speciat’ (January,

1972). In the interval he has developed his skills both as a writer and
as a storyteller (by no means the same things) and now returns with a

finely crafted tale about what it means, in the world of tomorrow, to be

a—

DEUVERYMAN
RICHARD PECK

Illustrated by Tony Gleeson

In the pale red light of the

briefing room Lee Roma’s finger-

nails took on an eerie sheen. Only
moments before he had swallowed

two uppers, and now the sights

and sounds of the room floated

behind a mist as his own reflexes

outraced sensory input. Coates’

droning voice slowed to a bass

growl. Roma recognized
distortion—his own time sense,

grown subjectively fleet. He tried

to recall the “real” sound of

Coates’ whining tenor but
couldn’t. Real is what you make
it. He focused on his glistening

pink fingernails and listened.

“.
. . thing matters. Only one.

Get the load through. Clear?”

Muttered assent.

“What?” Coates shouted. “I

can’t hear you.”

“Yessir!” Ten voices in unison.

Ten men clad only in sandals and
trunks.

Coates nodded. “Check link-

ups.”

Like the others, in silent pan-

tomime, Roma went through the

ritual with automatic hands: glu-

cose and stimulant receptor tubes

hanging free on his groin; EKG
stud uncapped; throat mike strap-

ped tight around his neck (it rode

on the quick beat of his pulse);

EEG stud uncapped. His moist

palm touched crotch, chest,

throat, forehead, in a parody of

salaam. And there were his nails

again, hovering before his eyes in

the hell-lit room.

“Roma! You with us or not?”

“Sir!”

“Educated nitwits.” Coates
talked to the ceiling in mock de-

spair. “Why do I get them all?”

Several chuckles in the room;
and Roma bit back an answer. A
few hours more and it would be
over. No more of Coates’ riding

him, no more of the constant
needling; “Big deal, Roma. Col-

lege man. What do we do now?
Bow down and kiss your feet?
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why’s a guy like you want to be a

deliveryman?” Always the same
refrain. Singled out. One man, in

a class of ten—the brunt of

Coates’ practiced sarcasm. But in

a few hours that would be done
with, over. Make this run, and
then forget that he’d ever met
Coates.

“All right. Last thing, now. I’ll

be riding with you all the way.

Don’t forget it. I’ve got the switch

in my hand. One of you screws

up, and that’s the end. If you
even think about leaving the

Crawler, I’ll hit the switch sure as

hell. One thing matters to you:

get this load through. One thing

matters to me: the ’Skyers don’t

get one of the crawlers. ” Coates

paused.

Closing his eyes, Roma felt the

weight of Coates’ stare and waited

for the verbal attack—general har-

rangue to the class, made specific

for Roma. It never came.

“Well?” Coates posed with

folded arms. “What are you wait-

ing for? Want an escort? Man
’em.” He spun and walked
through the archway back into

Central.

Roma pushed past two men
hesitating at the door and broke

into a trot down the darkened
tunnel. The sooner there, the

sooner done.

Ten Crawlers stood ranked in

the exit bay, number ten-

—Roma’s—farthest from the por-

tal. Even as he palmed the lock

and watched the hatch swing open

he knew it was intentional. One
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more of Coates’ little games. Put

Roma in his place, make him last

to churn through the exit port.

Last, and therefore the most ex-

posed. The first Crawler out was
safe enough—departure un-
scheduled, destination unknown.
By the time ten passed through

the port into the night, anyone ly-

ing in ambush would be more
than ready to attack.

Roma shrugged and shook his

arms limp to relax. He could
handle it.

The heated swivel chair carressed

Roma’s bare skin as he settled

into it, reshaping itself to his con-

tours, becoming one with him.

He smiled at the sensuality of the

welcome. He reached down to ac-

tivate the thermite charge in the

base of the chair, then plugged in.

Eeg, mike jack, ekg, glucose and
stimulant—and he was one with

the Crawler, technically a cyber-

naut, in the jargon a “delivery-

man.”
“Not man. Boy. That’s the

word,” Coates always said. At the

beginning of every training ses-

sion, as any candidate plugged
into the jacks of the Crawler
simulator. “Boy. One mistake and

I hit the thermite switch. Don’t

forget it. You’re mine, till I say

otherwise.”

“I won’t forget it,” Roma mut-

tered.

“Talking to me. Boy?” Coates

voice rasped in his ears. “Have
you got something to say?”

“No sir.”

“You look pretty nervous, you

know that? Your eeg’s got a flut-

ter in the Alpha. Why do you
suppose that is?”

, “Uppers, sir. They do it to

me.”
“All right. Let’s pretend that’s

true. But if you get scared. Boy,

let me know. We can recall you
and send out a man.”
Roma refused to be baited. He

flipped on the viewer and checked
360 degrees. All cameras working.

He saw the other nine Crawlers

shuddering before him at idle. In-

ternal check showed the cargo
compartment hatch secured, all

comm and defense systems in the

green. He dropped his right hand
into the control socket in the chair

arm, and relaxed.

“Go!”

At Coates’ shout the exit iris

cycled and the first Crawler
lurched out into the darkness.

“Fields! You’re next. Move it!
”

Number two churned forward

on its treads, and the remaining

eight closed the gap. As they
inched forward into the night,

Roma held a close interval on
number nine and waited tensed
for Coates’ inevitable criticism.

The Crawler cabin crackled
with blue static as it passed
through the charged exit field,

and then

—

“Left! Left! Left! Where the

hell you going, Roma? Left, I

said.”

Treads bit through the rubble

piled outside and tbe Crawler
swung heavily left to mount a

small incline of brick and crum-
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bled plaster. His night vision

readied by the red lights of the

briefing room, Roma ran a quick

check of the narrow street ahead

of him. No one. Empty. None of

the ambushers he’d feared. His

hand moved automatically, con-

trolling direction and speed with a

gimbal-mounted stick and twist-

throttle combination. Just like the

simulator. Like the hundreds of

mock deliveries he had made dur-

ing three months of incessant

study, and practice, and drill. In

his feet he felt the Crawler’s

treads grind inexorably over the

trash-cluttered street; through the

cab’s audio he heard the roar of

his own passage. And while he
was one with the Crawler, Coates

was nearly one with him.

“Calmer now, Roma? Think it’s

a piece of cake, do you? You’re

looking good on the gauges. But

we’ll fix that. Let me give you a

route.
”

“Ready to copy, sir.” Roma’s
free hand hovered over a

keyboard in the left chairarm.

“Parkway to 35th, Wilton
Bridge to the Armory, Bariss

Street to 70th, 70th to Renault,

Got it?”

“Renault? But that’s
—

”

“I know where it is. Boy. Do
you? I’ve got nine other incompe-

tents on the board right now. I

can’t coddle you. Do you copy?”

“Sir.”

“I’m watching. Go to it.”

On the Crawler’s instrument
console a map of the city glowed

lime green, overlaid now with a

pink line marking the route Roma
had punched in. In his mind’s eye

he saw the entire city laid out

with hard-edged clarity, a grid

bisected by the diagonal twist of

river squirming its way northeast

to southwest. His route lay across

the river toward the most distant

comer of the mental map he now
reviewed. It passed from the tow-

er complex of City, through the

exit port into the danger pf

Opensky, through Opensky into

Workring, and nearly to Suburbs.

Almost fifteen miles, a full radius

of the built-up area surrounding

City itself. Fifteen miles, in a ve-

hicle with a top speed of ten mph.
A check of the clock confirmed his

fears. Another hour of darkness at

most; dawn would catch him well

short of 70th and Renault, in the

open, exposed to any attack the

’Skyers might mount.

He swung right onto the Park-

way and opened the throttle. Full

speed was impossible; he didn’t

dare, outrun his infra red lights

and heat sensors. But the more
distance he could cover now, the

less time he had to risk in day-

light. The Parkway was cluttered

with abandoned vehicles, some of

the'm temporary homes at one
time but empty since the chaos.

He slewed around large obstacles,

ran over, or through, smaller

ones.

In a moment his actions had
grown automatic, the result of

hundreds of sessions in the

simulator. His mind ticked over

the alphabetical fist of drop-points
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until he reached “Renault and
70th.” Dole center; former bank;

two permanent volunteer staff;

class one zone-high risk drop-

point.

Coates had given him a beauty,

first trip out of City. Okay. He
could handle it. He shook his

head—his neck ached fiercely

from tension—and felt drops of

perspiration sprinkle his bare
arms. Sweating? He thumbed the

temperature control lower and
tried to relax. Nearly 0500. By
now his parents would be having

breakfast, safe in City towers.

Where Roma could have
stayed

—

should have stayed, his

mother would say. . . .

A THREE-ROOM luxury apart-

ment, but no more than the

Romas’ eminence deserved: Baird

Roma, PhD (Chemistry), Director

City Watersupply; Eileen Cohn-
Roma, MD (Obstet), PhD (Mi-

crobiology), Co-Director PopPlan-

ning; Lee Roma, BS (Ecosystems),

unemployed. And that was the

cause of their daily breakfast ar-

gument.
“Did you talk to Delivery?” Lee

tried to make his question sound
casual and unconcerned, but his

mother’s indrawn breath defined

his failure.

“I meant to,” his father said. “I

just didn’t get the chance.” He
scooped out a spoonful of soft-

boiled egg and bent low to hide

his lie.

“When will you get the chance?

How long can it take?”

His mother pushed back from
the table and nearly upset her
chair. “Will you stop it! Both of

you. I’m sick to death of this fenc-

ing, every morning the same
thing. You first.” She gestured at

Baird. “Tell him the truth. We
won’t pull any strings to get him
into Delivery, and that’s the end
of it.”

' Baird nodded with resignation.

“Your mother’s right, Lee. You
know what the competition’s like.

Three, sometimes four men a day

try to run the maze through
Opensky. On foot! And when one
of them makes it inside City, he’s

earned the right to a job. Why
should you expect preferential

treatment?”

“I don’t. You know that. But
what’s left for me? I’m inside al-

ready. No one’s going to let me
out to try the maze, so what’s

left?”

“A responsible job.” His mother
glared at him, fighting back tears

of anger and frustration. “De-
liveryman! With your education?

It’s absurd! And that’s not a proud
mother speaking, either. You
know that. You both know that.

But you’ve seen the extrapola-

tions. A few months, a year at the

most, and we ll have Opensky
pacified. We’ll start the schools

running again. We’ll
—

”

“Uh-huh. I know the whole
song and dance.” Lee slumped in

his chair, angry at his own pout-

ing but sullen nevertheless.

Whichever way he turned he
faced a blank wall.
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“That’s enough!” Baird slammed
his spoon to the table. “Apologize,

and right now. Your mother is

only concerned for you, and all

we hear is sarcasm.”

Flushed, Lee nodded. “You’re

right. I’m sorry. I really am. But
you said we’d ‘discuss’ it. Will you
listen to me?” He took their re-

luctant nods as a minor victory,

then hesitated before beginning.

It wasn’t a long speech, but it

was carefully rehearsed. For
weeks he had been sifting and
winnowing, separating chaff from
wheat, sorting and refining his ar-

guments to condense them within

the most logical framework he
could devise. He claimed an ex-

pertise his parents lacked. They
were speciahsts, the very sort in

whom the only hope for City lay.

But Lee was not. A generalist, he
had tried synthesizing several dis-

ciplines. His formal course of

study had been designated
“Ecosystems.” It might better be
termed “the City.” To his mind
and imagination. City was alive,

though moribund. It could be
brought back to life.

“That’s what I’ve been saying,”

his mother interrupted. “In
PopPlanning you could

—

”

“Mother? Please.”

Baird silenced her with a frown.

At the risk of boring them but

determined to follow a single

thread to the end, Lee sum-
marized the chaos: collapse of the

school system, of civil order, of

public services, leading finally to

mass riots and looting. There had

been rumors of cannibalism. Evi-

dence replaced the rumors; City

tightened security. And much of

the problem—to Lee’s mind

—

stemmed from simple facts of

geography.

“Take a look out the window,”
he said. “You’ll see what I mean.
Oh, I know. You’ll tell me you
look every day. but you don’t see

it. Here we are, safe in City, all

the managerial class. Circling Ci-

ty, the slums we euphemize as

‘Opensky.’ Open! There’s nothing

open about it: surrounded by the

guarded factories in Workring,
locked out of City-^no wonder
the ’Skyers riot. Money and
power on one hand, but out of

their reach. Jobs on the other
hand, but not enough for

everyone. And beyond Workring,

Suburbs! Luxury. Real open
spaces

—

”

“Nonsense, ” his mother
snapped. “That old commuter
class is gone, and you know it.

Take us. Didn’t we move back?
Aren’t we here now, where our

responsibilities lie? Suburbs are a

myth. Only the farms and
agronomy stations

—

”

“I know that. So do you. What
about the ’Skyers? So long as they

think there’s a paradise out
beyond Workring, of course
they’ll rebel. My God! You’re
treating them like animals. We
need to break down these bar-

riers, not defend or redefine

them.”

Baird looked at his watch in an

obvious attempt to cut off the ar-
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gument. “Can we get to the end?
How will your joining Delivery

change anything? Isn’t that the

question?”

“It may not.” As much as he
hated the admission, Lee felt

compelled to make it. His argu-

ment hinged on a truth he didn’t

want tainted by any deceit, not

even one necessary to achieving

his goal. Means and ends have to

match. “But I think this is true. I

may be the only one in City who
really sees the problem. Not a

solution, not yet, but the problem
itself. City’s the bullseye in a

target. All those concentric rings

out there have to merge, meld,

blend together. I think that’s true.

If I can get outside, really partici-

pate, feel Opensky and what’s it’s

like—maybe I’ll know.”
Eileen shook her head. “That’s

too facile. Nearly everyone now in

Delivery came from Opensky, and
you don’t see any of them trying

to get back outside City.

They’re
—

”

“Should I be a climber because

they are? I know what security’s

like. It’s farce, artifice. There’s no
security for us till it’s available for

the ’Skyers, too.”

The argument droned on. And
on. Only his final threat, saved for

a desperate last attempt, had any

effect: “I will go out. That’s all

there is. Now, if you can get me a

chance to work in Delivery, fine.

I’ll go out legally. If not. ...” He
let the implication hang in the

tense air between them.

And a week later, with all the

bad grace she could muster, Ei-

leen told him it was arranged: Lee
Roma, BS, a member of the new
Delivery training class.

He moved out of his parents’

apartment and into ten-man, two-

room quarters, deep in the bowels

of City. And into the hands of

Coates.

^^Report!”
Roma ran a quick exterior check

before answering. “All clear. No
problems. Now approaching Wil-

ton Bridge.”

“No problems? Pretty cocky,

aren’t you? Let me pose one. Say
you cross the bridge, and there’s a

human barricade. Then what?”

Roma hesitated. He had the

answer all right, the book solu-

tion, but it didn’t come easily to

his tongue.

“Well, Boy. Let’s have it.”

“Get the load through.”

“I know that, you nit! How?
”

Through clenched teeth, Roma
snapped back, “Any way!”

“Will you do it? Through them?
Over them, if you have to?”

“If I have to.
”

“Well see. Get set. A report

just came in from the Armory
drop-point. ’Skyers massing two
blocks from the bridge. An ugly

crowd. Be ready.”

“Sir.”

The Crawler rumbled onto the

bridge. Holes gaped in the
twisted metal railing to his right.

In two places the concrete floor-

ing had heaved and buckled. Mas-
sive slabs leaned against each
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other, pairs of mammoth playing

cards propped tent-like on a huge
tabletop. Roma swung right

around the first obstruction, his

outside tread grating along the re-

taining barrier over the river.

Through the starboard cameras he
saw only open water beneath. The
stick grew mushy in his hands.

The Crawler hung teetering a

breathless moment, then lurched

left onto solid footing.

The second obstruction was
smaller. The Crawler climbed it

and dropped slowly down the far

incline. Roma twisted the throttle

and thundered toward the west

bank.

He flinched at the noise of his

progress. Running with only infra

red lights gave him partial securi-

ty, but the engine’s roar marked
his location for anyone within a

block or two. With a crowd
gathering ahead, speed became
more important than stealth.

A futile log barricade at the

west end of the bridge splintered

to shreds under the Crawler’s

weight. Roma checked defense

systems again, more from ner-

vousness than need, and watched

the hulking Armory loom at him
out of the drak. It was an inky

silhouette against a sky brighten-

ing from dead black to dawn blue.

A run to the Armory drop-point

would end here. Roma’s run

stretched on miles farther.

Heat sensors picked up the

crowd before they were visible.

Roma switched his console map to

closeup and focused on a four-

block square. A shifting clot of

white marked the mass of bodies

concealed beside the Armory. The
white smear lay across the dotted

red line of his route.

He hesitated, then locked his

right tread, and the Crawler spun

sharply off the street. It tore

through a flimsy electrified fence

and lumbered along the west
riverbank. He knew there must
be a way through the Armory
grounds and around the building

on the near side. He could avoid

the massed crowd. Viewers
showed him little but vague
shadows ahead, river to the right,

the massive shape of buildings to

his left. No matter what shortcut

he took the ’Skyers would hear

the Crawler. Stealth was impossi-

ble now. He snapped on the car-

bon arc mounted on the Crawler’s

bow, and in the glaring white

path ahead he saw obstruction. A
pile of crates, cartons of some
sort, lay between him and the

cross street beyond the Armory
lot. He opened the throttle and

slammed through the stacked

boxes. His viewers became
kaleidescopes of shifting shapes as

the crates flipped back over the

Crawler in a shower of shattered

fragments. The Crawler slammed
into a solid barrier. Hesitated.

The engine screamed in protest,

and then with a tearing sound it

was through. And onto pavement.

He swung left and crept toward

the shifting white blob on his con-

sole map. A block to Bariss

Street. At full power he reached
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the intersection mere seconds
ahead of the ambushers. Now he
could see them on the viewers

—

scores of them, shadows in the

darkness boiling out of buildings

and pouring toward him.

A skidding right turn and he
was onto Bariss. He’d made it!

Excitement surged through him as

he activated the skirt fans and
watched dust and debris whirl

high in the air around him. Rush-

ing forms nearest the Crawler
were seized by a giant hand and
hurled off their feet; the tornado

he rode in swept them away like

so many rag dolls caught before

the wind.

Made it! Without harming any-

one. His way. And the hell with

Coates. His left hand pounded
exultant rhythms on the chairarm.

He shut down the fans and smiled

at his success.

“Roma? What are you doing?”

Coates sounded pained.

“On Bariss, proceeding toward

70th. I avoided the ambush.” Lee
couldn’t keep the note of triumph

out of his voice.

“I know that. Want to hear
what else I know? I taped it, not

two minutes ago. Listen.”

A new voice entered the cabin,

tense and angry. “Central!

Central! What’s going on?
There’s a Crawler outside the

Armory drop-point, smashing
through the storage yard. He’s

just about. . . . There! He did it!

Tore the billy-blue-hell out of the

clothing dump. It’s not bad
enough we’ve got to mount guards

. . . . Oh God! Now he smashed
through the fence! Is that you at

Central, Coates? You tell that

idiot we’ll be two days securing

this place. And if I find out who it

was. I’ll. ...”

“Heard enough, Roma?” Coates

interrupted the taped complaint.

“I gave you a route to follow. You
think I was kidding? Or did you
think at all?”

“I’ll get the load through,”
Roma barked. “And they won’t

get the Crawler. The rest of it’s

up to me. You said so yourself”

“And you’re the smart one of

the bunch. Damn! Okay, Boy.
We ll talk about it later.”

From their first meeting on,

Coates and Roma disagreed about

means.

“If a Deliveryman can get

through without harming anyone,

that’s his job too, isn’t it?”

Coates faced the class and
shook his head. “Always an argu-

ment, Roma. I might have known.

All right. Say you can do that.

Good. But, if it comes down to

’Skyers or your load, you’re going

to have to react.”

“I can decide when it happens,

sir.

“Not decide, dammit! React! If

you’ve got this notion you can talk

a mob out of cutting your throat,

you’re plain nuts. Ask the others.

They’ve been there. They know.”
Roma’s nine classmates nodded,

and their smugness—their as-

sumption of superiority—only
strengthened his determination.
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“All right. So I haven’t been
out there yet. But you make the

Skyers sound like a bunch of

animals. If you’d treat them
—

”

Coates interrupted. “Not ani-

mals. No one ever said that.

That’s your word. They’re people,

right enough, but gone crazy. Not
all of them. That’s why there’s

still hope, because we can do
something for most of them, if the

loads get through. Understand
that?”

“Sir.”

“One more time, then. If you
get stopped, if you’re boxed in

and it looks like the Skyers will

get the Crawler, what happens?”

Resigned, Roma fell back on
catechism. “Twenty seconds to

disconnect and evacuate. Then
Central activates the thermite.”

“You’ve got it,” Coates grinned.

“And I’ll be Central. The switch is

in my hand. Be slow getting out

and. ...” It was always his final

argument.

Roma squirmed in his chair.

Deliverymen called it, with the

gallows humor they all affected,

the hot seat. For Lee it was more
than that. It was a vantage point

from which to test his preconcep-

tions about Opensky. His whole
run, still marked on the console

before him but shortening now as

he approached 70th Street, be-

came a paradigm of his disagree-

ment with Coates. If he could
finish the run safely, his way, it

would prove something. Like the

child’s game: if I don’t step on a

crack all the way home. I’ll get

that new bike for my birthday.

And now, if Roma could complete

the run without any run-in or vio-

lence from the ’Skyers, it would
prove him right, Coates wrong.

The ’Skyers weren’t a real

menace, only misguided. Only
people reacting to the challenge of

power, and wealth, and authority,

represented by the Crawlers
themselves.

He reached 70th Street without

incident. His spirits rose. And
while the Crawler responded to

the automatic gestures of his con-

trolling hand, he began to formu-

late a plan. What would happen if

deliveries were made openly,

without all this secrecy and
flaunted power? When he got

back, he would suggest it.

Daylight was a milky silence

outside the Crawler. Here in

Workring he saw the lighted fac-

tories on each side, smoke belch-

ing from chimneys, the steets

cleared, wide, and empty. He
straddled an invisible line down
the center of the street and thun-

dered on toward Renault. Once,
passing a factory entrance, he saw

the armed watchmen raise gloved

hands in greeting, their faces hid-

den behind the gasmasks neces-

sary in the fetid air. Ash lifted

fluttering on the breeze of his

passage. Yellow sulfur clouds

poured from a pair of stacks to his

left.

With a grin, Roma flicked the

mike switch. “Crawler ten, here.”

“Central here. What’s the prob-
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lem?”

“No problem, Central. Position

report. On 70th, a mile from
Ranault. All routine. No difficul-
j.

ty-^

“You had to say it, right Roma?
I’ve got seven Crawlers out, and
you had to interrupt to brag.

What do you know about
‘routine’? Now get the hell oflF the

horn!”

“Sir.” His grin widened. Why
not rub it in a little? Coates never
missed a chance. Let him take

what he dished out.

Through Opensky, into the se-

curity of Workring, Roma could
now afford to relax. He shut down
the heat sensors, unnecessary in

full daylight, and relied on the

viewers. Humming to himself, he
slid into an angled bend in the

street. He locked first one tread,

then the other, but kept the

throttle open. And the Crawler
danced around the sharp comer,
slamming right-left-right. He slid

out of the angle. And into a cul-

de-sac.

He locked both treads and
skewed to a shuddering stop. This

was wrong! The street should
have continued on through, but
fifty feet ahead of him stood a

two-story brick wall. Momentarily
bewildered, he reviewed his men-
tal map of 70th Street—

a

thoroughfere, kept open and un-
obstructed, or so Coates had
taught them.

That sharp bend in the street,

that was it. Roma had somehow
swung off 70th and into this

deadend.

He stood on the right tread lock

and opened the throttle to spin

back the way he’d come. There,

lying in the street, was a young
girl writhing in pain. Instantly the

entire scene etched itself on his

mind: a girl in workclothes,
looked about 16, right leg twisted

underneath her. Left leg . . .

gone. Missing! A pink smear on
the pavement. And her arms flail-

ing. Only then did he hear her

crying out in pain. He’d done it,

run her down with the Crawler
roaring blindly into this cul-de-

sac. Crippled.

Vomit splashed over his bare
thighs and he heard the shaking

in his hands as the engine whined
to overspeed and died under the

surging throttle he twisted un-
knowingly. He acted instantly.

Without thinking he snatched
loose the four linkages that tied

him to Central, palmed open the

hatch, and staggered over the side

toward the girl.

Through the roaring in his ears

he heard an unintelligible voice

from the Crawler cabin, then felt

something—someone—hit him
behind the knees and hurl him to

the cold pavement. Commotion
filled the street—silent running
bodies bursting on him from all

sides, then past him to the
Crawler. He rolled onto his side

to rise. Through the silent melee
he saw the girl lifted erect by two
men, handed crutches on which
she moved to the corner with
practiced grace.
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He scrambled to his feet to

shout after her but she didn’t look

back. He took one tentative step

and then a soft thump whirled
him around.

The Crawler cabin spewed white

smoke. One man leapt from the

smoke with his hair a smouldering

mass. He lay screaming in the

street while a boy batted at his

flaming crown. Still the mob
worked silently. The rear cargo

hatch popped open. They passed

large cartons from hand to hand,

snatching them up and tossing

them free from the flames that

rose to engulf the Crawler.

Roma ran. He ran with the

fear of death at his back and a

strength of panic he didn’t under-

stand, ran from the cul-de-sac,

along a cross street, behind a

crumbling wall, and out again

onto 70tb.

TER, he remembered nothing

of the distance he had run, only

the cold air biting at his bare skin,

and the imagined sound of

footsteps at his back. The crew at

the Renault drop-point, warned
by Coates, recognized Roma in

bis scant trunks. They took him
inside where—an hour later—he

had calmed enough to talk.

“Kid. Coates is gonna have your

hide.” The older of the two men
at Renault sat facing Lee over a

small table. “You know what a

Crawler costs?”

“Screw the Crawler. What
about them?” The second man sat

at a bank of screens and indicated

a hne of quiet people in the street

outside. “Tell him, Klema. How
long they been waiting out
there?”

The older man nodded. “Baker’s

right. We’re at the end of the line

out here. Only three loads a week
for us, and now you cost us this

one.”

Roma flushed. “Okay. I know
that. But I couldn’t

—

”

“And you were gonna be one of

the good ones, Coates told us.

You know what happens now?”
Klema rose to indicate the queue
of people outside. “They been
coming here, some of them, for

months. But just once we can’t

supply ’em, they’ll get what they

want from the ’Skyers. We lost

’em, now. You lost ’em.”

“It wasn’t much,” Roma mut-
tered. “Most of the load burned
before they could get it out.”

“Wonderful!” Baker shook his

head. “That’s great. And I’ll bet

you don’t even know what the

load was.”^

“Nobody told me.”
“Ahh, hell!” Baker turned away

in disgust.

Klema looked puzzled. “All you
had to do was ask. Didn’t that

matter to you? What was this

—

some kind of game? You didn’t

even ask Coates what you were
carrying?”

“What does it matter now?”
Lee couldn’t look at them.

“Ahh, hell! See what I mean?”
Baker spun away from the screen

and stalked out of the room.
“Keep him away from me, Klema.
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I don’t even want to see him.

Soft-headed kid.”

The older man shrugged.

“Maybe you’re right, Roma.
Maybe it doesn’t matter. Milk.

You had a ton of powdered milk.

We been out of it for over a

week.”
“Milk!” It was Lee’s turn to be

angry. “I risked my hfe for milk?”

“They do.” Klema waved at the

screen.

“But it could have been some-

thing important] A run that long,

for milk?”

After a long moment, Klema
said, “There’ll be another run in

two days. You can go back to City

with him.”

“Go back? What for? Why
should I

—

”

“Because you’re not worth a

damn out here. And if I was you,

I wouldn’t talk to Baker till then.

People who mess up aren’t his

best friends, you know? Even
smart people and volunteers.”

“What about you?” Roma’s
question sounded like a plea.

“You’re in charge here. What do
you think?”

Klema shrugged. “I just do a

job, kid. Counseling’s out of my
line.” He went after Baker.

Roma stared at the screen, and
at the line of people waiting out-

side.

—Richard E. Peck
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Someone had drugged him, stolen his memory, and shipped him half-

way across the Alastor Cluster. Why? To what purpose had he been
stripped of his identity as a proud Rhune?

MARUNE: ALASTOR 933
JACK VANCE

Conclusion

Illustrated by Steve Fabian

SYNOPSIS

Efraim, House of Benbuphar, Kang
of the Realm, now—with the death of

his father, Jochaim, the seventy-

ninth Kaiark—Eightieth Kaiark, has a

problem. Someone did something to

him which cost him his memory, then

shipped him out with an open ticket

to become a lost wanderer on one of

the many worlds of the Alastor Clus-

ter. He was found where his ticket

ran out, on Bruse-Tansel, Alastor

1102. He made his way to the Conna-
tic’s Hospital no Numenes, where all

efforts to restore his memory to him
failed, but characteristics of his body
combined with logistical searches of

the probable route which took him to

Bruse-Tansel do establish his planet of

origin. He is a Rhune from the Rhune
Realms, east of Port Mar on the

North Continent of Marune, Alastor

933.

Marune is a planet which exists in a

four-star group, orbiting close around

the orange dwarf star, Furad. Also in

the group are a green star, Cirse; a

blue dwarf, Osmo; and a red dwarf,

Maddar. Maddar and Cirse swing
close around each other; Furad, with

Marune keeping its monthly orbit,

curvets around Osmo. On Marune

day and night do not alternate; in-

stead there are varying conditions of

light, depending upon which sun or

suns rule the sky, and these periods

are specifically designated. Aud, isp,

red rowan, green rowan and umber
are the normal gradations. Night oc-

curs at intervals regulated by a com-
plex pattern, averaging about once
every thirty days.

Most of the planet is poorly

adapted to human habitation and the

population
,
is small, divided about

equally between agriculturists on the

lowland slopes and residents of the

several cities, of which Port Mar is by
far the most important. East of Port

Mar are the Mountain Realms, inha-

bited by aloof and eccentric warrior-

scholars known as Rhunes, whose
numbers are not accurately known.
The native fauna includes a quasi-

intelligent biped of placid disposition;

the Fwai-chi. These creatures inhabit

highland forests and are protected

from molestation both by statute and

by local custom.

The planet was originally settled by
the Majars and the Rhunes, and was
known as Majar-Rhune, but the

Rhunes decimated the Majars, and
were expelled by the Whelm into the

eastern mountains, where they are
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still allowed no weapons of energy or

attack.

Efraim learns what he can about

Rhone society:

“In the Old Town at Port Mar live

a handful of exiles: young Rhunes who
have rebelled against their society, or

who have been ejected for lapses of

conduct. They are a demoralized,

miserable and bitter group; all

criticize their parents, who, so they

claim, have withheld counsel and gui-

dance. To a certain extent this is true;

Rhunes feel that their precepts are

self-evident even to the understand-

ing of a child—which of course they

are not; nowhere in the Cluster are

conventions more arbitrary. For in-

stance, the process of ingesting food is

considered as deplorable as the final

outcome of digestion, and eating is

done as privately as possible. The
child is supposed to achieve this view-

point automatically, as well as other

Rhune conventions. He is expected to

excel in arcane and impractical skills;

he must quell his sebalism.”

“You have used this word before; I

do not understand it.”

“It is the special Rhune concept for

‘secuahty’, which the Rhunes find dis-

gusting. How then do they procreate?

It is cause for wonder. But they have

solved the problem \vith elegance and

ingenuity. During mirk, in the dark of

the suns, they undergo a remarkable

transformation. Do you wish to hear

about it? If so, you must allow me a

measure of discursiveness, as the sub-

ject is most wonderful!

“About once a month, the land

grows dark, and the Rhunes become
restless. Some lock themselves into

their homes; others array themselves

in odd costumes and go forth into the

night where they perform the most
astonishing deeds. The baron whose
rectitude is unquestioned robs and
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beats one of his tenants. A staid mat-

ron commits daring acts of unmen-
tionable depravity. No one who allows

himself to be accessible is safe. What
a mystery then! How to reconcile

such conduct with the decorum of

daylight? No one tries to do so;

night-deeds are considered hardships

for which no one is held responsible,

like nightmares. Mirk is a time of un-

reality; events during mirk are unreal,

and ‘guilt’ has no basis.

“During mirk, sebalism is rampant.

Indeed, sexual activity occurs only as

a night-deed, only in the guise of

rape. Marriage
—

‘trisme,’ as it is

called—is never considered a sexual

pairing, but rather an alliance; a join-

ing of economic or political forces.

Sexual acts, if they occur, will be
‘night-deeds’—acts of purported rape.

The male participant wears a black

garment over his shoulders, arms and
upper chest, and boots of black cloth.

Over his head he wears a ‘man-mask’.

His torso is naked. He is purposely

grotesque, an abstraction of male sex-

uality; his costume depersonalizes

himself and maximizes the ‘fantasy’ or

‘unreal’ elements. The man enters the

chamber where the woman sleeps, or

pretends to sleep; and in utter silence

procreation occurs. Virginity or its ab-

sence is neither significant, nor so

much as a subject for speculation; the

Rhune dialect contains no such word.

“So there you have the state of

‘trisme’. Between trismetics friend-

ship may exist, but the two address

each other formally. Intimacy bet-

ween any two people is rare. Rooms
are large, so that folk need not huddle
together, nor even approach. No per-

son purposely touches another; in fact

the occupations which require physi-

cal contact, such as barbering, doctor-

ing, clothes-fitting, are considered
pariah trades. For such services the

Rhunes journey into Port Mar. A pa-

rent neither strikes nor caresses his

child; a warrior attempts to kill his

enemy at a distance, and weapons
such as swords and daggers have only

ceremonial function.

“Allow me to revert to the act of

eating. On those rare occasions when
a Rhune is forced to dine in the com-
pany of others he ingests his food be-

hind a napkin, or at the back of a ta-

ble implement unique to Marune: a

screen on a metal pedestal, placed be-

fore the diner’s face. At formal ban-

quets no food is served; only wafts of

varied and complicated odors, the

selection and presentation being con-

sidered a creative skill.

“The Rhunes lack humor. They are

highly sensitive to insult; a Rhune will

never submit to ridicule. Lifelong

friends must reckon with each other’s

sensibilities, and rely upon a compli-

cated etiquette to lubricate social oc-

casions. In short, it seems as if the

Rhunes deny themselves all the usual

human pleasures. What do they sub-

stitute?

“In the first place, the Rhune is ex-

quisitely sensitive to his landscapes of

mountain, meadow, forest and sky, all

changing to the changing modes of

day. He reckons his land by its

aesthetic appeal; he will connive a

lifetime to gain a few choice acres. He
enjoys pomp, protocol, heraldric

minutiae; his niceties and graces are

judged as carefully as the figures of a

ballet. He prides himself on his col-

lection of sherliken scales; or the

emeralds which he has mined, cut

and jxilished with his own hands; or

his Arab magic wheels, imported from

hallway across the Gaean Reach. He
will perfect himself in special

mathematics, or an ancient language,

or the lore of fanfares, or all three, or

three other abstrusities. His callig-
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raphy and draughtsmanship are taken

for granted; his life work is his Book
of Deeds, which he executes and il-

lustrates and decorates with fervor

and exactitude. A few of these books

have reached the market; in the

Reach they command enormous
prices as curios.

“The Rhune is not a likeable man.

He is so sensitive as to be truculent;

he is contemptuous of all other races

than the Rhune. He is self-centered,

arrogant, unsympathetic in his judg-

ments.

“Naturally I allude to the typical

Rhune, from whom an individual may
deviate, and everything I have said

applies no less to the women as the

men.
“The Rhunes display correspond-

ingly large virtues: dignity, courage,

honor, intellects of incomprehensible

complexity—though here again indi-

viduals may differ from the norm.

“Anyone who owns land considers

himself an aristocrat, and the hierar-

chy descends from kaiark, through

kang, eiodark, baronet, baron, knight

and squire. The Fwai-chi have re-

treated from the Realms, but still

make their pilgrimages through the

upper forests and along the high

places. There is no inter-action bet-

ween the two races.

“Needless to say, among a people

so passionate, proud and reckless, and

so anxious to expand their land-

holdings, conflict is not unknown. The
force of the Connatic’s Second Edict

and, more effectively, an embargo
upon energy weapons, has eliminated

formal war, but raids and forays are

common, and enmities last forever.

The rules of warfare are based upon
two principles. First, no man may at-

tack a person of higher rank than

himself; second, since blood violence

is a mirk-deed, killing is achieved at a

distance with blast-bolts; aristocrats,

however use swords and so de-

monstrate fortitude. Ordinary warriors

will not look a man in the face and
kill him; such an act haunts a man
forever—unless the act’s done by
mirk, when it becomes no more than

a nightmare. But only if unplanned.

Premeditated murder by mirk is vile

murder.”

“Now I know why my enemy sent

me off to Bruse-Tansel instead of leav-

ing me dead in a ditch.”

“There is a second argument
against murder: it cannot be con-
cealed. The Fwai-chi detect crimes,

and no one escapes; it is said that

they can taste a dead man’s blood and
cite all the circumstances of his

death.”

Armed now with some knowledge
of what—if not who-^he is, Efraim
returns to Marune, where he finds

recognition at the Royal Rhune Hotel

in Port Mar, and his true name and
identity are restored to him. With
this comes the knowledge that his

father has died, and that he is now
Kaiark of Scharrode—a title he must
claim soon if it is not to pass into

other hands.

As he begins to unravel the events

which led to the loss of his memory,
he finds they center upon a visit to

Port Mar by his father, the late

Kaiark Jochaim, in the company of

the Kraike Singhalissa, the Kangs
Efraim and Destian, and the Lissolet

Sthelany—Destian and Sthelany are

the son and daughter of Singhalissa,

who had formed trisme with Efraim’s

father. Also visiting Port Mar and
staying at the Royal Rhune was a sec-

ond party, headed by the Kaiark

Rianlle of Eccord, with the Kraike

Dervas and the Lissolet Maerio.
The younger members of the

party—Efraim, Destian, Sthelany and
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Maerio—set out to explore the New
Town and joined company with a fel-

low named Matho Lorcas, whom
Efraim now seeks out.

Lorcas is friendly and fills in Efraim

as best he can on the activities of the

day in question; he seems to find

Rhune habits and customs amusingly

inhibited and strange. He takes Ef-

raim to^a shop where the shopkeeper,

a dealer in cures and potions, guesses

that someone has fed Efraim Fwai-chi

shag—an excretion of the Fwai-chi
which has drug-like properties when
consumed by humans, and can blot

away human memory. He is unaware
of any cure for the drug—-or restora-

tive for Efraim’s lost memories.

Efraim decides he must journey to

Scharrode, first to claim his title and
second to get to the bottom of the

mystery of what was done to him.

Lorcas decides to accompany him,

never having visited the Rhune
mountain realms before.

Chapter 6

During early isp Efraim ar-

rived at the oflBce of the local air

transport service, to find that Lor-

cas had already hired an air-car, of

no great elegance, its metal-work

stained by long exposure to the

elements, the glass of the dome
clouded, the flanges around the

pods cratered and corroded. Lor-

cas said apologetically: “It’s the

best available, and quite depend-
able; in a hundred and two years

the engine has never failed, or so

I’m told.”

With a skeptical eye Efraim
surveyed the vehicle. “If it flies us

to Scharrode, I don’t care what it

looks like.”

“Sooner or later the craft will

collapse, most likely in mid-air.

Still—the alternative is shank’s

mare along the Fwai-chi trails.

The terrain is most impressive,

nor would you make so dignified

an arrival.”

“There is something in what
you say,” Efraim admitted. “Are
you ready to leave?”

“At any time. But let me make
a suggestion. Why not telephone

Benbuphar Strang, to prepare
them for your coming?”
“So that someone can fly out

and shoot us down?”
Lorcas shook his head. “Air-cars

are banned to the Rhunes, for just

this reason. The present issue is

one of dignity, and if I may pre-

sume to advise you, a Kaiark an-

nounces his arrival so that a for-

mal reception may be arranged. I

will speak for you, as your aide,

which will lend dignity to the oc-

casion.”

“Very well, do as you like.”

“The Kraike Singhalissa is now
the head of the household?”

“So I would suppose.”

At a telephone as antiquated as

the air-car, Lorcas put through a

call to Benbuphar Strang.

A footman in a black and scarlet

uniform responded. “I speak for

Benbuphar Strang. Please state

your business.”

“I want a few words with the

Kraike Singhalissa,” said Lorvas.

“I have important information to

transmit.”

“You must call at some other

time. The Kraike is in consulta-
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tion regarding the investiture.”

“Investiture? Of whom?”
“Of the new Kaiark.”

“And who will this be?”

“The present Kang Destian,

who is next in order of succes-

sion.”

“And when does the investiture

occur?”

“In one week’s time, when the

present Kaiark is to be declared

derelict.”

Lorcas laughed. “You may in-

form the Kraike that the investi-

ture may be canceled, since

Kaiark Efraim is immediately re-

turning to Scharrode.”

The footman stared into the sc-

reen. “I cannot take responsibility

for such an announcement.”
Efraim stepped forward. “Do

you recognize me?”
“Ah, Force*, indeed I do!”

“Deliver the message as you
heard it from the Noble Matho
Lorcas.”

“Instantly, Force!” The footman

inclined himself in a stiff bow, and

faded in a dazzle of halations.

The two returned to the air-car

and clambered aboard. Without
ceremony the pilot clamped the

ports, opened the throttle and the

ancient air-craft, creaking and vib-

rating, lurched up and away to

the east.

*The term tsernifer, here translated

as ‘Force’, refers to that pervasion of

psychological power surrounding the

person of a kaiark. The word is more
accurately rendered as irresistible

compulsion, elemental wisdom, deper-

sonalized force. The appellative
‘Force’ is an insipid dilution.

With the pilot, who identified

himself as Tiber Flaussig, talking

over his shoulder and ignoring

both altimeter and the terrain be-

low, the air-craft cleared the

ridges of the First Scarp with a

hundred yards to spare. As if by
afterthought the pilot lifted the

craft somewhat higher, although

the land at once fell away a

thousand feet to become an up-

land plain. A hundred sprawling

lakes reflected the clouds; scaur

and deep-willow grew in isolated

copses, with here and there a

gnarled catafalque tree. Thirty

miles east the Second Scarp thrust

crags of naked rock up past the

clouds. Flaussig, discussing cer-

tain outcrops below, declared
them rich sources of such gems as

tourmaline, peridot, topaz, and
spinel: all barred from human
exploitation by reason of Fwai-chi

prejudice. “They claim this as one
of their holy places, and so reads

the treaty. They care no more for

the jewels than for common
stones; but they can smell a man
from fifty miles away and lay on
him their curse of a thousand
itches, or a fiery bladder, or

piebald skin. The area is now
avoided.

”

Efraim pointed ahead to the

looming scarp. “In a single minute
we will all be crushed to pulp, un-

less you quickly raise this craft at

least two thousand feet.”

“Ah yes,” said Flaussig. “The
scarp approaches, and we will

give it due respect.” The air-car

rose at a stomach-griping rate.
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and from the engine box came a

stuttering wheeze which caused
Efraim to twist about in alarm. “Is

this vehicle finally disintegrating?”

Flaussig listened with a puzzled
frown. “A mysterious sound cer-

tainly, one which I have not heard
before. Still, were you as old as

this vehicle, your viscera would
also produce odd noises. Let us

be tolerant of the aged.”

As soon as the craft once more
flew a level course the disturbing

sounds dwindled into silence.

Lorcas pointed ahead toward the

Third "Soarp, still fifty miles

ahead. “Start now to ascend, in a

gradual manner. The air-car is

more likely to survive such treat-

ment.”

Flaussig acceded to the request,

and the vehicle rose at a gradual

angle to meet the prodigious bulk

of the Third Scarp. Below passed

a desolation of ridges, cols,

chasms, and, rarely, a small

forested valley. Flaussig waved his

hand around the fearsome land-

scape. “Within the range of vis-

ion, around the whole of the

cataclysmic tumble, live perhaps
twenty fugitives; desperados, con-

demned criminals and the like.

Commit no crimes in Port Mar or

here is where you will eventuate.”

Neither Lorcas nor Efraim saw
fit to comment.
A cleft appeared; the air-car

glided through with rock walls

close to right and left and great

buffets of wind thrusting the craft

from side to side; then the cleft

fell away and the air-car flew over

a landscape of peaks, cliffs and
river valleys. Flaussig waved his

hand in another inclusive arc.

“The Realms, the glorious Realms!

Beneath us now Waierd, guarded
by the Soldiers of Silence . . .

And now we fly across the realm

Sherras. Notice the castle in the

lake . .

.”

“How far to Scharrode?”

“Yonder, over the crags. That is

the answer given to all such ques-

tions. Why do you visit a place so

dour?”

“Curiosity, perhaps.”

“You’ll learn nothing from
them; they’re as tight as stones,

like all Rhunes . . . Below now
and behind those great trees is

the town Tangwill, home to no
more than two or three thousand.

The Kaiark Tangissel is said to be
insane for women, and keeps cap-

tives in deep dungeons where
they don’t know whether or not it

is mirk, and he visits them during

all the periods of the month, ex-

cept during mirk, when he’s off

on his prowling.”

“Nonsense,” muttered Efraim,

but the pilot paid no heed.

“The great spire to the left is

called Ferkus
—

”

“Up, man, up!” screamed Lor-

cas. “You’re running us into the

ridge!”

With a petulant gesture Flaus-

sig jerked the air-craft high, to

skim that crag to which Lorcas
had made reference; for a period

he flew in sullen silence. Below
the ground rose and fell, and
Flaussig, disdaining further al-
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titude, veered back and forth

among crystalline crags, grazed

precipices, skirted glaciers and
mounds of scree, the better to

display his insouciant control over

air-craft, landscape and passen-

gers. Lorcas made frequent expos-

tulations, which Flaussig ignored,

and at last guided the air-car

down into an irregular valley

three to four miles wide and fif-

teen miles long. At the eastern

end a cascade fell two thousand
feet into a lake, with nearby the

town Esch. Away from the lake

flowed a slow river, curving across

a meadow and under Benbuphar
Strang, then back and forth from

pool to pool to the far western
end of the valley, where it de-

parted through a narrow gorge.

Near Esch the valley had been
tamed to cultivation; the fields

were enclosed by dense hedges of

bramble berry, as if to hide them
from view. In other such fields

grazed cattle, while the slopes to

either side of the valley were
planted to orchards. Elsewhere
meadows alternated with forests of

banice, white oak, shrack, in-

terstellar yew; through the clear

air the foliages—dark green, crim-

son, sooty ocher, pale green

—

glowed like colors painted on
black velvet. Efraim half smiled to

the fleeting brush of a sudden
poignant emotion. Perhaps an

exhalation from his occluded
memory? Such twinges had been
occurring with increasing frequen-

cy. He glanced at Lorcas to find

him also staring about in wistful

wonder. “I have heard how the

Rhunes cherish each stone of the

landscape,” said Lorcas. “The
reason is clear. The Realms are

small segments of Paradise.”

Flaussig, having unloaded the

scanty luggage, now stood in an

expectant attitude. Lorcas spoke
with slow and careful diction.

“The fee was prepaid in Port Mar.

The management wished to make
sure of their money, no matter

what else happened.
”

Flaussig smiled politely. “In

circumstances like the present, a

gratuity is usually extended.”
“
‘Gratuity’?” exclaimed Efraim

in a passion. “You are lucky to es-

cape a penalty for criminal inep-

titude!”

“Further,” said Lorcas, “remain

here until his Force the Kaiark

permits you to leave. Otherwise

he will order his secret agent in

Port Mar to meet you and break

every bone in your body.”

Flaussig bowed in a state of in-

jured dignity. “It shall be as you
wish. Our firm has built its repu-

tation upon service. Had I known
I was transporting grandees of

Scharrode, I would have used
more formality, since appropriate

behavior is also a watchword at

our firm.”

Lorcas and Efraim had already

turned toward Benbuphar Strang,

a castle of black stone, umber tile,

timber and stucco, built to the

dictates of that peculiar gaunt
style typical of the Rhunes. The
chambers of the first floor were
enclosed by walls thirty feet high.
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with tall narrow windows,
elaborating above into a compli-

cated system of towers, turrets,

promenades, bays, balconies and
eyries. This was home, mused Ef-

raim, and this was terrain over

which he had walked a thousand

times. He looked westward along

the valley, across the pools and
meadows, past the successive

silhouettes of the forests, the col-

ors muted by the haze, until they

became purple-gray shadow under
the far crags: he had looked across

this vista ten thousand times . . .

He felt no recollection.

He had been recognized from
the town. Several dozen men in

black jackets and buff pantaloons

hurried forth, with half as many
women in gray gauze gowns.

The men, approaching, per-

formed complicated gestures of

respect, then came forward, halt-

ing at a distance precisely re-

ckoned by protocol.

Efraim asked, “How have
things gone during my absence?”

The most venerable of the men
responded: “Tragically, Force: our

Kaiark Jochaim was pierced by a

Gorget bolt. Otherwise not badly,

but not well. There have been
doubts and misgivings. From
Torre a band of warriors invaded

our land. The Kang Destian or-

dered out a force, but there was
little correspondence in rank’*;

and no great combat ensued. Our
blood boils for revenge upon
Gosso of Gorgetto. The Kang De-
stian has delayed retahation; when
will he order forth our power?

Remember, from the crest of

Haujefolge our sails command his

castle. We can invade, then while

Gosso sweats and wheezes, we
can drop down a force and take

Gorgance Strang.”

“First things first,” said Efimm.
“I now go to Benbuphar Strang to

discover what irregularities, if

any, exist. Have you information,

or even suspicions, in this re-

gard?”

The sage performed another
gesticulation of a ritual efface-

ment. “I would never reflect upon
Benbuphar irregularities, let alone

give them voice.”

“Do so now,” said Efiaim. “You

*Rhune warefare is controlled by rigid

convention. Several types of engage-
ment are recognized. In formal com-
bat, fighting occurs between persons

of equal rank. If a person of high
caste attacks one of low caste, the low
caste person may protect, retreat, or

retaliate. If a low caste person attacks

a person of high caste, he is re-

primanded by everyone. The weapons
employed are swords, used only for

thrusting, and lances.

On occasion the raiders come
masked; they are then known as

‘mirk-men’ and treated as bandits. All

weapons may be legitimately used
against mirk-men, including the so-

called ‘bore’ which prr^els a short ar-

row or bolt, by means of an explosive

charge.

Occasionally large-scale battles oc-

cur, when the tot^ manpower of one
Realm is mobilized against that of

another.

Warriors trained to the use of sky-

sails command special prestige. The
rules of sky-fighting are even more
complex than mose governing warfiire

afoot.
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will be doing your Kaiark a ser-

vice.”

“As you will, Force, but re-

member, by the nature of things,

we of the town know nothing.

Uncharitable persons blink as-

kance at the Kraike Singhalissa’s

projected trisme with Kaiark

Rianlle of Eccord.”

“What?” exclaimed Efraim.

“And how is it to be with the

Kraike Dervas?”

“She is to be resticated, or so

goes the rumor. Such is Singhalis-

sa’s price for the Dwan Jar, where
Rianlle yearns to build a pavihon.

This at least is common know-
ledge. We learn also of trisme be-

tween the Kang Destian and the

Lissolet Maerio. If these trismes

were to eventuate, what then?

Does it not seem that Rianlle

would sit high in the counsels of

Scharrode? Still, now that you are

at hand, and Kaiark by right, the

question is moot.”

“I am pleased with your can-

dor,” said Efraim. “What else has

occurred during my absence?”

“Nothing of consequence, al-

though, in my opinion, the mood
of the realm has become slack.

Loons and villains wander by
mirk, instead of remaining at

home to guard their households,

and then when light returns, we
are reluctant to unbolt our doors,

for fear of finding a corpse on the

porch. Again, now that you are

home, the evil influences must
subside.”

He bowed and withdrew; Ef-

raim and Lorcas proceeded across

the commons toward the castle,

after first dismissing the sullen

Flaussig and sending him back to

Port Mar.

As they approached, a pair of

heralds appeared on the twin bar-

tizans over the portal; lifting

coiled bronze sad-homs they blew

a set of agitated fanfares. The por-

tals swung wide; a platoon of

guards stood at attention, and out

marched four heralds playing

further fanfares: wild excited

progressions of sounds, just per-

ceptibly contrapuntal.

Efraim and Lorcas passed
through a vaulted tunnel into a

courtyard. In a tall-backed chair

sat the Kraike Singhafissa; beside

her stood the Kang Destian, dark

eyebrows lowering.

The Kraike rose to her feet, to

stand almost as tall as Destian; a

woman of obvious force, with lus-

trous eyes and angular features. A
gray turban contained her dark

hair; her gray gauze gown seemed
dull and characterless until the

eye took note of the subtle play of

light, the shadow of the half-

concealed figure.

Singhalissa spoke in a high

sweet voice: “We give you a ritual

welcome, although you have re-

turned at an inconvenient time;

why should we deny it? In less

than a week the legitimacy of your

tenure would have dissolved, as

certainly you have instructed

yourself. It seems far from civil

that you have neglected to notify

us of your plans, inasmuch as we
have providently taken steps to
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transfer the succession.”

“Your points are well-taken,”

said Efraim. “I could not dispute

them if they were not founded
upon incorrect premises. I assure

you that my difficulties have far

exceeded yours. Nevertheless, I

am sorry that you have been in-

convenienced and I sympathize
with Destian’s disappointment.”

“No doubt,” said Destian. “May
we inquire the circumstances of

your long absence?”

“Certainly; you are entitled to

an explanation. At Port Mar I was
drugged, placed aboard a space-

ship, and sent far off across the

Cluster. I encountered many dif-

ficulties and succeeded in return-

ing to Port Mar only yesterday.

As soon as possible I hired an

air-car and was conveyed to

Scharrode.”

Destian’s mouth compressed
even deeper at the corners. He
shrugged and turned away.

“Most curious,” said Singhalis-

sa, in her high clear voice. “Who
worked this malignant deed?”

“I will discuss the matter with

you in detail, at some future

time.”

“As you please.” She inclined

her head toward Lorcas. “And
who is this gentleman?”

“I wish to present my friend,

the Noble Matho Lorcas. He has

given me invaluable assistance

and will be our guest. I believe

that he and the Kang Destian be-

came casually acquainted at Port

Mar.”
Destian scrutinized Lorcas a

brief three seconds, then, mutter-

ing something under his breath,

he turned away. Lorcas said

gravely, “I recall the occasion per-

fectly; it is a pleasure to renew
the acquaintance.”

At the back of the colonnade, in

the shadow of one of the. tall por-

tals, the form of a young woman
seemed gradually to materialize.

Efraim saw her to be the Lissolet

Sthelany, slight and supple in her

nimbus of translucent gray gauze.

Her eyes, like those of the

Kraike, were somber and lustrous,

but her features were pensive
rather than minatory, delicate

rather than crisp, and only re-

motely similar to those of either

Singhalissa or Destian. She was
further differentiated by her ex-

pression of detachment and indif-

ference. Efraim and Lorcas both

might have been strangers for all

the animation of her greeting.

Lorcas had found Sthelany fas-

cinating at Port Mar. and his in-

terest, so Efraim noticed, had not

diminished—almost too obviously,

although no one troubled to take

note.

Singhalissa, sensing Sthelany’s

presence, spoke over her shoul-

der. “As you see, the Kaiark Ef-

raim is again with us. He has suf-

fered outrageous indignities; some
unknown person has played him a

series of malicious tricks.”

“Indeed!” remarked Sthelany in

a soft voice. “I am dismayed to

hear this. Still, one cannot expect

to roam the back alleys of Port

Mar and evade the consequences.
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As I recall, he was in the most
questionable company.”
“We are all disturbed by the

situation,” said Singhalissa. “The
Kaiark of course has our sym-
pathy. He has brought as his

guest the Noble Matho Lorcas, or

so I believe his name to be: his

friend from Port Mar.”

Lissolet’s acknowledgment of

the introduction, if any less em-
phatic, would have been unde-
tectable. She spoke to Efraim in a

voice as clear and sweet as that of

Singhalissa, “Who performed
these heartless acts upon you?”

Singhalissa answered for Ef-

raim. “The Kaiark prefers not to

enlarge upon the matter at this

time.”

“But we are most interested!

These indignities offend us all!”

“That is true enough,” said the

Kraike.

Efraim had been listening with

a sour grin. “I can tell you very

little. I am as puzzled as you
are—perhaps more so.”

“
‘More so’? I know nothing.”

The Kraike said abruptly, “The
Kaiark and his friend have had a

fatiguing journey and will wish to

refresh themselves. ’’ She addres-

sed herself to Efraim. “I assume
that you will now occupy the

Grand Chambers?
”

“It would seem appropriate that

I do so.”

Singhalissa turned and bec-

koned to a grizzled heavy-
shouldered man who wore, over

the black and scarlet Benbuphar
livery, a black velvet mantle em-

broidered in silver and a black
velvet tricorn cap. “Agnois, bring

a selection of the Kaiark’s effects

down from the North Tower.”
“At once. Your Presence.” Ag-

nois the First Chamberlain de-
parted.

The Kraike Singhalissa ushered
Efraim along a dim hall hung with

portraits of all the dead kaiarks,

each, by the urgency of his gaze
and the poise of his upraised
hand, straining to communicate
his wisdom across the ages.

A pair of tall iron-bound doors

barred the way, with a gorgon’s

head of oiled black iron at the
center of each: perhaps contrived

by a Kaiark’s cogence*. Sin-

gbalissa halted by the doors; Ef-

raim stepped forward to fling

them wide but could not discover

the mechanism which controlled

the latch. Singhalissa said drily,

“Allow me,” and pressed a boss;

the doors swung open.

They entered a long an-

techamber, or trophy room. Cases

lined the walls, displaying curios,

collections, artifacts; objects

of stone, wood, fired clay, glass;

insects preserved in transparent

cubes; sketches, paintings, callig-

raphy; Books of Life, a thousand
other volumes and portfolios,

monographs unnumbered. A long

table occupied the center of the

room, on which glowed a pair of

lamps in green glass shades.

Above the cases portraits of

*The word cogence is used to express
that fervent erudition and virtuosity of
the Rhunes.
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kaiarks and kraikes stared down at

those who passed below.

The trophy room opened on a

vast high-ceilinged room paneled
in wood almost black with age.

Rugs patterned in maroon, blue

and black covered the floor; tall

narrow windows overlooked the

valley.

The Kraike indicated a dozen
cases along the wall. “These are

Destian’s belongings; he assumed
that he would be occupying these

chambers; he is naturally annoyed
by the turn of events.” She step-

ped to the wall and touched a

button; almost at once Agnois the

First Chamberlain appeared.

“Yes, Your Presence?”

“Remove the Kang Destian’s

belongings.”

“At once. Presence.” He de-

parted.

“How, may I ask, did the

Kaiark meet his death?”

The Kraike looked sharply at

Efraim. “You have heard nothing

of this?
’’

“Only that he was killed by the

Gorgets.”

“We know little more. They
came as mirk-men and one of

them shot a bolt at Jochaim’s
back. Destian planned a foray of

vengeance immediately after his

investiture.”

“Destian can order a foray

whenever he chooses. I will put

no hindrance in his way.”

“You intend not to participate?”

The Kraike’s clear voice tinkled

with a cool emotion.

“I would be foolish to do so.

while there are mysteries to be
clarified. Who knows but what I

also might die of a Gorget bolt?”

“You must act as your wisdom
directs. When you are rested you
will find us in the hall. With your

permission I will now leave you.”

Efraim bowed his head. “I am
grateful for your solicitude.”

The Kraike departed. Efraim
stood alone in the ancient parlor.

In the air hung a redolence of

leather bookbindings, waxed
wood, old febric, and also a faint

mustiness of disuse. Efraim went
to look out one of the tall win-

dows, each protected by an iron

shutter. The time was green row-

an; the light lay wan across the

landscape.

He turned away and gingerly

began to explore the chambers of

the Kaiark. The parlor was fur-

nished with massive pieces,

well-worn and not uncomfortable,

if somewhat stately and ponder-

ous. At one end of the room cases

ten feet tall displayed books of

every description. Efraim won-
dered what had been Jochaim’s

special virtuosities. For that mat-

ter, what had been his own?
In a sideboard he found various

flasks of liquor, for the Kaiark’s

private ingestion. A rack displayed

a dozen swords, evidently

weapons of fame and glory.

A portal nine feet tall and three

feet wide opened into an octa-

gonal sitting room. A segmented
glass dome high above, flooded

the chamber with light. A green

rug covered the floor; the wall
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panels were painted to represent

views over Scharrode from several

high vantages: the work, no
doubt, of some long-dead kaiark

who had professed the rendering

of painted landscapes. A spiral

stairs led aloft to a balcony, which
led to an exterior promenade. A-

cross the sitting room a short hall

led into the Kaiark’s wardrobe.
Uniforms and formal dress hung
in closets; chests contained shirts

and underlinen; on shelves were
ranged dozens of boots, shoes,

sandals, slippers: all glossy with

polish, brushed and burnished.

Kaiark Jochaim had been a

punctilious man. The personal be-

longings, the garments and un-

iforms communicated nothing. Ef-

raim felt uneasy and resentful;

why had not these garments long

ago been discarded?

A tall door opened on the

Kaiark’s bed-chamber: a relatively

small room plainly furnished; the

bed was little more than a cot,

with a hard thin mattress. Efraim

saw scope for change here; he had
no present taste for asceticism. A
short hall opened first upon a bath-

room and watercloset, then upon
a small chamber furnished with a

table and chair: the Kaiark’s refec-

tory. Even as Efraim examined
the room a lift rumbled up a

dumb-waiter from the cellar

kitchens, bringing a tureen of

soup, a loaf of bread, a plate of

leeks in oil, a quantity of black-

brown cheese and a tankard of

beer. The service, as Efraim
would learn, was automatic; every

hour the collation would be re-

newed, and the Kaiark never
need suffer the embarrassment of

calling for food.

Efraim discovered himself to be
hungry and ate with good appe-
tite. Returning into the hall, he
noted that it continued to a flight

of dark winding stairs. A noise

from the bedroom attracted his at-

tention. He returned to find a

pair of valets removing the gar-

ments of the dead Kaiark and ar-

ranging in their stead a wardrobe
conspicuously less ample: presum-
ably the clothes he had left in his

old quarters.

“I go now to bathe,” Efraim
told one of the valets. “Lay out

something suitable for me to

wear.”

“With haste. Force!”

“Also, remove this bed, and
bring in something larger and
more comfortable.”

, “Immediately, Force!”

Half an hour later Efraim in-

spected himself in the mirror. He
wore a gray coat over a white
shirt, black breeches, black stock-

ings and black velvet shoes: gar-

ments suitable for informal occa-

sions within the castle. The
clothes hung loosely on his body;

he had lost weight since the
episode at Port Mar.

The stairs at the back of the hall

had not yet been explored. He
climbed twenty feet to a landing,

where he opened a door and
looked out into a hall.

He stepped through. The door
seemed to be a section of the
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paneling, invisible when closed.

As he stood examining the door

and speculating upon its purpose,

the Lissolet Sthelany emerged
from a chamber at the end of the

hall. At the sight of Efraim, she

hesitated, then approached slow-

ly, her face averted. The green
rays of Cirse, shining from the

window at the end of the hall,

backlighted her figure; Efraim
wondered how he had ever consi-

dered the gauze gowns drab. He
watched her as she approached,

and it seemed that her cheeks be-

came suffused with a faint flush.

Modesty? Annoyance? Excite-

ment? Her expression gave no in-

dication as to her feelings.

Efraim stood watching as she

drew nearer. Evidently she in-

tended to continue past, without

acknowledging his presence. He
leaned forward, half of a mind to

put his arm around her waist.

Sensing his intent, she stopped
short and turned him an alarmed

glance. No question as to her
beauty, thought Efraim; she was
enchanting, perhaps the more so

for the peculiar Rhune predisposi-

tions.

She spoke in a light colorless

voice: “Why do you bolt so pre-

cipitously from the mirk-hole? Do
you intend to startle me?”

“
‘Mirk-hole’?” Efraim looked

blankly over his shoulder at the

passage. “Yes, of course. I had not

considered . .
.” Meeting her

wondering gaze he stopped short.

“No matter. Come down to the

Grand Chamber, if you will. I

would like to talk with you.” He
held open the door but Sthelany

recoiled in amazement.
“Through the mirk-way?” She

stared from Efraim to the passage,

then gave a cool trill of laughter.

“Do you care so little for my dig-

nity?”

“Of course not,” Efraim de-

clared hastily. “I am absent-

minded of late. Let us go by the

ordinary route.”

“At your convenience. Force.”

She waited.

Efraim, recalling nothing of the

castle’s internal plan, reflected a

moment, then set off down the

corridor in the direction which
seemed most logically to lead to

the Kaiark’s chambers.

Sthelany’s cool voice came from

behind him. “Does Your Awe-
some Presence first intend to in-

spect the tapestry collection?”

Efraom halted and reversed his

direction. He walked past the Lis-

solet without comment and con-

tinued to a bend in the hall,

which gave upon a foyer. Before

him wide stone stairs flanked by
balustrades and archaic lamps of

wrought iron led down to the

main floor. Efraim descended,
with the Lissolet coming de-

murely behind him. With only a

second or two of hesitation he
headed for the Kaiark’s chambers.

He opened the tall doors with

the gorgon’s heads without diffi-

culty, and ushered Sthelany into

the trophy room. He closed the

door and pulled a chair away from

the table for her use. Giving him
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her now familiar glance of sar-

donic perplexity she asked: “Why
do you do that?”

“So that you may sit, and hope-

fully relax, and so that we may
talk at our ease.”

“But I may not sit in your pre-

sence, under the eyes of your an-

cestors!” She spoke in a mild and
reasonable voice. “Do you wish

me to suffer a ghost-blight?”

“Naturally not. Let us go into

the parlor, where the portraits

will not trouble you.”

“Again, this is most unconven-

tional.”

Efraim lost patience. “If you
don’t care to talk with me, you
certainly have my permission to

»
go.

Sthelany leaned gracefully back

against the table. “If you order
me to talk, I must obey.”

“Naturally I will not give such

an order.”

“What do you wish to talk

about?”

“I don’t really know. Truth to

tell, I am puzzled. I have under-

gone a hundred strange experi-

ences; I have seen thousands of

new faces; I have visited the Ck)n-

natic’s palace on Numenes . . .

Now that I have returned, the

customs of Scharrode seem
strange.”

Sthelany considered the matter.

“For a fact you seem a different

person. ”1110 old Efraim was rigor-

ously correct.”

“I wonder ... I wonder . .
.”

mused Efraim. He looked up to

find Sthelany watching him intent-

ly. “So you notice a difference in

me?”
“Of course. If I did not know

you so well I would think you a

different man—especially in view
of your peculiar absent-
mindedness.”

After a moment Eftaim said, “I

confess to confusion. Remember,
I did not realize I was Kaiark until

yesterday. And arriving here, I

discover an atmosphere of re-

sentment, which is not at all

pleasant.”

Sthelany showed surprise at Ef-

raim’s ingenuousness. “What
would you expect? Singhalissa

may no longer call herself Kraike;

she lacks all legitimate place here

at Benbuphar Strang. No less do I

and Destian; we all must make
plans for dreary old Disbague. We
live here at your sufferance. It is a

sad turn of events for us.”

“I am not anxious that you
leave, unless you wish to go.”

Sthelany gave an indifferent

shrug. “My feelings are of interest

only to myself.”

“Incorrect. I am interested in

your feelings.”

Again Sthelany shrugged.
“Naturally I prefer Scharrode to

Disbague.”

“I see. Tell me, what is your
recollection of events in Port Mar
during those hours before I disap-

peared?”

Sthelany grimaced. “They were
neither edifying nor entertaining.

As you will recall, we stayed at

the hotel, which was quite decent

and proper. You, Destian, Maerio
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and I decided to walk through the

town to a place called the Fairy

Gardens, where we were to watch
puppets. All warned us against

the vulgarity we were sure to en-

counter. But we considered our-

selves indomitably callous and cros-

sed the bridge, some of us not al-

together enthusiastically. You
asked directions of a typical young
man of the place, capricious and
hedonistic—in fact, I believe him
to be the same person who ac-

companied you here. He led us to

the Fairy Gardens, but the puppets

were gone. Your friend, Lorca, or

Lortha, whatever his name, in-

sisted on pouring a bottle of wine,

so that we should guzzle and
gurgle and swell out our intestinal

tracts in full view of all. Forgive

my language; I can only report

the truth. Your acquaintance
showed no shame, and ridiculed

matters of which he knew no-

thing. While you conversed, quite

enthusiastically, as I recall, with

the Lissolet Maerio, this Lorca
became remarkably familiar with

me, and indeed made some ut-

terly witless proposals. Destian

and I left the Fairy Gardens.
Maerio, however, remained with

you. She is really much too toler-

ant. We returned to the hotel,

where the Kaiark Rianlle became
quite perturbed. He sent Destian

to escort Maerio back to the

hotel, which he did, leaving you
in the company of your friend.”

“And shortly after,” said Ef-

raim, “I was drugged and sent ofiF

across space!”

“I should ask your friend what
he knows of the matter.”

“Bah,” said Efraim shortly.

“Why would he play me such a

trick? Somewhere I have gained

an enemy, but I cannot suspect

Lorcas.”

“You have gained many
enemies,” said Sthelany in her
soft sweet voice. “There are Gosso
of Gorgetto and Sansevery of Tor-

re, both of whom owe you blood,

and both expect your reprisals.

The Kraike Singhalissa and the

Kang Destian are much disadvan-

taged by your presence. The Lis-

solet Maerio suffered from your
ebullience at Port Mar; neither

she nor the Kaiark Rianlle will

readily forgive you. As for the
Lissolet Sthelany

—
” she paused

and looked sidelong at Efraim; in

someone else he might have sus-

pected coquetry
—

“I reserve my
thoughts for myself alone. But I

wonder if I can any longer con-

template trisme with you.”

“I hardly know what to say,”

Efraim muttered.

Sthelany’s eyes glowed. “You
seem distrait and not at all con-

cerned. Of course, you have dis-

missed the compact as trivial, or

even forgotten to.”

Efraim made a lame gesture. “I

have become absent-minded ...”

Sthelany’s voice trembled. “For
reasons beyond my imagination,

you seek to wound me.”
“No, no! So much has hap-

pened; I am truly confused!”

Sthelany inspected him with
skeptically raised eyebrows. “Do
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you remember anything what-
ever?”

Efraim rose to his feet and
started into the parlor, then im-

agining Sthelany’s emotion should

he offer her a cordial, returned

slowly to the table.

Sthelany watched his evory
move. “Why have you returned to

Scharrode?”

Efraim laughed hollowly.

“Where else could I rule a realm

and command the obedience of a

person as beautiful as yourself?”

Sthelany abruptly stood back,

her face pale save for spots of

color in her cheeks. She turned to

leave the trophy room.

“Wait!” Efraim stepped for-

ward, but the Lissolet shrank back

with a slack jaw, suddenly help-

less and frightened. Efraim said:

“If you were of a mind to trisme,

you must have thought well of

me.
Sthelany regained her compo-

sure. “This does not necessarily

follow; and now I must leave.”

Swiftly she departed the

chamber. Like a wraith she fled

down the corridor, across the

Great Hall, in and out of a shaft of

green light from the star Cirse,

and then she was gone.

Efraim signaled Agnois the

First Chamberlain. “Take me to

the chambers of the Noble Matho
Lorcas.”

Lorcas had been lodged on the

second level of Minot Tower, in

rooms of grotesque and exagger-

ated amplitude. Hoary beams

supported a ceiling almost invisi-

ble by reason of height and dim-

ness; the walls, which were faced

with carved stone plaques—again

the product of someone’s
cogence—showed a thickness of

five feet where the four tall win-

dows opened to a view of the

northern mountains. Lorcas stood

with his back to a fireplace ten

feet wide and eight feet high, in

which a disproportionately small

fire was burning. He looked at Ef-

raim with a rueful grin. “I am not

at all cramped, and there is much
to be learned in the documents
yonder.” He indicated a massive

case thirty feet long and ten feet

high. “I discover dissertations,

contradictions, and reconsidera-

tions of these same dissertations;

and reconsiderations of the con-

tradictions and contradictions of

the reconsiderations—all indexed

and cross-indexed in the red and
blue volumes yonder. I plan to

use some of the more discursive

reconsiderations for fuel, unless I

am furnished a few more sticks for

my fire.”

The Kraike Singhalissa hoped to

awe and quell this flippant Port

Mar upstart, so Efraim suspected.

“If you are uncomfortable, a

change is easily made.
”

“By no means! ’’ declared Lor-

cas. “I enjoy the grandeur; I am
accumulating memories to last a

lifetime. Come join me by this

miserable fire. What have you
learned?”

“Nothing of consequence. My
refum has pleased no one.”
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“And what of your recollec-

tions?”

“I am a stranger.”

Lorcas ruminated a moment.
“It might be wise to visit your old

chambers, and examine your be-

longings.”

Efraim shook his head. “I don’t

care to do so.” He dropped into

one of the massive chairs and
slumped back, legs outthrust a-

cross the flags. “The idea oppresses

me.” He glanced about the walls.

“Two or three sets of ears no
doubt are listening to our conver-

sation. The walls are shot with

mirk-ways.” He jumped to his

feet. “We had best look into the

matter.
”

They returned to the Kaiark’s

chambers; Destian’s effects had
been removed. Efraim touched
the button to summon Agnois,

who, upon entering, performed a

stiff bow, which almost impercep-

tibly seemed to lack respect. Ef-

raim smiled. “Agnois, I plan many
changes at Benbuphar Strang,

possibly including new staff. You
may let it be known that I am
carefully evaluating the conduct of

everyone, from top to bottom.”

“Very good, Your Force.” Ag-
nois, bowing again, displayed con-

siderably more verve.

“In this regard, why have you
denied the Noble Lorcas suitable

fires? I consider this an incredible

failure of hospitality.”

Agnois grew pink in the face;

his lumpy nose twitched. “I was
given to understand. Force—or

better to say—in actuality I must

plead guilty of oversight. The
matter will be repaired at once.”

“A moment, I wish to discuss

another matter. I presume that

you are acquainted with the afeirs

of the house?”

“Only to the extent which
might be considered discreet and
proper. Your Force.”

“Very well. As you may know I

have been victimized in a most
mysterious manner, and I intend

to get to the bottom of the busi-

ness. May I, or may I not, rely

upon you for total cooperation?”

Agnois hesitated only an in-

stant, then seemed to heave a

doleful sigh. “I am at your ser-

vice, Force, as ever.”

“Very good. Now, let me ask

you, is anyone overhearing our
present conversation?”

“Not to my knowledge. Force.”

He went on reluctantly; “I sup-

pose that such a possibility might
be said to exist.”

“Kaiark Jochaim kept an exact

chart of the castle, with all its pas-

sages and mirk-holes.” Efraim
spoke at sheer hazard, on the as-

sumption that among so many re-

cords and so much careful lore, a

detailed chart of the castle’s

mirk-ways must inevitably be in-

cluded. “Bring this article to the

table; I wish to examine it.”

“Very well. Force, if you will

furnish a key to the Privy Case.”

“Certainly. Where is Kaiark
Jochaim’s key?”

Agnois blinked. “Perhaps it

bides with the Kraike.”

“Where might I find the Kraike
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at this moment?”
“She refreshes herself" in her

chambers.”
Efraim made an impatient ges-

ture. “Take me there. I wish a

word or two with her.”

“Force, do you order me to

precede you?”

“Yes, lead the way.”

Agnois bowed. He swung
smartly around, conducted Efraim

out into the Great Hall, up the

stairs, along a corridor into the

Jaher Tower, and halted before a

tall door studded with garnets. At
Efraim’s signal he thrust the cent-

ral garnet and the door swung
wide. Agnois stood aside, and Ef-

raim marched into the foyer of the

Kraike’s private chambers. A maid
appeared, and performed a quick

supple curtsey. “Your orders.

Force?”

“I wish an immediate word with

Her Presence.”

The maid hesitated, then taking

fright at Efraim’s expression dis-

appeared the way she had come.

A minute passed, two minutes,

Efraim pushed through the door

despite a muffled exclamation
from Agnois.

He stood in a long sitting room
hung with red and green tapestry,

furnished with gilt wood settees

and tables. Through an opening to

the side he sensed movement; he

"The dialect of the Rhunes is rife with
delicate ambiguities. The term ‘to re-

fresh oneself is susceptible to several

interpretations. In this case it may be
supposed that the Kraike indulges
herself in a nap.

went on swift strides to the portal

and so discovered the Kraike Sin-

ghalissa at a small cabinet built

into the wall, into which at the

sight of Efraim she thrust a small

object and slammed the door
shut. Swinging about she faced

Efraim, eyes glowing in fury.

“Your Force has forgotten the

niceties of conduct.
”

“All this to the side,” said Ef-

raim, “I desire that you open the

cabinet.”

Singhalissa’s face became hard
and gaunt. “The cabinet contains

only personal treasures.
”

Efraim turned to Agnois. “Bring

an axe, at once.”

Agnois bowed. Singhalissa made
an inarticulate sound. Turning to

the wall she tapped a concealed

button. The door to the cabinet

opened. Efraim spoke to Agnois.

“Bring what you find to the ta-

ble.”

Agnois gingerly brought forth

the contents of the cabinet: sev-

eral leather portfolios and on top

an ornate key of iron and silver,

which Efraim took up. “What is

this?”

“The key to the Privy Case.”

“And this other matter?”

“These are my private papers,”

declared Singhalissa in a voice of

metal. “My contracts of trisme,

the birth documents of the Kang
and the Lissolet.”

Efraim glanced through the

portfolios. The first showed an in-

tricate architectural plan. He
glanced at Singhalissa who stared

back coldly. Efraim signaled to
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Agnois. “Look through these

documents; return to Her Pre-

sence the efiFect she describes. All

others, set aside.”

Singhalissa settled herself into a

chair and sat stiffly. Agnois leaned

his heavy back over the table,

peering diffidently into the docu-

ments. He finished and pushed
one group of papers aside. “These

concern the personal affairs of the

Kraike. The others more properly

belong in the Privy Case.”

“Bring them along.” With the

coldest of nods to Singhalissa, Ef-

raim departed the chamber.

He found Matho Lorcas where
he had left him, lounging in a

massive leather-backed chair,

examining a history of the wars

between Scharrode and that realm

known as Slaunt, fifty miles south.

Lorcas put aside the volume and

rose to his feet. “What did you
learn?”

“About what I expected. The
Kraike has no intention of accept-

ing defeat—not quite so easily.”

Efraim went to the Privy Case,

applied the key and threw wide
the heavy doors. For a moment
he regarded the contents: sheaves

of documents, tallies, certificates,

handwritten chronicles. Efraim

turned away. “One time or

another I must examine these. But

for now
—

” he looked across the

room to where Agnois stood, stiff

and silent as a piece of furniture.

“Agnois.”

“Yes, Your Force.”

“If you feel that you can serve

me with single-minded loyalty.

you may continue in your present

post. If not, you may resign at

this moment, without prejudice.”

Agnois spoke in a soft voice: “I

served Kaiark Jochaim many
years; he discovered no fault with

me. I will continue to serve the

rightful Kaiark.”

“Very good. Find suitable

materials and prepare a sketch of

Benbuphar Strang, indicating the

chambers used by the various

members of the household.”

“At once. Force.”

Efraim went to the massive
central table, seated ’himself, and
began to examine the documents
he had taken from Singhalissa. He
found what appeared to be a

ceremonial protocol, certifying the

lineage of the House of Ben-
buphar, beginning in ancient

times and terminating with his

own name. In crabbed Old Rhone
typescript, Kaiark Jochaim
acknowledged Efraim, son of the

Kraike Alferica, from Cloudscape

Castle* as his successor. A second

portfolio contained correspon-

dence between Kaiark Jochaim
and Kaiark Rianlle of Eccord. The
most recent file dealt with Rianl-

le’s proposal that Jochaim cede a

tract of land known as Dwan Jar,

the Whispering Ridge, to Eccord,

in consideration of which Rianlle

would offer the Lissolet Maerio in

trisme to the Kang Efraim.

*Rhune lineage is reckoned through
the mother owing to the unregulated

circumstances of procreation, although

in many cases father and son are
mutually aware of their relationship.
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Jochaim politely refused to con-
sider the proposal, stating that

trisme between Efraim and
Sthelany was under consideration;

Dwan Jar could never be relin-

quished for reasons of which the

Kaiark Rianlle was well aware.
Efraim spoke across the table to

Agnois. “Why does Rianlle want
the Dwan Jar?”

Agnois looked up wonderingly.

“For the same reason as always.

Force: he would build his moun-
tain eyrie on Point Sasheen,

where the way is convenient to

and from Belrod Strang. The
Kaiark Jochaim, you will re-

member, refused to indulge the

Kaiark Rianlle in his urgent ca-

price, citing an ancient compact

with the Fwai-chi.”

“The Fwai-chi? Why should the

matter concern them?”

“The Whispering Ridge harbors

one of their sanctuaries*. Force.”

Agnois spoke tonelessly, as if he

had decided never again to dis-

play surprise at Efraim’s vague-

ness.

“Yes, of course.” Efraim opened
the third folder and discovered a

set of architectural sketches de-

picting various aspects of Ben-
buphar Strang. He noticed Agnois
averting his gaze in conspicuous
disinterest. Here, thought Efraim,

were the secret ways of the castle.

The drawings were elaborate

and not readily comprehensible.

*Inexact translation. More accurately:

place of spiritual regeneration, stage

of a pilgrimage, phase of the Life-

road.

The Kraike might or might not

have made copies of this docu-
ment. At the very least she had
pored over the plans in grim fas-

cination; she undoubtedly knew
the secret ways as well as she
knew the open corridors.

“That will be all for the mo-
ment,” Efraim told Agnois. “Un-
der no circumstances discuss our

affairs with anyone! If you are

questioned, declare that the

Kaiark has explicitly forbidden

discussion, hints, or intimations of

any sort!”

“As you command. Force.” Ag-
nois raised his faded blue eyes to

the ceiling. “Allow me. Force, if

you will, a personal remark. Since

the disfunction of the Kaiark

Jochaim, affairs at Benbuphar
Strang have not gone altogether

well, although the Kraike Sin-

ghalissa is of course a positive

force.” He hesitated, then spoke

as if the words were forced from

his throat by an irresistible inner

pressure. “Your return naturally

interferes with the plans of the

Kaiark Rianlle, and his amicability

cannot be taken for granted.”

Efraim attempted to seem puz-

zled and sagacious at the same
time. “I have done nothing to an-

tagonize Rianlle—nothing pur-

poseful certainly.”

“Perhaps not, but ‘purpose’

means nothing if Rianlle discovers

himself to be thwarted. Effective-

ly, you have annulled the trisme

between the Kang Destian and
the Lissolet Maerio, and Rianlle

will no longer derive profit from a
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trisme between himself and the

Kraike Singhalissa.”

“He values the Dwan Jar that

hi^ly?”
“Evidently so, Force.”

Efraim hardly troubled to dis-

semble his ignorance. “Might he
then attack by force?”

“Nothing can be considered
impossible.”

Efraim made a sign of dismissal;

Agnois bowed and departed.

ISP BECAME UMBER. Efraim and
Lorcas traced, retraced,

simplified, coded and rendered
comprehensible the plans to Ben-
buphar Strang. The passage lead-

ing up from the back of the refec-

tory seemed no more than a sim-

ple short-cut to the second floor of

Jaher Tower. The true mirk-ways
radiated from a chamber to the

side of the Grand Parlor; passages

threaded every wall of the castle,

intersecting, opening into nodes,

ascending, descending, each
coded with horizontal stripes of

color, each overlooking chambers,

corridors and halls, through an as-

sortment of peepholes, peri-

scopes, gratings and image-
amplifiers.

From the chambers of the
former Kang Efraim and the cur-

rent Kang Destian radiated less

extensive passages, which could

be entered by secret means from

the Kaiark’s mirk-ways. With a

gloomy shiver, Efraim pictured

himself in his grotesque man-mask
purposefully striding these secret

corridors, and he wondered into

whose chambers he had thrust

wide the door. He pictured the

face of the Lissolet Sthelany: pale

and taut, her eyes blazing, her

mouth half-parted in an emotion

she herself would not know how
to interpret . . . He returned his

attention to the red portfolio, and

for the tenth time inspected the

index which accompanied it,

where the locks and springs con-

trolling each exit were described

in detail, together with the alarms

intended to thwart illicit passage

along the Kaiark’s mirk-ways. Exit

from the terminal chamber—the

so-called ‘Sacarlatto’—was barred

by an iron door, thus protecting

the Kaiark from intrusion, and
other such doors blocked die pas-

sages at strategic nodes.

Efraim and Lorcas, having
achieved at least a superficial ac-

quaintance with the maze, rose to

their feet and considered the wall

of the Grand Parlor. Silence was
heavy in the chamber.

“I wonder,” mused Lorcas, “I

wonder . . . Might someone in-

tend us unpleasantness? A pitfall,

or a poison web? Perhaps I am
oppressed by the atmosphere;
Rhunes, after all, are not allowed

to murder—except by mirk.”

Efraim made an impatient ges-

ture; Lorcas had accurately ver-

baUzed his own mood. He went to

the wall, touched a succession of

bosses. A panel slid aside; they

climbed a flight of stone steps and

entered the Sacarlatto. They
walked upon a dark crimson car-

pet, under a chandelier of twenty
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scintillas. Upon each panel of the

black- and red-enameled wainscot-

ing hung a carved marble rep-

resentation of a man-mask in low

relief, so that the object lay near-

flat against the panel. Each mask
depicted a different distortion;

each bore a legend in cryptograph

symbols. At six stations, mirrors

and screens provided views across

the Grand Parlor. Lorcas spoke in

a hushed voice, which was further

attenuated by a quality of the

chamber. “Do you smell any-

thing?”

“The carpet. Dust.”’

“I have a most sensitive nose. I

detect a fragrance, an herbal es-

sence.”

Standing stiff and white-faced in

the gloom, the two men seemed a

pair of archaic mannequins.

Lorcas spoke again. “The same
essence hangs in the air after Sin-

ghalissa has passed.”

“You believe then that she was
here?”

“Very recently—watching us

and listening as we worked.
Notice, the iron door is ajar.”

“We will close it; and now I

will sleep. Later we will lock off

the other doors and there will be

no more prowling and spying.”

“Leave this in my hands! I am
fascinated by such matters and I

am not at all tired.”

“As you like. Remember, the

Kraike may have set out alarms of

her own.”
“I will be careful.”

Chapter 7

In the Kaiark’s sleeping

chamber, Efraim awoke and lay in

the dimness.

On the mantlepiece a clock

showed the mode to be aud, with

Furad and Maddar about to set

and abandon the sky to chill isp.

A second dial reported Port Mar
Local Time, and Efraim saw that

he had slept seven hours—rather

longer than he had intended.

He looked up toward the high

ceiling, contemplating the condi-

tion in which he found himself.

His advantages were easily enu-
merated. He ruled a beautiful

mountain realm from a castle of

archaic glamour. He had at least

partially thwarted his enemy, or

enemies; at this moment he, or

she, or they, would be brooding

long slow thoughts. Benbuphar
Strang harbored hostility: no
question as to this. He could ex-

pel his antagonists, but to what
purpose? These persons were at

hand when his memory was
smothered . . . The thought
caused Efraim to shiver with rage

and raise up from his couch.

He bathed and took a dismal

breakfast of cold meat, bread and
fhiit in the refectory. Had he not

known the quality of Rhune cus-

tom he might have regarded the

food as a piuposeful affront . . .

He speculated as to the advisabil-

ity of innovation: why should the

Rhunes conduct themselves with

such exaggerated daintiness when
trillions of other folk feasted in
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public, with never a concern for

their alimentary processes? His
own single example would only

arouse revulsion and censure; he
must think further on the matter.

On the racks and shelves of his

dressing room he discovered what
he took to be his wardrobe of six

months before—a somewhat
scanty wardrobe, he reflected. He
pulled out a mustard-colored tunic

with black frogging and dark red

lining, and looked it over: a jaunty

garment which no doubt on some
informal occasion had set off

young Kang Efraim to advantage.

Eiraim made a soft sound and
examined the other garments. He
tried to remember the Kaiark

Jochaim’s wardrobe, at which he
had barely glanced, and could
only summon an impression of

understated elegance, kaiarkal re-

straint.

Efraim went thoughtfully into

the Grand Parlor and summoned
Agnois, who seemed uneasy. He
shifted his pale blue gaze aside,

and as he bowed the fingers of his

big white hands kneaded and
twisted.

Before Efraim could speak, Ag-
nois said: “Your Force, the
Eiodarks of Scharrode wish an au-

dience, as soon as convenient.

They will meet you in two hours

if that suits Your Force.”

“The audience can wait,”

growled Efraim. “Come along
with me.” He led Agnois to the

dressing room, where he paused
and turned a cold stare upon Ag-
nois, causing the chamberlain to

blink. “As you know, I have been
away from Scharrode a matter of

six months.”

“Yes, Force.”
*“1 have had many experiences,

including an accident which has

unfortunately obscured portions of

my memory. I tell you this in ab-

solute confidence.”

“I will naturally respect this

confidence. Your Force,” stam-

mered Agnois.

“I have forgotten many small

niceties of Rhune custom, and I

must rely upon your assistance.

For instance, these garments: can

this be the whole 'of my former

wardrobe?”
Agnois licked his lips. “No,

Your Force. The Kraike made a

selection of certain garments;
these were then brought here.”

“These of course are garments I

wore as Kang?”
“Yes, Force.”

“They seem somewhat jaunty

and extravagant in cut. Do you
consider them suitable for a per-

son of my present status?”

Agnois pulled at his pale pen-

dulous nose. “Not altogether.

Your Force.”

“If I wore these before the

eiodarks they would consider me
frivolous and irresponsible: a cal-

low young fool, in fact.”

“I would suspect as much.”
“What, precisely, were Sin-

ghalissa’s instructions?”

“She ordered me to transfer

these garments; she further

suggested that any interference in

Your Force’s preferences might be
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considered insolence, both by
Your Force, and by the Noble
Singhalissa herself.”

“She told you, in efiPect to help

me make a fool of myself. Then
she summoned the eiodarks to an

audience.”

Agnois spoke hurriedly: “This is

accurate. Force, but
—

”

Efraim cut him short. “Post-

pone the audience with the

eiodarks. Explain that I must
study the events of the last six

months. Then remove these gar-

ments. Instruct the tailors to pre-

pare me a suitable wardrobe. In

the meantime bring here what-

ever can be salvaged from my old

wardrobe.”

“Yes, Force.

“Further, inform the staff that

the Noble Singhalissa will no
longer exert authority. I am bored

with these petty intrigues. She is

to be known not as the ‘Kraike’

but as the Wirwove of Disbague.”

“Yes, Your Force.”

“Finally, Agnois, I am as-

tounded that you failed to notify

me of Singhalissa’s intentions.”

Agnois cried out in frustration:

“Force, I intended to obey the

Noble Singhalissa’s instructions to

the letter, but nonetheless, by
one means or another, I planned

to protect Your Force’s dignity.

Indeed, you divined the ploy be-

fore I had opportunity to alter the

situation!”

Efraim gave a curt nod. “Lay

out garments at least temporarily

appropriate.”

Efraim dressed and went out

into the Grand Parlor, half

expecting to find Matho Lorcas

awaiting him. The room was emp-
ty. Efraim stood irresolute a mo-
ment, then turned as Agnois en-

tered the chamber. Efraim seated

himself in a chair.

“Tell me how the Kaiark

Jochaim died.”

“Nothing, Force, is surely

known. Semaphores warned of

mirk-men riding down over the

Tassenberg from Gorgetto. The
Kaiark sent two troops to attack

their flank and led a third force to

punish the fore-riders. The
mirk-men raced for Suban Forest,

then retreated up the defiles to-

ward Horsuke. Suddenly the

slopes swarmed with Gorget
boremen—the Schardes had been
lured into an ambush. Jochaim
ordered retreat, and the Scharde

warriors fought their way back

down the gorge. Somewhere
along the way Jochaim took a bolt

in his back, and died.”

“In the back? Had Jochaim ta-

ken flight? This is hard to be-

lieve!
”

“It is my understanding that he
had stationed himself on a knoll

where he commanded the disposi-

tion of his forces. Evidently a

mirk-man had slipped around
through the rocks and discharged

his bore from the rear.”

“Who was he? What was his

rank?”

“He was never killed, nor cap-

tured, Force. Indeed he was
never seen. The Kang Destian as-
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sumed command of the troops and
brought them safely back into

Scharrode; and the folk of both
Scharrode and Gorgetto expect
that an awful retaliation must take

place. Gorgetto is said to be an
armed camp.”

Efraim, suddenly stifled by his

ignorance, pounded his fists upon
the arms of his chair. “I feel like

the fool in a game of blind-

man’s-buff. I must inform myself;

I must learn more of the realm.”

“This, Force, may be ac-

complished without delay; you
need merely consult the archives,

or if you prefer, the Kaiarkal Pan-

dects along the wall yonder: the

volumes in the green and red
bindings.” Agnois spoke eagerly,

relieved that Efraim should be
distracted from the episode of the

wardrobe.

For three hours Efraim
explored the history of Scharrode.

Between Gorgetto and Scharrode

had existed centuries of strife.

Each had dealt the other cruel

blows. Eccord had been some-
times ally, sometimes foe, but re-

cently had gained greatly in

power and now outmatched
Scharrode. Disbague occupied a

small shadowed valley high in the

Gartfang Rakes, and was consid-

ered of small consequence,
though the Disbs were credited

with a dark deviousness, and
many of the women were witches.

Efraim reviewed the noble
lineages of Scharrode, and learned

something of the trismes which

united them with other realms.

He read of himself; of his partici-

pation in arrays, exercises, and
campaigns; he learned that he was
considered bold, persistent and
somewhat assertive; that in press-

ing for innovation he had often

been at odds with Jochaim, who
insisted upon tradition.

He read of his mother, the

Kraike Alferica, who had drowned
in a boating accident on Lake
Zule during a visit to Eccord. A
list of those present at the ob-

sequies included the then Lissolet

Singhalissa of Urrue Strang in

Disbague. Very shortly after

Jochaim contracted a new trisme

and Singhalissa came to live at

Benbuphar Strang, along with her

children Destian and Sthelany,

both conceived out of trisme, a

circumstance neither unusual nor

consequential.

Bloated with facts, Efraim put

aside the Pandects and rising to

his feet he stretched and slowly

paced the Grand Parlor. At a

sound he looked up, expecting

Matho Lorcas, but found only Ag-
nois. Efraim continued his delib-

erations. He must reach a deci-

sion in connection with the Noble
Singhalissa. She had attempted to

conceal a number of important
documents, then had tried to em-
barrass and demean him. If he
simply adopted a manner of lofty

disdain, she would certainly at-

tempt new intrigues.

Nonetheless—because of the re-

vulsion which Singhalissa aroused

in him—he felt an almost uncon-
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querable reluctance toward deal-

ing harshly with her; such acts

created an intimacy of their own,
like that hateful empathy between
the torturer and his victim. Still,

he must make some sort of re-

sponse, lest she consider him
futile and indecisive.

“Agnois, I have come to a deci-

sion. The Noble Singhalissa is to

be transferred from her present

suite into that now occupied by
my friend Matho Lorcas. Bring
the Noble Lorcas to more conge-

nial quarters in the Jaher Tower.
Attend to this at once; I want no
delay.”

“Your orders shall be effec-

tuated! May I venture a com-
ment?”

“Certainly.”

“Why not send her back to

Disbague? At Urrue Strang she

would seem to be at a safe dis-

tance.
”

“The suggestion is sensible.

However, she might not remain at

Disbague, but set about organiz-

ing troubles from all directions.

Here, at least, she is under my
eye. Again, I do not know that

person who dealt me harm six

months ago. Why expel Sin-

ghalissa until I learn the truth?

Also
—

” Efraim hesitated. If Sin-

ghalissa departed, Sthelany almost

certainly would depart too, but he
did not care to explain as much to

Agnois.

He walked up and down the

parlor wondering how much Ag-
nois knew of mirk-deeds about the

castle, and how much Agnois

could tell him in regard to

Sthelany: what was her conduct
during mirk? Did she bolt her
door and bar her windows, as

fearful maidens were wont to do?
Where was Sthelany now? In fact:

“Where is Matho Lorcas?”

“He accompanies the Lissolet

Sthelany; they walk in the Garden
of Bitter Odors.”

Efraim grunted and continued

his pacing. As he might have ex-

pected. He gave Agnois a brusque
gesture. “See that the Noble. Sin-

ghalissa is moved to her new
quarters at once. You need supply

no explanations; your orders are

simple and explicit. No, wait! You
may say that I am angry with you
for bringing useless old clothes to

my wardrobe.”

“Very well. Force.” Agnois hur-

ried from the chamber. After a

moment Efraim followed. Passing

through the silent reception hall,

he went out upon the terrace. Be-

fore him spread the far landscape,

placid in the halcyon light of

umber. Matho Lorcas came run-

ning up the steps.

“So ho!” cried Lorcas, in what
Efraim considered unnatural
cheer, or perhaps he was nerv-

ously gay. “I wondered how long

you intended to sleep.”

“Lve been awake for hours.

What have you been doing?”

“A great deal. I explored pas-

sages out of the Sacarlatto. For
your information the passages
leading to the chambers of both
the Noble Singhalissa and the Lis-

solet Sthelany are obstructed

—
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sealed off with walls of masonry.

When mirk arrives, you must turn

your attention elsewhere.”

“Singhalissa has been busy.”

“She overrates the magnetism
of her precious body,” said Lor-

cas. “Sthelany is a different mat-

ter.”

“It appears that you must
seduce her by more conventional

means,” said Efraim in a morose
voice.

“Ha hah! I would expect more
success chiseling through the

masonry. Still, either method is a

challenge, and I am stimulated by
challenges. What a triumph for

the liberal philosophy should I

succeed!”

“True. If you want to see how
the land lays, why not invite her

to take lunch with you?”

“Oh, I know how the land lays.

I learned the entire map six

months ago in Port Mar. In a cer-

tain sense we’re old friends.
”

Agnois stepped forth from the

Reception Hall, his lined gray .face

limp and loose under the velvet

tricorn emblematic of his office.

He saluted Efraim. “The Noble
Singhalissa states that she is most

distressed by your orders, and
that she finds them incomprehen-

sible.”

“You oflFered her my remark in

regard to the wardrobe?”

“I did. Force, and she profes-

sed bewilderment. She urges that

you condescend to receive her at

an inhalation*, in order to discuss

the matter.”
“Certainly,” said Efraim. “In

—

let us say—two hours, when
umber becomes green rowan, if

yonder phase-dial is faithful.
”

“Two hours. Force? She used
an urgent form of speech, and
evidently wishes the benefit of

your wisdom at once.”

“I am suspicious of Singhalissa’s

immediacies,” said Efraim. “Two
hours will enable you to provide

exactly proper garments for me,
and for the Noble Matho Lorcas.

Additionally, I have certain ar-

rangements to make.”

Agnois departed, puzzled and
resentful. For the tenth time Ef-

raim wondered as to the advisabil-

ity of replacing him. With his

special knowledge, Agnois was
almost indispensable, but Agnois

also was given to vacillation and at

the mercy of the last personality

with whom he had come into con-

tact.

Efraim said to Lorcas: “You
would like to attend an inhalation,

I take it?”

“Of course. It will be an un-

forgettable experience—one
among many, if I may say so.”

“Then meet me in the Grand
Parlor in two hours. Your quarters

have been changed to the Jaher

Tower, incidentally; I am transfer-

*The word sherdas, an inexact transla-

tion. Those attending a sherdas are

seated around a table. From properly
disposed orifices a succession of
aromatic odors and perfumes' is re-

leased. To praise the fumes too high-

ly, or to inhale too deeply is consid-

ered low behavior and leaves the
guilty person open to suspicions of

gourmandizing.
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ring Singhalissa to those you now
occupy.” Efraim grinned. “I hope
to teach her not to play tricks on

the Kaiark.”

“I doubt if you’ll succeed,” said

Lorcas. “She knows tricks you’ve

never thought of. If I were you
I’d look in my bed for snakes be-

fore jumping under the covers.”

“Yes,” said Efraim. “No doubt

you are right.” He entered the

castle, crossed the reception hall,

passed along the Corridor of An-
cestors, but instead of entering

the Trophy Room, turned aside

into a corridor paved with brown
and white tiles, and so came to a

chamber which served as office,

bursary and domestic headquar-

ters. A bench by the side wall-

supported an archaic com-
municator.

Efraim closed and locked the

door. He addressed himself to the

communicator code-book, then

pressed a set of discolored old

buttons. The screen glowed with

pale light, showing sudden jagged

disks of carmine red as the sum-
mons sounded at the opposite end
of the connection.

Three or four minutes passed.

Efraim sat patiently. To expect a

crisp response would have been
unrealistic.

The screen glowed green, pow-
dered into fugitive dots which re-

formed to display the visage of a

pale old man with locks of lank

white hair dangling past his ears.

He peered at Efraim with a half-

challenging, half-myopic glare and
spoke in a rattling croak. “Who

calls Gorgance Strang, and for

what purpose?”

“I am Efraim, Kaiark of Schar-

rode. I wish to speak with your

master the Kaiark.”

“I will announce that Your
Force awaits him.”

Another five minutes passed,

then upon the screen appeared a

massive copper-colored face from

which hung a great beak of a nose

and a deep pendulum of a chin.

“Kaiark Efraim, you have re-

turned to Scharrode. Why do you
call me, when no such communi-
cation has occurred for a hundred
years?”

“I call you, Kaiark Gosso, for

knowledge. While I was absent,

mirk-men from Gorgetto entered

Scharrode. During this raid the

Kaiark Jochaim suffered death

from a Gorget bolt, which burst

open his back.”

Gosso’s eyes contracted to ice-

blue slits. “So much may be fact.

What then? We await your
onslaught. Send over your mirk-

men; we will impale them on
ridgeline saplings. Marshal your

noblemen, advance upon us with

open faces. We will fece you rank

for rank and slaughter the best of

Scharrode.”

“I did not call to inquire the

state of your emotions, Gosso. I

am not interested in rhodomon-
tade.”

Gosso’s voice became pro-

foundly deep. “Why, then, have

you called?”

“I find the circumstances of

Kaiark Jochaim’s death peculiar.
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In the melee of mirk-men and
Scharde troops, he commanded
from the rear. Did he turn his

back to the fight? Unlikely. So
then, who among your mirk-men
killed the Scharde Kaiark?”

“No one has asserted such a

triumph,” rumbled Gosso. “I

made careful inquiry, to no avail.”

“A provocative situation.”

“From your point of view, in-

deed.” Gosso’s eyelids relaxed

slightly; he moved back in his

chair. “Where were you during

the raid?”

“I was far away: to Numenes
and the Connatic’s palace. I have

learned many new things, and one

of them is this: the raids and
onslaughts between Gorgetto and

Scharrode amount to mutual
catastrophe. I propose a truce.”

Gosso’s ropy mouth drew back

to display his teeth, not a grin, so

Efraim presently realized, but a

grimace of reflection.

“What you say is true enough,”

said Gosso at last. “There are few

old men either in Gorgetto or

Scharrode. Still, everyone must
die sooner or later, and if the

warriors of Gorgetto are denied

the raiding of Scharrode, how will

I keep them occupied?
’’

“I have troubles of my own. No
doubt you can find a way.”

Gosso cocked his head to the

side. “My warriors may protest

such an insipid existence. The
raids drain their energies, and life

is easier for me.”
Efraim said shortly: “You can

notify those who question your

authority that I am resolved to

end the raids. I can offer honora-

ble peace; or I can assemble all

my forces and totally destroy
Gorgetto. As I study the Pandects

I see that this is within my
capabilities, if at the cost of many
lives. Most of these many lives

will be Gorget, inasmuch as we
command the heights with our
sails. It appears to me that the

first choice makes the fewest de-

mands upon everybody.”

Gosso gave a sardonic caw of

laughter. “So it might appear. But
never forget we have rejoiced in

the slaughter of Schardes for a

thousand years. In Gorgetto a boy
does not become a man until he

'kills his Scharde . . . Still, you
seem to be serious and I will con-

sider the matter.
”

The Salon of Sherdes and Pri-

vate Receptions occupied the

third level of the squat Arjer

Skyrd tower. Instead of the mod-
estly proportioned chamber Ef-

raim had expected, he found a

hall seventy feet long and forty

feet wide, with a floor of black

and white marble blocks. Six tall

windows admitted floods of that

curious olive-green light charac-

teristic of umber passing into

green rowan. Marble pilasters

broke the wall into a series of

bays, color-washed a pale russet.

In each stood a massive urn three

feet tall fashioned of black-brown

stoneware: the product of a co-

gence. The urns contained white

sand and plumes of dry grass.
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without odor. A table ten feet

wide and twenty feet long sup-

ported four etiquette screens. At
each side of the table a chair had
been placed.

Agnois hurried forward. “Your

Force has arrived a trifle early;

our arrangements, I fear to say,

are incomplete.”

“I came early intentionally.” Ef-

raim inspected the chamber, then

the table. He asked in a soft voi-

ce: “The Kaiark Jochaim fre-

quented this ‘salon’?”

“Indeed, Force, when the com-
pany was not numerous.”
“Which place was reserved for

him?”

“Yonder, Force, is the Kaiark’s

place.” Agnois indicated the far

side of the table.

Eft-aim, now accustomed to the

unconscious signals which indi-

cated Agnois’ moods, eyed him at-

tentively. “That is the chair used

by Kaiark Jochaim? It is precisely

like the others; they are identi-

cal.”

Agnois hesitated. “These are

the chairs ordered out by the No-
ble Singhalissa.”

Efraim controlled his voice with

an efibrt. “Did I not instruct you

to disregard Singhalissa’s orders?”

“I recall something of the sort.

Force,” said Agnois lamely, “but I

tend to obey her by reflex, espe-

cially in small matters such as

this.
”

“Do you consider this a small

matter?”

Agnois grimaced and licked his

lips. “I had not analyzed it along

such lines.”

“But the chair is not that chair

customarily used by the Kaiark?”

“No, Your Force.”

“In fact, it is a chair quite un-

suitable to the dignity of a

Kaiark—especially under the pre-

sent conditions.”

“I suppose that I must agree

with you. Force.”

“So again, Agnois, you have at

worst conspired, at best cooper-

ated, with Singhalissa in her at-

tempts to make me a buffoon and
so diminish my authority.”

Agnois uttered a cry of anguish.

“By no means. Force! I acted in

all innocence!”

“Set the table to rights, instant-

ly!”

Agnois turned a side-look to-

ward Lorcas. “Shall I seat five.

Your Force?”

“Leave it at four.”

The offending chair was re-

moved; another more massive, in-

laid with carnelians and tur-

quoises, was brought in. “Notice,

Force,” said Agnois effusively,

“the small mesh here by your ear,

by which the Kaiark can receive

messages and advices.”

“Very good,” said Efraim. “I

will expect you to stand in con-

cealment and advise me as to

etiquette and custom.”

“With pleasure. Your Force!”

Eft-aim seated himselfand placed

Lorcas at the end of the table to

his right.

Lorcas said reflectively: “These

tricks are really rather petty—not
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what one might expect of Sin-

ghalissa.
”

“I don’t know what to expect

from Singhalissa. I imagine that

her aim is to demonstrate me a

fool as well as an amnesiac, so

that the eiodarks will eject me in

favor of Destian.
”

“You’d do well to pack her oflF.”

“I suppose so. Still
— ’’

Singhalissa, Sthelany and Des-

tian entered the chamber. Efraim

and Lorcas politely rose to their

feet. Singhalissa came a few steps

forward, then halted, regarding

the two remaining chairs with

pinched nostrils. She then spared

a quick glance for the stately chair

which Efraim occupied. “I am
somewhat baffled,” she said. “I

envisioned an informal discussion,

in which all opinions might most

expeditiously be aired.”

Efraim replied in an even voice;

“I could not conceive a conference

on a basis other than propriety.

But I am surprised to see the

Squire Destian; from the ar-

rangements I understood that only

you and the Noble Sthelany plan-

ned to attend our conference. Ag-

nois, be so good as to arrange
another place there, to the left of

Her Dignity the Wirwove.
Sthelany, be so good as to seat

yourself in this chair to my left.”

Smiling a faint vague smile,

Sthelany took her seat. Singhalissa

and Destian stood aside with dour
faces as Agnois rearranged the ta-

ble. Efraim watched Sthelany sur-

reptitiously, as always wondering

what went on in her brain. At this

moment sbe seemed indolent,

careless, and totally introverted.

Singhalissa and Destian at last

were seated; Efraim and Lorcas

gravely returned to their own
places. Singhalissa made a small

movement, but Lorcas gave a

peremptory rap on the table with

his knuckles, causing Singhalissa

and Destian to look at him ques-

tioningly. Sthelany was studying

Efraim with an interest almost
embarrassingly intent.

Efraim spoke. “Tbe present cir-

cumstances are strained, and cer-

tain of you have been forced to

accept an attenuation of prospects.

In reference to the events of the

last six months, I remind you that

I have been tbe chief victim. Ex-

cepting, of course, the Kaiark

Jochaim, who was robbed of his

life. Nevertheless, the inconveni-

ences I personally have suffered

have made me callous of lesser

complaints, and it is on this basis

that we hold our discussion.”

Sthelany’s smile became even
more vague; Destian’s sneer was
almost audible. Singhalissa grip-

ped the arms of her chair with

long fingers, so tightly that bones
shone luminous through the skin.

Singhalissa replied; “Needless to

say, we all must adapt to changing

circumstances; it is sheer futility

to do otherwise. I have conferred

long and earnestly with the Noble
Destian and the Lissolet Sthelany;

we all are perplexed by your mis-

fortunes. You have been a victim
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of ‘unconventional violence’*,

which I understand is not un-

common at Port Mar.” Singhalis-

sa’s flick of a glance toward Lorcas

was almost too swift to be sensed.

“You were doubtless waylaid by
some off-worlder, for reasons

beyond my comprehension.
’’

Efraim grimly shook his head.

“This theory commands low prob-

ability, especially in view of cer-

tain other facts. I was almost cer-

tainly beset by a Rhune enemy,
for whom our standards of de-

cency have lost all meaning.”

Singhalissa’s high sweet voice

became a trifle strident. “We can-

not evaluate undisclosed ‘facts’,

but in any event your enemy is

unknown to us. I only wonder if

after all there has not been a mis-

take.”

For the first time Lorcas spoke.

“To clarify matters once and for

all, are you giving His Force to

understand that in the first place,

none of you have knowledge of

the event at Port Mar, and sec-

ondly, that none of you have re-

ceived information regarding this

event, and thirdly, that none of

you can guess as to whom might

be responsible?”

No one answered. Efraim said

gently: “The Noble Matho Lorcas

is my friend and counsellor; his

question is a fair one. What of

you. Squire Destian?”

*An act of molestation or violence—

a

mirk-deed, so to speak—committed
during the daylight hours, a depravity
unimaginable among persons of digni-

ty-
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Destian responded in a surly

baritone: “I know nothing.”

“Lissolet Sthelany?”

“I know nothing of anything.”

“Your Dignity the Wirwove?”
“The affair is incomprehensi-

ble.”

Through the mesh at the back

of Efraim’s chair sounded Agnois’

hoarse whisper. “It would be poli-

tic to ask Singhalissa if she might

care to refresh herself and the

company with a medley of va-

pors.”

Efraim said: “I naturally accept

your explicit assurances. If anyone
chances to recall some forgotten

fact which may be relevant, I will

be grateful to hear it. Perhaps we
should now entreat Her Dignity

to refresh us with vapors.”

Singhalissa leaned stiffly for-

ward and drew out a panel in

front of her, displaying knobs,

toggles, bulbs and other

mechanisms, then drawers to

right and left containing hundreds

of small vials. Her long fingers

worked with intricacy and deft-

ness; vials were lifted; drops of

liquid poured info a silver orifice,

to be followed by powders and a

gout of seething green liquor;

then she pushed a button and a

pump blew the fumes along tubes

under the table and up behind
the etiquette screens. Meanwhile,

with her left hand, SinghaUssa was

altering her first vapor so that it

might modulate into a second
which she was busy preparing

with her right hand.

The fumes followed each other

like musical tones, and ended, as
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with a coda, upon an artfully bit-

ter nose-wrenching whiflF.

Agnois’ whisper sounded in Ef-

raim’s ear. “Call for more; this is

etiquette!”

Efraim said; “Your Dignity has

only stimulated our expectations;

why must you stop now?”
“I am flattered that you honor

my efforts,” But Singhalissa sat

back from the vials.

After a pause Destian spoke, a

saturnine half-smile trembling on
his lips. “I am curious to learn as

to how you intend to punish
Gosso and his jackals.”

“I will take counsel upon the

matter.”

Singhalissa, as if impelled by an

irresistible creative urge, once
more bent over the vials; again

she poured and vapors issued

from behind the etiquette

screens. In Efraim’s ear sounded
Agnois’ husky whisper; “She is

discharging raw essences at ran-

dom, concocting a set of stinks.

She understands your distrait

condition and hopes to draw forth

fulsome compliments.”

Efraim leaned back from the

etiquette screen. He glanced at

Destian who could scarcely con-

trol his merriment. Sthelany sat

with a wry expression. Efraim
said; “Her Dignity the Wirwove
suddenly seems to have lost her

sure instincts. Some of these vap-

ors are absolutely amazing, even
for the entertainment of a group
as informal as this. Perhaps Her
Dignity attempts a set of new
combinations imported from Port

Mar?”
Singhalissa wordlessly desisted

from her manipulations. Efraim

sat erect in his chair. “The subject

we had not yet touched upon was

my order to move Your Dignity to

Minot Tower. In view of the

chairs and the fumes, I will not

reconsider my decision. There has

been altogether too much inter-

ference and meddling. I hope that

we have seen the last of it, inas-

much as I would not care to in-

convenience Your Dignity to an

even greater extent.”

“Your Force is most consider-

ate,” said Singhalissa, without so

much as a quiver in her voice.

Through the tall windows the

light had changed, as umber fully

gave way to green rowan, with

Cirse barely grazing the horizons.

Sthelany said; “Mirk ap-

proaches; dark hideous mirk when
the gharks and hoos come forth

and all the world is dead.
”

Lorcas asked in a cheerful voi-

ce; “What is a ‘ghark’ and what is

a ‘hoo’?”

“Evil beings.”

“In human form?”

“I know nothing of such

things,” said Sthelany. “I take re-

fuge behind a door triple-bolted

and strong iron shutters at my
window. You must ask elsewhere

for your information.”

Matho Lorcas gave his head a

shake of whimsical wonder. “I

have traveled far and wide,” he
said, “and never cease to be
amazed by the diversities of Alas-

tor Cluster.”
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The Lissolet Sthelany half-

yawned, then spoke in an easy
voice: “Does the Noble Lorcas in-

clude the Rhunes among those

peoples who excite his amaze-
ment?”

Lorcas grinned and leaned for-

ward. Here was the milieu he
loved: conversation! Supple sen-

tences, with first and second
meanings and overtones beyond,

outrageous challenges with clev-

erly planned slip-points, rebuttals

of elegant brevity; deceptions and
guiles, patient explanations of the

obvious, fleeting allusions to the

unthinkable. As a preliminary, the

conversationalist must gauge the

mood, the intelligence and the

verbal facility of the company. To
this end a few words of pedantic

exposition often proved invalu-

able. “By an axiom of cultural an-

thropology, the more isolated a

community, the more idiosyncra-

tic become its customs and con-

ventions. This of course is not

necessarily disadvantageous.

“On the other hand consider a

person such as myself: a rootless

wanderer, a cosmopolitan. Such a

person tends to flexibility; he
adapts himself to his surroundings

without qualms or misgivings. His

baggage of conventions is simple

and natural, the lowest common
denominator of his experience.

He evinces a kind of universal

culture which will serve him al-

most anywhere across Alastor

Cluster, throughout the Gaean
Reach. I make no virtue of this

flexibility, except to suggest that it

is more comfortable to travel with

than a set of conventions, which,

if jostled, work emotional strains

upon those who espouse them.”

Singhalissa joined the conversa-

tion, speaking in a voice as dry as

the rustle of dead leaves. “The
Noble Lorcas with earnest convic-

tion proposes a view which I fear

we Rhunes regard as banal. As he
knows, we never travel, except

rarely to Port Mar. Even were we
disposed to travel, I doubt if we
would school ourselves in habits

which we find not only vulgar but

repellent. This is an informal

gathering; I will venture upon an

unpleasant topic. The ordinary

citizen of the Cluster shows a lack

of self-consciousness regarding his

bowel which is typically animal.

Without shame he displays his

victual, salivates, wads it into his

orifice, grinds it with his teeth,

massages it with his tongue, im-

pels the pulp along his intestinal

tract. With only little more mod-
esty he excretes the digested

mess, occasionally making jokes as

if he were proud of his alimentary

facility. Naturally we obey the

same biological compulsions, but

we are more considerate of our

fellows and perform these acts in

privacy.” As she spoke Singhalissa

never abandoned her mordant
monotone.

Destian uttered a soft chuckle

endorsing her views.

Lorcas however would not be
daunted. He nodded sagely. “Ev-

erything depends upon the quality

of one’s conventions. Agreed! But
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we must examine this so-called

‘quality’ for its usefulness. Over-
complicated, over-strict conven-
tions limit a person’s life-options.

They confine his mind and stunt

his perceptions. Why, in the

name of the Connatic’s pet owl,

should we even consider a limit to

the possibilities of this, our one
and single life?

”

“You will confuse us all if you
talk in ultimates and eschatologies,”

said Singhalissa with a cold

smile. “They are not germane in

any case. One may exemplify any

point of view, no matter how ab-

surd, by carefully citing an ap-

propriate, or even an artificial,

theory. The traveler and cos-

mopolitan whom you have chosen

as your paladin above all else

should realize the difference be-

tween abstractions and living hu-

man beings, between sociological

concepts and durable com-
munities. As I listen to you I hear

only ingenuousness and didactic

theory.”

Lorcas compressed his lips.

“Perhaps because you are hearing

views which contradict your emo-
tions. But I stray from the mark.

The ‘durable communities’ you
mention are beside the point.

Societies are amazingly tolerant of

abuse, even those burdened with

dozens of obsolete or unnatural or

even baneful conventions.”

Singhalissa allowed herself to

show open amusement. “I suspect

that you take an extreme position.

Only children are intolerant of

conventions. They are indispensa-

ble to an organized civilization,

like discipline to an army, or

foundations to a building, or

landmarks to a traveler. Without
conventions civilization is a hand-
ful of water. An army without dis-

cipline is a mob. A building with-

out foundations is rubble. A
traveler without landmarks is

lost.”

Lorcas stated that he opposed
not all conventions, but only those

which he found irksome and
pointless.

Singhalissa refused to let him
off so easily. “I suspect that you
refer to the Rhunes, and here, as

a stranger, you are particularly

handicapped in your judgments. I

find my particular way of life or-

derly and reasonable, which
should certainly satisfy you. Un-
less, of course, you consider me
undiscriminating and stupid?”

Lorcas saw that he had caught a

Tartar. He shook his head. “By no

means! Quite the contrary. With-

out hesitation I agree that, at the

very least, your outlook upon life

is different from that of mine.”

Singhalissa had already lost in-

terest in the conversation. She
turned to Efraim. “With your
permission. Force, I take my
leave.”

“As you wish, Your Dignity.”

Singhalissa stalked from the

room in a flutter of gray gauze,

followed by Destian, stiff and
erect, and then, Sthelany. Behind

marched Efraim and Matho Lor-

cas, somewhat subdued. They
found themselves on the arcade
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which connected the third level of

Arjer Skyrd to the high parlors of

the North Tower, then gave upon
the upper balcony of the her-

barium.

Descending the North Tower
staircase, they were arrested by a

sudden clanging of gongs, fol-

lowed by a wild braying of horns

in an agitated fanfare.

Singhalissa glanced back over

her shoulder; her thin cheeks
were compressed into an unmis-

takable smile.

Chapter 8

Efraim continued down the

staircase to the frenzy of the fan-

fare produced by six men with
convolved bronze sad-horns. Six

horns, wondered Efraim? He
himself, the returning Kaiark, had
only been greeted with four! A
slight which he had failed to

notice.

The front portals had been
flung ajar, and here stood Agnois,

wearing a long white cloak crusted

over with blue and silver em-
broidery and a complicated
turban-like headdress: garments
reserved for the most profoundly

serious occasions. Efraim com-
pressed his lips. What to do with

the wretched Agnois, who had as-

sisted him during the reception,

but who had failed to warn him of

whatever now was about to en-

sue?

The fanfare became a hysteria

of yelling horns, to halt abruptly

as a man in splendid black gar-

ments, picked out with pink and
silver stripes, strode through the

portal. Behind him marched four

eiodarks. All wore headgear of
pink and black cloth, wound up on
pronged fillets of silver.

Efraim halted a moment on the

landing, then descended slowly.

Agnois cried out: “His Majestic

Force, the Kaiark Rianlle of Ec-

cord!”

Rianlle halted, scrutinizing Ef-

raim with pale hazel eyes under
dark golden eyebrows. He stood

stifily erect, aware of the splendid

spectacle he made: a man in the

fullest vigor of his life, not yet

middle-aged, square-faced, with

curling dark golden hair; a man of

pride and passion, perhaps lacking

in humor, but certainly not a per-

son to be taken lightly.

Efraim stood waiting until

Rianlle advanced another two
steps. Efraim said: “Welcome to

Benbuphar Strang. I am pleased,

if surprised, to see you.”

“Thank you.” Rianlle turned ab-

ruptly away from Efraim and per-

formed a formal bow. Down the

stairs came Singhalissa, Destian

and Sthelany.

Efraim said: “You are of course

well-acquainted with her Dignity

the Wirwove, the Squire Destian

and the Lissolet Sthelany. This is

the Noble Matho Lorcas, of Port

Mar.”

Rianlle acknowledged the in-

troduction by no more than a cold

glance. Matho Lorcas bowed
courteously. “At your service.

Force.”
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Efraim stepped aside and sig-

naled to Agnois. “Conduct these

noble gentlemen to appropriate

chambers where they may refresh

themselves, then come to the

Grand Parlor.”

Agnois presently appeared in

the Grand Parlor. “Yes, Your
Force?”
“Why did you not notify me

that Rianlle was to arrive?”

Agnois spoke in an injured

voice: “I did not know myself, until

Her Dignity upon leaving the sa-

lon ordered me to prepare a re-

ception, I barely had time to ac-

complish the task.”

Efraim said, “I see. He wears

his headgear in the castle; is this

customary and polite?”

“It is formal usage. Force. The
headdress signifies authority and

autonomy. In a formal colloquy of

equals both parties will dress simi-

larly.”

“Bring me suitable garments
and headgear, if any are availa-

ble.”

Efraim dressed. “Conduct
Rianlle here whenever he is so

minded. If his retinue starts to

come, explain that I prefer a pri-

vate discussion with Rianlle.”

“As you wish. Force.” Agnois

hesitated. “I might point out that

Eccord is a powerful realm with

victorious traditions. Rianlle is a

vain man but not stupid. He es-

teems himself and his prestige at

an exalted level.”

“Thank you, Agnois. Bring in

Rianlle; I will deal with him as

carefully as possible.”

Half an hour later Agnois
ushered Rianlle into the Parlor.

Efraim rose to greet him. “Will

you sit? These chairs are quite

comfortable.”

“Thank you.” Rianlle settled

himself

“Your visit is of course most
welcome,” said Efraim. “You will

forgive me if I seem disorganized;

I have hardly had time to collect

my wits.”

“You returned at a most oppor-

tune moment,” observed Rianlle,

his hazel eyes wide and luminous.

“At least for yourself.”

Efraim sat back in his chair and
inspected Rianlle a full five sec-

onds. Then he said in a cool unac-

cented voice: “I did not time my
return on this basis; I was una-

ware that Jochaim had been mur-
dered until my arrival in Port

Mar.
”

“Allow me to offer my personal

condolences and those of all Ec-

cord upon this untimely death.

Did you use the word ‘murder’?”

“The evidence indicates some-
thing of the sort.”

Rianlle nodded slowly and
looked thoughtfully across the

room. “I came both to express my
sympathy and to consolidate the

friendly relations between our
realms.”

“You may take for granted my
desire that they continue.”

“Excellent. I assume that you
intend a smooth continuity bet-

ween the policies of Jochaim and
your own?”

Efraim began to sense a pres-
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sure behind Rianlle’s suave re-

marks. He said cautiously: “In

many cases no doubt this will be
true. In others, the simple muta-

bility of life and circumstance dic-

tates changes.”

“A prudent and flexible point of

view! Allow me to offer my com-
mendation! In the relations bet-

ween Eccord and Scharrode there

will be no mutability; I would like

to assure that I intend to honor to

the letter every commitment
made by me to Jochaim; I would
like to hear that the converse
holds true.”

Efraim made an affable gesture.

“Let us not talk high policy at this

moment. I am not yet in com-
mand of all the facts and anything

I could now say would be tenta-

tive. But since our two realms are

so closely knit in amity, what be-

nefits one benefits the other, and
you may be assured that I intend

to do my best for Scharrode.”

Rianlle glanced sharply at Ef-

raim, then stared toward the ceil-

ing. “Agreed; large matters may
wait. There is one rather inconse-

quential issue which we can easily

resolve now without prejudice to

your program. I refer to that trifle

of territory along Whispering
Ridge where I wish to build a

pavilion for our mutual enjoy-

ment. Jochaim was on the point of

signing the parcel over to me
when he met his death.”

“I wonder if there was any con-

nection between the two events,”

mused Efraim.

“Of course not! How could

there be?”

“My imagination is over-active.

In regard to Whispering Ridge I

must admit an aversion toward
yielding so much as a square inch

of our sacred Scharrode soil; still,

I will study the matter.”

“Not satisfactory!” Rianlle’s

voice had taken on an edge, and
sang like a vibrating wire. “I am
thwarted in my wishes!”

“Is anyone ever continually and

completely gratified? Let us talk

no more of the subject. Perhaps I

can induce the Lissolet to contrive

a series of stimulating atmos-
pheres ...”

At the great twenty-sided table

in the Formal Reception
Chamber, Rianlle sat stiff and
glum. Sthelany formulated a

series of fumes, somehow suggest-

ing a walk over the hills: soil and
sunlit vegetation, water and wet
rocks, the perfume of anthion and

wood violet, mold, rotten wood
and camphor. She worked without

Singhalissa’s deftness, rather

seeming to amuse herself among
the vials as a child might play

with colored chalks. Sthelany’s

fingers began to move faster; she

had become interested in her con-

trivances as a musician suddenly

perceives meanings in his music

which he is forced to explicate.

Gone was the hillside, away the

forest; the vapors were at first

gay, tart and light; gradually they

lost character, only to become
sweetly melancholy, like helio-

trope in a forgotten garden. And
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this odor in turn became per-
vaded with a bitter exudation,
then a salt pungency, then a final

despairing black reek. Sthelany
looked up with a twisted smile

and closed the drawers.

Rianlle uttered an ejaculation;

“You have performed with
enormous artistry; you have sha-

ken us all with cataclysmic vi-

sions!”

Efraim looked around the table.

Destian sat toying with a silver

bracelet; Singhalissa sat stiff and
staring; the eiodarks of Eccord
muttered together. Lorcas stared

in wonder toward Sthelany. Ef-

raim thought: he is totally fasci-

nated, but he had better make his

emotion less overt, or he will be
accused of sebalism.

Rianlle turned to Efraim.
“When you say ‘murder’ you use

an inglorious word to describe the

death of the honored Jochaim.
How then will you deal with that

dog Grosso?”

Efraim held his face immobile
against a surge of annoyance. He
had used the word ‘murder’
perhaps indiscreetly; but need
Rianlle blurt out the details of

what Efraim had considered a

confidential conversation? He felt

the sudden interest of both Sin-

ghalissa and Destian.

“I have made no precise plans.

I plan to end the war with
Gorgetto on one basis or another;

it is useless and it bleeds us

white.”

“If I understand you correctly,

you intend to prosecute only use-

ful wars?”

“If wars there must be, I intend

to fight for only tangible and
necessary goals. I do not regard

war as entertainment and I shall

not hesitate to use unusual
tactics.”

Rianlle’s smile was almost
openly contemptuous. “Scharrode

is a small realm. Realistically, you
are at the mercy of your
neighbors, no matter how peculiar

your campaigns.”

“Your opinions of course carry

great weight,” said Efraim.

Rianlle went on in a measured
voice. “I recall some previous dis-

cussion of a trisme, that the for-

tunes of Scharrode and Eccord
might be joined. The subject at

this moment is perhaps premature
in view of the chaotic cir-

cumstances here in Scharrode.”

From the comer of his eye Ef-

raim noted a shifting of positions

around the table, as tense muscles

demanded relief. He met the dark

gaze of Sthelany; her fiice seemed
as pensive as ever, and—could it

be true?—somehow wistful.

Rianlle once more was speak-

ing, and everyone about the table

fixed their gaze upon that un-
naturally handsome face.

“Nevertheless, all will no doubt
sort itself out. Accomodation bet-

ween our two realms must be
achieved. An imbalance now
exists, and I refer to the unfulfil-

led contract in regard to Dwan
Jar, the Whispering Ridge. If a

trisme will facilitate the hoped-for

equilibrium, then I must give the
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matter serious consideration.”

Efraim laughed and shook his

head. “Trisme is a responsibility I

do not care to assume at the mo-
ment, especially since Your Force

displays such clear misgivings. In-

deed, your perceptions are re-

markable; you have correctly de-

fined the situation here. Schar-

rode is a welter of mysteries

which must be resolved before we
can move onward.”

Rianlle rose to his feet, as did

his retinue of eiodarks. “Schar-

rode hospitality is as always cor-

rect, and induces us to prolong

our visit, but we must take our

leave. I trust that Your Force will

make a realistic assessment of

past, present and putative future

and act to the best interests of us

all.”

Efraim and Lorcas went out to

the parapets of Deistary Tower
and watched as Rianlle and his re-

tinue climbed into the rented*

air-car, which a moment later

lifted high and flew north.

Lorcas had retired to his re-

fectory to take a furtive meal;

then he planned to sleep. Efraim

remained on the parapets looking

off over the valley, which in the

light of half-aud presented so en-

trancing a vista that his heart mis-

sed a beat. From this land the

*The Rhune Realms are allowed no
air-cars because of their aggressive
proclivities. When a Rhune wishes to

make a journey he must call into Port

Mar and hire a suitable vehicle for

the occasions.

substance of his body had been
drawn; it was his own, to nurture

and love and rule, for all foresee-

able time; yet how useless! how
forlorn! Scharrode was lost to him;

he had broken the crust of tradi-

tion. Never again could he be a

Rhune, nor could the damage be
mended. He would never be a
whole man in Scharrode, nor
elsewhere; never would he be
content.

He studied the landscape with

the intensity of a man about to go
blind. Light slanting down across

Alode the Cliff illuminated a

hundred forests; the irradiated

foliage seemed to glow with inter-

nal light: bitter lime, intense

gray-blue given pointillist fire by
scarlet seed-pots, dark umber,
black-blue, black-green. Sur-

rounding stood the great peaks,

each named and known in ancient

fable: aloof Shanajra bearded with

snow, who, resenting the mockery
of the Bird Crags, turned his face

to the south to stand forever

brooding; the Two Hags Kamr
and Dimw, rancorous above Dan-
quil, enchanted and sleeping un-

der a blanket of murre trees;

there. Whispering Ridge, coveted

by Rianlle, where the Fwai-chi

walked to their sacred places

among the Lenglin Mountains
. . . His land forever, his land never;

and what was he to do? In all the

realm a single man he could trust:

the Port Mar vagabond Matho
Lorcas. Gosso might or might not

interpret his offer as an admission

of weakness; Rianlle’s not too sub-
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tie threats might or might not be
intended seriously. Singhalissa

might yet intrigue with sufficient

finesse to cause him woe . . . Ef-

raim decided that he must, with-

out further delay, call together

the Scharde eiodarks, to assist

him with his decisions.

The landscape dimmed, as

Osmo dropped behind Alode the

ClifiF. Furad hung low in the sky

over Shanajra.

A slow step sounded on the

marble flags; turning, Efraim saw

Sthelany. She hesitated, then

came to join him. Together they

leaned on the parapets. From the

comer of his eye Efraim studied

Sthelany’s face. What transpired

behind that clear pale brow; what

prompted that half-wistful half-

mocking twist of the lips?

“Mirk is near,” said Sthelany.

She glanced toward Efraim. “Your

Force no doubt has thoroughly

reconnoitered the passages which

lead here and there about the cas-

tle?”

“Only in order to protect myself

from the surveillance of your
mother.”

Sthelany shook her head smil-

ingly. “Is she really interested in

your activities?”

“Some female of the household

has demonstrated that interest.

Could it be you?”

“I have never set foot in a

mirk-way.”

Efraim took note of the equivo-

cation. “To answer your question

precisely, I have indeed explored

the mirk-ways, and I am arranging

that they be intermpted by heavy
iron doors.”

“Then it would seem that Your
Force does not intend to exercise

the prerogatives of rank?”

Efraim arched his eyebrows at

the question. He responded in

what he hoped to be dignified

tones: “I certainly do not intend to

violate the persons of anyone
against their will. Additionally, as

Tm sure you know, the passage to

your chambers is blocked by
masonry.”

“Indeed! Then I am reassured

once and once again! It has been
my habit during mirk to sleep be-

hind triply locked doors, but Your
Force’s assurances make such pre-

cautions redundant.”

Efraim wondered: did she
flaunt? Did she entice? Did she

tease? He said: “I might change

my mind. I have adopted certain

off-planet attitudes and they
prompt me to confess that I find

you fascinating.”

“Psssh. These are matters we
must not discuss. ” Sthelany, how-
ever, showed no sign of outrage.

“And what of the three bolts?”

Sthelany laughed: a cool little

tinkle. “I cannot imagine Your
Force engaging in such an out-

rageous and undignified escapade;

the bolts are evidently unneces-

sary.”

Even as they spoke Furad,
slipping low to the horizon, dip-

ped half-under, and the sky went
dim. Sthelany, her mouth half-

open in an expression of almost

child-like wonder, exclaimed: “Is
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mirk upon us? I fee! a strange

emotion.”

Her emotion, thought Efraim,

seemed real enough: color had
come to her cheeks, her bosom
heaved, her eyes glowed with

dark light. Furad sank even low-

er, almost leaving the smoky
orange sky; was mirk on them in-

deed? Sthelany gasped and
seemed to sway toward Efraim; he
sensed her fragrance and almost

as he reached to touch her hand,

she pointed. “Furad floats once
more; mirk is averted, and all

things live!”

With no more words Sthelany

moved away across the terrace.

She paused to touch a white
flower growing in a pot, turned a

fleeting glance back over her
shoulder, and then she moved on.

Efraim presently went into the

castle, and descended to the of-

fice. In the corridor he came upon
Destian, apparently bound to the

same destination. Destian how-
ever gave a frigid nod and turned

aside. Efraim closed the door,

telephoned the rental agency at

Port Mar and ordered out an air-

car, requesting a pilot other than

the redoubtable Flaussig. He left

the office, hesitated, turned back,

locked the door and took away the

key.

Chapter 9

Efraim and Matho Lorcas
climbed into the air-car and were
carried high above the valley of

the Esch River; up, up, until they

hovered on a level with the sur-

rounding peaks. Efraim named
them off; “Horsuke, Gleide Cliff,

the Tassenberg; Alode the Cliff,

Haujefolge, Scarlume the Devil

Dragon, Bryn the Hero; Kamr,
Dimw and Danquil; Shanajra, the

Bird Crags, Cossil the Traitor

—

notice the avalanches—Camanche,
and there: Whispering Ridge.

Criver: take us yonder to Whis-
pering Ridge.”

The peaks shifted across other

farther peaks of other farther

realms; under the cloud-piercing

claw of Comanche, Whispering
Ridge came into full view: an up-

land meadow rather than a true

ridge, to the south overlooking

Scharrode and the valley of the

Esch, to the north the multiple

valleys of Eccord. The air-car

landed; Efraim and Lorcas
jumped out into ankle-deep grass.

The air was calm. Trees grew in

copses; Whispering Ridge was like

an island in the sky, a place of to-

tal peace. Efraim held up his

hand. “Listen!”

From an indeterminate source

came a low whisper, fluctuating

almost musically, sometimes sigh-

ing into silence, sometimes almost

singing.

“Wind?” Lorcas looked at the

trees. “The leaves are still. The
air is still.”

“Strange in itself. Up here one
would expect a wind.”

They moved across the sward.

In the shade of the forest Efraim

noticed a group of Fwai-chi watch-

ing them impassively. Lorcas and
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Efraim halted. “There they
stand,” said Lorcas, “walking their

‘Path through Life’, all shags and
tatters, typical pilgrims in any
language.”

They continued across the

meadow and looked over Eccord.

Belrod Strang was lost among the

folds of the forested hills. “The
view is superb,” said Lorcas. “Do
you intend to deal generously
with Rianlle?”

“No. The feet remains that he
could send a thousand men up
tomorrow to clear the site, and
another thousand to start building

his pavilion, and I could do very

little to stop him.”

“Pecuhar,” said Lorcas. “Pecul-

iar indeed.”

“How- so?”

“This place is magnificent

—

superb, in fact. I’d Uke a pavihon

here myself. But the realms are

thick with places like this. In Ec-

cord alone there must be twenty

sites as beautiful. Rianlle is cap-

ricious to insist on this particular

spot.”

“Odd, I agree.”

They turned back across the

meadow, to find four Fwai-chi

awaiting them.

As Efraim and Lorcas ap-

proached they drew a few steps

back, hissing and rumbling among
themselves.

The two men halted. Efraim
said: “You appear disturbed. We
are bothering you?”

One spoke in a guttural version

of Gaean: “We walk the Life

Road. It is a serious work. We do

not wish to watch men. Why do
you come here?”

“For no particular purpose: to

look about a bit.”

“I see you plan no harm. This is

our place, reserved to us by a

very old treaty with the Kaiarks.

Do you not know? I see you do
not know.”

Efraim gave a bitter laugh. “I

know nothing—of the treaty or

anything else. A Fwai drug took

my memory. Is there an anti-

dote?”

“There is no antidote. The
poison breaks the roads to the

memory tablets. These roads will

never mend. Still, -you must re-

mind your Kaiark
—

”

“I am the Kaiark.”

“Then you must know that the

treaty is real.”

“The treaty won’t mean much if

the land is transfered to Eccord.”

“That may not be done. We
told each other the word ‘for-

ever’.”

“I would like to see this treaty

myself,” said Efraim. “I \vill care-

fully check my records.”

“The treaty is not among your

records, ” said the Fwai-chi, and
the group shuffled back to the

forest. Efraim and Lorcas stood

looking after them.”
“Now what did he mean by

that?” demanded Efraim in won-
der.

“He seems to feel that you
won’t find the treaty.”

“We’ll soon find out,” said Ef-

raim.

They continued across the
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meadow toward the air-car.

Lorcas paused and looked up
toward Camancbe. “I can explain

the whisper. The wind pushes up
over Camanche, and around. It

splits and swirls and passes the

meadow by. We hear innumer-
able small frictions: the sound of

air against air.”

“You may be right. Still I prefer

other explanations.”

“Such as?”

“The foot-steps of a million

dead pilgrims; cloud faeries;

Camanche reckoning up the sec-

onds.”

“More convincing, I agree.

Where to now?”
“Your idea of twenty equivalent

sites in Eccord is interesting. I

would like to discover these

sites.
”

They flew north, through the

peaks, domes and ridges of Ec-
cord, and in an hour discovered a

dozen high meadows with pros-

pects at least as appealing as those

of Whispering Ridge . . . “Rianlle

is most arbitrary,” said Lorcas.

“The question is: Why?”
“I cannot even speculate.”

“Suppose he gains the meadow
and proceeds with his plans: what
of the Fwai-chi?”

“I doubt if Rianlle would enjoy

Fwai-chi pilgrims trooping
through his pavilion, resting on
his terraces. But how could he
stop them? They are protected by
the Connatic.”

The air-car spiraled down into

Scharrode and landed at Ben-
buphar Strang. As the two alight-

ed Efraim said: “Would you not

like to return to Port Mar? I value

your companionship, but there is

nothing to amuse you here; I

foresee only unpleasantness.”

“The temptation to leave is

strong,” Lorcas admitted. “The
food here is abominable, and I

don’t like to eat in a closet. Sin-

ghalissa oppresses me with her

cleverness; Destian is insufferable.

As for Sthelany—ah, the magic
Sthelany! I hope to persuade her

to Port Mar for a visit. This may
seem an impossible task but every

journey begins with a single

step.”

“So then, you plan to stay at

Benbuphar Strang?”

“With your permission, still a

week or two.”

Efraim dismissed the air-car;

the two returned to the castle.

“You have exercised your charm
upon her?”

Lorcas nodded. “She is curi-

ously ambiguous. To say that she

blows first hot then cold is inaccu-

rate; she blows first cold, then

colder. But she could easily order

me to keep my distance.”

“Has she mentioned the horrors

of mirk?”

“She assures me that she bolts

her doors with three bars, clamps

her windows, keeps vials of ofien-

sive odors at the ready, and gen-

erally is unavailable.”

They halted and looked up at

the balcony behind which were
Sthelany’s rooms.

“A pity the mirk-way is block-

ed,” mused Lorcas. “When all
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else fails one can always pounce
on a girl through the dark. Still

she’s hinted rather pointedly that

I’m not to come around. In fact,

after I tried to kiss her in the

Graden of Bitter Odors she told

me quite bluntly to keep my dis-

tance.”

“Why not try Singhalissa? Or
has she also warned you off?”

“What a thought! I suggest that

we take a quiet bottle of wine to-

gether and search the archives for

the Fwai-chi treaty.”

The Index to the Archives men-
tioned no treaty with the Fwai-

chi. Efraim summoned Agnois,

who denied all knowledge of the

document. “Such an understand-

ing, Your Force, would hardly be
expressed as a formal treaty in any
case.”

“Perhaps not. Why does Rianlle

want Whispering Ridge?”

Agnois raised his eyes to a point

above Efraim’s head. “I suppose
that he intends to build there a

summer pavilion. Force.”

“Surely Rianlle treated with the

Kaiark Jochaim on this matter?”

“I cannot say. Your Force.”

“Who maintains the archives?”

“The Kaiark himself, with such

help as he requires.”

At Efraim’s nod, Agnois de-

parted.

“So now; no treaty,” said Ef-

raim glumly. “Nothing whatever
to show Rianlle!”

“The Fwai-chi declared as

much.”
“How could they know? Our

archives are nothing to them!”

“The treaty probably was an
oral understanding; they knew
that no document existed.”

In frustration Efraim jumped to

his feet. “I must take counsel; the

situation has become intolerable.”

Once again he summoned Agnois.

“Your Force requires?”

“Send messages to the eiodarks;

I wish them to meet me here in

twenty hours. The occasion is ur-

gent; I will expect everyone.”

“That hour. Your Force, will

fall in the middle period of mirk.
”

“Oh ... In thirty hours, then.

Another matter: do not inform

Singhalissa of this meeting, nor
Destian, nor Sthelany, nor anyone
who might transfer this news;
further, do not give instructions

within the hearing of these

people, and do not make note of

the occasion upon paper. Am I

sufficiently explicit?
”

“Perfectly so. Your Force.
”

Agnois departed the room.

“if he fails me this time,” said

Efraim, “he’ll not find me le-

nient. ” He went to the window,
and presently observed the exit of

six under-chamberlains. “There
they go with the message. The
news will reach Singhalissa as

soon as they return, but there is

little she can do.”

Lorcas said: “She’s probably
resigned herself to the inevitable

by now. And yonder on the ter-

race, is that not Sthelany? With
your permission, I will go out and
enliven her life.”

“As you like. But one word.
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while the thought is on my mind.

That word is ‘caution’. Mirk ap-

proaches. Unpleasant events oc-

cur. Lock yourself in your cham-
bers, go to sleep and don’t stir till

the light returns.”

“Reasonable enough,” said Lor-

cas slowly. “I wouldn’t care to

meet any gharks nor, for that mat-

ter, any hoos.”

Chapter 10

After six hours of aud, Furad

and Osmo left the sky. Cirse and

Maddar, instead of slanting to-

ward the horizon, settled verti-

cally with ponderous purpose.

Maddar disappeared first, to leave

the land momentarily in green
rowan, then Cirse sank behind
Whispering Ridge. The sky flared

and dimmed; darkness fell. Mirk

had come to Scharrode.

In the farmsteads lights flared

and flickered, then were extin-

guished; in the town shutters

clanged, doors slammed, bolts

thudded home. Those secure or

fearful or uninterested in adven-

ture took themselves to bed.

Others by candle-light denuded
themselves, then donned black

shoulder pieces, black boots and a

hideous manmask. Others re-

moved gray gauze gowns, to don
loose smocks of white muslin;

then they loosened the shutters of

their windows or the bolts of their

doors, but never both; then, Avith

a small taper in one comer of the

room casting almost no light at all,

they lay themselves on their

couches in a tremulous mixture of

hope and fear, or a peculiar emo-
tion in which perhaps one compo-
nent was muted horror. Some
who had bolted both shutters and
door, to huddle on their couches

in a ferment of aching melan-
choly, presently arose to unbolt

door or shutter.

Through the mirk moved the

grotesque shapes, taking no heed
of each other. When one found
the window of his choice unshut-

tered, he hung a white flower on
the hasp, that no one else should

enter, then climbing through the

window displayed himself to the

silent occupant of the room: an
avatar of the demon Kro.

At Benbuphar Strang, lights

were extinguished, doors bolted,

windows shuttered and barred as

everywhere else. In the servants

quarters, some made preparations;

others composed themselves to

uneasy slumber. In the towers,

other folk performed their own ar-

rangements. Efraim, armed with

his small pistol, bblted shutters,

barred and bolted doors, searched

his quarters. He checked the sec-

urity of the door blocking ingress

from the Sacarlatto and also that

passage to the second level of

Jaher Tower.

He then returned to the parlor

where he threw himself into a

great scarlet leather chair, poured
himself a goblet of wine, and sat

in gloomy meditation.

He reviewed his time on
Marune, and tried to assess his

progress. His memory was yet
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gone, his enemy still unknown.
Time passed. Faces floated before

his eyes. One face returned and
would not depart: a pale fragile

face with lustrous eyes. She had
as much as assured him that her
door would not be bolted. He
jumped to his feet and paced back
and forth. A hundred yards away
she waited. Efraim stopped short

and considered. No harm could
come by making a trial. He need
only climb to the second level of

Jaher Tower, inspect the corridor;

then, if all were clear, stride fifty

feet to her door. Should the door

be locked, he could return the

way he had come. Should the

door be open: Sthelany expected

him.

The mask? The boots? No, they

were foreign to him; he would en-

ter Sthelany’s chamber as himself.

He climbed the steps of the

short-cut and came to the exit

panel. He slid aside the peep-
hole, searched the corridor: emp-
ty-

He opened the door and lis-

tened. Silence. A faint sound? He
listened with even greater intensi-

ty. The sound might have been
the blood rushing through his

heart.

With stealth and care he
opened the door a foot, two feet.

He slipped out into the hall, feel-

ing suddenly exposed and vulner-

able. No one in sight; no sound.

With racing pulse- he ran to

Sthelany’s door. He listened. No
sound. He inspected the door: six

panels of heavy carved oak; three

iron hinges, a heavy iron latch.

So now. He reached for the

latch . . .

A sound within, a scraping as of

metal. Efraim backed away and
stood looking at the door. It

seemed to look back at him.

Efraim moved further from the

door, confused, uncertain; he re-

treated to the passage, closed and
bolted the door, returned to his

chambers.

He sank into the red leather

chair and thought for five min-

utes. Once again he rose to his

feet and, unbarring the main por-

tal, went out into the foyer. In a

storage closet he found a length of

rope which he took back into his

chamber, and again locked the

door.

He brought out the chart of the

mirk-ways and studied it for a few

minutes. He then went up to the

Sacarlatto, mid so made his way to

that unoccupied chamber directly

above that of Sthelany.

He went out onto the balcony,

made the rope fast, and tied a

series of. knots along its length, to

serve as hand-grasps and foot-

rests. Cautiously he lowered the

rope so that it hung down to

Sthelany’s balcony.

He descended with great care,

and presently stood on the bal-

cony. Shutters covered the glass,

but a glow of light issued through

a crack. Efraim pressed his eye

close and peered into the room.

Sthelany sat beside a table in

her usual garments. By the light

of a candle she played with a toy
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puzzle. Beside the door stood two
men in black pantaloons and
man-masks. One carried a mace,

the other a dagger. Behind the

door, over the back of a chair,

hung a large black sack. The man
with the mace pressed his ear to

the door. By his posture, by the

stoop of his shoulders and long

powerful arms, Efraim recognized

Agnois the First Chamberlain.
The man with the dagger was Des-

tian. Sthelany glanced at them,
gave a slight shrug, and returned

to her puzzle.

Efraim felt dizzy. He leaned on
the balcony and looked off into

the darkness. His stomach con-

vulsed; he barely prevented him-

self from vomiting.

He did not look again into the

room. With flaccid muscles he
pulled himself back to the upper

balcony. He hauled up the rope,

coiled it and returned to his

chambers. Here he made every-

thing secure, and placing his pis-

tol on the table before him,
poured out a goblet of wine and
settled into the red leather chair.

Chapter 11

OsMO ROSE in the east, followed

by Cirse from the south and
Maddar from the south-west to

dispel the dark with the gay light

of isp.

Matho Lorcas was missing from
his chambers; nor was he to be
found anywhere within Ben-
buphar Strang.

The mood in the castle was taut

and sullen. Agnois brought word
to Efraim that Singhalissa wished

an audience with him.

“She must wait until after I con-

fer with the eiodarks,” said Ef-

raim. He could not bring himself

to look at Agnois.

“I will so inform her. Your
Force.” Agnois’ voice was gentle.

“I must call to your attention a

message from Kaiark Rianlle of

Eccord to the members of the ka-

iarkal household. He invites you
most urgently to a fete at Belrod

Strang, during aud tomorrow.”

“I will visit Belrod Strang with

pleasure.”

Hours of time moved past; Ef-

raim went out into the meadow
beside the castle, then wandered
down beside the river. For half an

hour he stood tossing stones into

the water, then turned and looked

back toward Benbuphar Strang—

a

silhouette of sinister significance.

Where was Matho Lorcas?

Efraim sauntered back to the

castle. He climbed the flight of

steps to the terrace and halted,

reluctant to enter the oppressive

dimness.

He forced himself to proceed.

Sthelany, leaving the library,

paused, as if wishing words with

him. Efraim walked past without

so much as a side-glance; in truth

he dared not look at her, lest she

read in his eyes the intensity of

his emotion.

Sthelany stood looking after

him: a forlorn and thoughtful fi-

gure.

At the time appointed, Efraim
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came forth from his chambers to

greet the fourteen eiodarks of

Scharrode, all wearing ceremonial

black gowns and white vests.

Their faces wore almost identical

expressions of skepticism, even
hostility.

Efraim ushered them into the

Grand Parlor, where footmen and
under-chamberlains had arranged

a circular table. At the tail of the

procession came Destian, dressed

like the others. Efraim spoke crisp-

ly: “I do not recall summoning
you to this meeting. Squire Des-

tian, and in any event your pre-

sence will not be required.”

Destian paused, glanced around

the eiodarks. “What is the will of

this company?”
Efraim signaled a footman:

“Expel Squire Destian instantly

-from the chamber, by whatever
means you find necessary.”

Destain managed a mocking
grin, turned on his heel and de-

parted. Efraim closed the door
and joined his company. “This is

an informal meeting. Feel at lib-

erty to express yourselves openly

and candidly; I will respect you
the more for it.

”

“Very good,” spoke one of the

older eiodarks, a man solid and
sturdy, brown as weathered wood.

This was Baron Haulk, as Efraim

would presently learn. “I will take

you at your word. Why have you
expelled the Kang Destian from a

colloquy of his peers?”

“There are several excellent

reasons for my act, and you will

learn some of them presently, if

not all. I will remind you that by
protocols of rank, his title is only

as good as that of his mother. As
soon as I became Kaiark, she re-

sumed her former status as the

Wirwove of Urrue and Destian

lapsed to Squire. A technicality

perhaps, but by just such
technicalities and I Kaiark and you
Eiodark.

”

Efraim went to his place at the

table. “Please be seated. I am
sorry to have delayed so long with

this meeting. Perhaps this appar-

ent slight explains your lack of

cordiality; am I correct?”

“Not entirely,” said Baron
Haulk in a dry voice.

“You have other grievances?”

“You have asked us to speak
candidly. Historically those foolish

enough to accept such invitations

usually suffer for their boldness.

Nevertheless, I will take the risk

upon myself.

“Our grievances are these.

First, the indifference which you

show the glorious tradition of your

station, and I refer to the frivolous

manner in which you return to

claim your place only a few days

before the deadline.”

“I will consider this Item One,”
said Efraim. “Proceed.”

“Item Two. Since your return

you have neglected to consult the

eiodarks in regard to the urgen-

cies which confront the realm; in-

stead you hobnob with a person of

Port Mar, whose reputation, so I

have upon good authority, does

him no credit.”

“Item Three: In a most callous
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manner you have insulted and in-

convenienced the Kraike Sin-

ghaUssa, the Lissolet Sthelany and
the Kang Destian, and deprived

them of status and perquisites.

“Item Four. You have wilfully

antagonized our ally Kaiark
Rianlle of Eccord, while ignoring

the bandit Gosso, who slew
Kaiark Jodiaim.

“Item Five. As I recite these

grievances, you listen with a face

of bored amusement and obdura-

cy.”

Efraim could not restrain a

chuckle. “I thank you for your
frankness. I shall respond in the

same spirit. The ‘amused bore-

dom’ and ‘obduracy’ of ‘Item Five’

are far from my true emotions, I

assure you. Before I reveal certain

strange circumstances to you, may
I ask whence came your informa-

tion?”

“The Kang Destian has been
good enough to keep us in-

formed.”

“I thought as much. Now, draw
up your chairs and listen closely,

and you will learn what has be-

fallen me during these last

months ...”

Efraim spoke for an hour, with-

holding mention only of the
events during mirk. “To sum-
marize, I returned to Scharrode as

soon as possible; I delayed meet-
ing the eiodarks because I wished
to conceal my disability until I

had in some measure repaired it;

I proposed a truce to Gosso be-

cause war with Gorgetto is weary,

hateful and unproductive. Neither

Gosso nor his Gorgets killed the

Kaiark Jochaim; he was murdered
by a Scharde traitor.”

“Murder!” The word seemed to

echo from wall to wall of the

Grand Parlor.

“As to Rianlle and his demands
for Whispering Ridge, I acted as

any responsible Scharde Kaiark

must act: I temporized until I

could serach the archives and dis-

cover what, if any, had been his

understanding with the Kaiark

Jochaim. I found no such record.

In company with Matho Lorcas, I

inspected Whispering Ridge. Ger-

tainly a beautiful site for a sum-
mer pavilion, but no more so than

a dozen similar sites within Ec-
cord itself I called you here to

make an exposition of the facts,

and to request your best advice.”

Baron Faroz said; “The question

immediately arises: why does
Rianlle want Whispering Ridge?”

“The single distinguishing fea-

ture to Whispering Ridge, aside

from the whisper itself, seems to

be the Fwai-chi regard for the

place. Whispering Ridge is their

sanctuary, a station along their

Path of Life. The Fwai-chi claim

an accord with the Kaiarks of

Scharrode in regard to Whisper-
ing Ridge: I can find no mention
of this accord in the archives. So
then, gentlemen, what answer
shall I take the Kaiark Rianlle

when I visit Belrod Strang?”

Baron Haulk said: “I doubt if

we need to vote. We refuse to

cede Whispering Ridge. How-
ever, put this refusal in delicate
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language, in order that he may
save face. It is not necessary to

fling the refusal in his teeth.”

Baron Alifer said: “We might
declare that Whispering Ridge is

prone to earthquakes and we will

not permit our friend thus to risk

himself”

Baron Barwatz suggested: “The
pact with the Fwai-chi must carry

weight. We can show reluctance

on this basis.”

“I will carefully consider all

your suggestions,” said Efraim.

“In the meantime I trust no one
now at Benbuphar Strang. I want
a complete change of staff, with

the exception of Agnois. He must
not be allowed to leave. Who will

see to this?”

Baron Denzil said: “I will do so.

Your Force.”

“A second matter. My friend

and confidante Matho Lorcas dis-

appeared during mirk.”

“Many persons disappear dur-

ing mirk. Your Force.”

“This is a special case, which I

must investigate. Baron Erthe,

will you be good enough to

initiate a search?”

“I will do so. Your Force.”

The air-car conveyed Efraim,

Singhalissa, Sthelany and Destian

high over the mountains. Conver-

sation was limited to formal ex-

changes. Efraim for the most part

sat silently looking across the

landscape. From time to time he
felt Sthelany’s covert gaze, and
once she essayed a wan secret

smile, which Efraim looked

blankly past. Sthelany’s charm had
completely evaporated; he could
hardly bear her proximity. Sin-

ghalissa and Destian discussed
their cogences, a common topic

during Rhune conversations. Sin-

ghalissa, among her other compe-
tences, carved cameos upon
carnelians, moon-stones, chal-

cedony and chrysoprase; Destian

collected precious minerals, and
these particular cogences com-
plemented each other.

The air-car passed above Whis-
pering Ridge. Destian explained

the geology of the region: “Essen-

tially a great hummock of diabase

broken by pegmatite dikes. A few
garnets can be found in the out-

crops and occasionally a tour-

maline of no great value. The
Fwai-chi chip them out and keep
them for souvenirs, so I’m told.”

“The Dwan Jar then lacks min-

eral wealth?”

“For all practical purposes.”

Singhalissa turned to Efraim:

“What are your thoughts regard-

ing this bit of hillside?”

“It is a delightful site for a

pavilion. The fabled ‘whisper’ is

discernible as a pleasant half-

heard sound.”

“It would seem then that you
have decided to implement the

agreement between the Kaiarks

Jochaim and Rianlle.” Singhalissa

spoke half-musingly, with the air

of one reckoning imponderables.

“You state the matter too con-

clusively,” said Efraim in a

guarded voice. “Nothing is yet de-

termined. I must verify the terms
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and in fact the very existence of

this agreement.”

Singhalissa raised her fine black

eyebrows. “Surely you do not

question Rianlle’s word?”

“Decidedly not,” said Efraim.

“Still, he may have mistaken the

force of the agreement. Re-

member, an ancient treaty with

the Fwai-chi controls the region

and may not honorably be ig-

nored.”

Singhalissa smiled her wintry

smile. “Kaiark Rianlle might well

concede the authority of this early

treaty, if in fact it exists.”

“We shall see. The subject

probably will not arise; we have

been invited to a fete, not a set of

negotiations.”

“We shall see.”

The air-car dropped on a long

slant toward Elde, Eccord’s prin-

ciple village. Nearby four rivers

had been diverted to create a cir-

cular waterway. At the middle of

the central island stood Belrod
Strang; a palace built of pale gray

stone and white enameled timber,

with pink, black and silver ban-

deroles flying from eighteen
minarets. By comparison Ben-
buphar Strang seemed dingy and
grim.

The air-car landed before the

main gates; the four alighted to be
met by six youthful heralds carry-

ing gonfalons and twenty musi-

cians pumping forth a frantic fan-

fare on their bruehoms.
The new arrivals were con-

ducted to private chambers, in

order that they might refresh

themselves. The chambers were
luxurious past the scope of Ef-

raim’s experience. He bathed in a

pool of scented water, then re-

sumed his old garments rather

than use the flaring black gown
lined with flame-colored silk

which had been laid out for his

use. An inconspicuous door led to

a water-closet and a refectory,

where dishes of coarse bread,

cheese, cold meat and sour beer

were laid out.

Kaiark Rianlle welcomed the

four in his Grand Reception Hall.

On hand also were the Kraike

Dervas, a tall somber woman who
spoke little, and the Lissolet

Maerio, reportedly Dervas’

daughter by Rianlle. The relation-

ship could easily be credited;

Maerio displayed Rianlle’s topaz

hair and clearly modeled features.

She was a person of no great sta-

ture, slight and supple, and car-

ried herself with barely restrained

animation, like an active child on

its best behavior. Her amber
ringlets and clear tawny skin in-

vested her with luminosity. From
time to time Efraim noticed her

watching him with mournful sol-

emnity.

Belrod Strang far exceeded
Benbuphar Strang in splendor,

though it fell short in that quality

expressed by the Rhune term
which might be translated as

‘tragic grandeur’. Kaiark Rianlle

conducted himself vdth great affa-

bility, showing Singhalissa a con-

spicuous consideration which Ef-

raim thought somewhat tactless.
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The Kraike Dervas behaved with

formal courtesy, speaking without

expression, as if reciting phrases

which had become automatic to

persons among whom she could

not differentiate. The Lissolet

Maerio by contrast seemed self-

conscious and almost awkward.
Surreptitiously she studied Ef-

raim; from time to time their eyes

met and Efraim wondered how he

could ever have been attracted to

Sthelany, who during mirk had
worked her toy puzzle. A young
black wasp was Sthelany, in com-
pany with the old black wasp who
was Singhalissa.

Rianlle presently took his guests

into the Scarlet Rotunda; a

twenty-sided chamber with a scar-

let carpet under a multi-

crystalline dome, fashioned like a

glittering twenty-sided snowflake.

A chandelier of a hundred
thousand scintillas hung over a ta-

ble of pink marble, the center-

piece of which was a representa-

tion of Kaiark Rianlle’s projected

pavilion on Whispering Ridge.

Rianlle indicated the model with a

gesture and a quiet smile, then

disposed his guests about the ta-

ble. Into the chamber came a tall

man in a gray robe embroidered

with black and red cusps; he
pushed before him a two-wheeled

cart which he stationed near

Rianlle, then folded back the top

to reveal trays and racks contain-

ing hundreds of vials. Maerio, sit-

ting next to Efraim, told him;

“This is Berhalten, the Master
Contriver; do you know of him?”

“No.”

Maerio looked right and left,

lowered her voice so that Efraim

alone could hear. “They say you

have lost your memory; is this

true?”

“Unfortunately yes.”

“And that is why you disap-

peared from Port Mar?”
“I suppose so. I’m not certain of

all the facts.”

Maerio spoke in a voice almost

inaudible. “It is my fault.”

Efraim was immediately in-

terested. “How so?”

“Do you remember that we
were all at Port Mar together?”

“I know this to be the case, but

I don’t remember.”
“We spoke with an off-worlder

named Lorcas. I did something he
suggested. You were so stunned

and shamed that your reason left

you.”

Efraim made a skeptical sound.

“What did you do?”

“I could never tell you. I was
giddy and wild; I acted on im-

pulse.”

“Did I lose my reason im-

mediately?”

“Not immediately.”

“I probably wasn’t over-

whelmed with horror. I doubt if

you could shame me po matter

how hard you tried.” Efraim
spoke with more fervor than he

had intended. Maerio looked a bit

confused.

“You must not talk like that.”

“Do you find me so offensive?”

She turned him a quick side-

look. “You know better than that
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. . . No. Of course not. You’ve for-

gotten all about me.”
“As soon as I saw you I began

to learn all over again.”

Maerio whispered: “I’m afraid

that you’ll go mad again.”

“I never went mad to begin

with.”

The Kaiark Rianlle spoke across

the table. “I notice your admira-

tion of the pavilion I hope to

build on Whispering Ridge.”

“I find the design most attrac-

tive,” said Efraim. “It is interest-

ing and well thought out, and
could easily be adapted to an al-

ternate site.”

“I trust there will be no need
for that?”

“I have conferred with my
eiodarks. Like myself they are re-

luctant to cede Scharrode territ-

ory. There are also practical dif-

ficulties in the way.”

“All very well to talk of practi-

cality,” said Rianlle, still heavily

jovial. “The fact remains that I

have set my heart upon Whisper-

ing Ridge.”

“The decision really lies beyond
my discretion,” said Efraim. “No
matter how much I might wish to

oblige you I am bound by our co-

venant with the Fwai-chi.”

“I would like to see a copy of

this covenant. Perhaps it was es-

tablished for some fixed duration

of time.”

“I am not sure that a written

version exists.
”

Rianlle leaned back in his chair

in disbelief. “Then how can you
so staunchly affirm its reality?

Where have you learned its provi-

sions? Through your own recollec-

tion?”

“The Fwai-chi have described

the covenant; they are quite defi-

nite.”

“The Fwai-chi are notoriously

vague. On so tenuous a basis

would you thwart the understand-

ing between myself and the

Kaiark Jochaim?”

“I would not wish to do so un-

der any circumstances. Perhaps

you will supply me with a copy of

this agreement that I may show
my eiodarks.”

Rianlle stared at him coldly. “I

would find undignified the neces-

sity to document my clear recol-

lections.”

“Your recollections are not in

question,” Efraim assured him. “I

wonder only how the Kaiark

Jochaim could bring himself to ig-

nore the Fwai-chi covenant. I

must search my archives with

great diligence.”

“You are unwilling to cede
Whispering Ridge on a basis of

trust and cooperation?”

“I certainly cannot make impor-

tant decisions precipitously.”

Rianlle clamped shut his mouth
and swung around in his chair. “I

commend to your attention the ar-

tistry of Berhalten, who has a

novel concept to introduce.”

Berhalten, having completed
his preparations, struck a rod with

his knee, to sound a reverberent

gong. From the passage seven
pages in scarlet and white livery

ran forth. Each carried on a silver
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tray a small ewer. Into each of

these ewers Berhalten placed a cy-

linder of a solid substance,

layered in eight colors, where-
upon the pages took up tray and
ewer and set it before each person

at the table. Berhalten then in-

clined his head to Rianlle, closed

up his cart, and stood waiting.

Rianlle said, “Berhalten has dis-

covered an amusing new princi-

ple. Notice the golden button on
top of the ewer. Press this button;

it releases an agent to activate the

odorifer. You will be charmed. . .

.”

Rianlle conducted the group
to a balcony overlooking a large

circular stage, constructed to rep-

resent a Rhune landscape. To
right and left waterfalls cascaded

from stone crags, forming streams

which flowed into a central pool.

A chime sounded, to initiate a

wild clamor of gongs and florid

bruehorns, controlled by a stac-

cato brazen tone which varied in

only three degrees.* From oppo-
site directions advanced two
bands of warriors in fanciful ar-

mor, grotesque metal masks, and
helmets crested with spikes and
barbs. They advanced with stylis-

tic kicks and curious bent-legged

strides, then attacked, and fought

in ritual attitudes, to the wailing

*The Rhunes produce no true music
and are incapable of thinking in musi-

cal terms. Their fanfares and clamors

are controlled by mathematical prog-

ressions, and must achieve a

mathematical symmetry. The exercise

is intellectual rather than emotional.

clatter of martial instruments.
Rianlle and Singhalissa, at one
side, spoke together briefly. Ef-

raim sat at the far end with
Sthelany beside him. Destian
conversed with Maerio, his exact

profile tilted to advantage. The
Kraike Dervas sat staring at the

ballet with eyes that seemed not

to follow the movement. Sthelany

turned a glance toward Efraim
which in those uncertain days be-

fore mirk might have caused him
inner palpitations. She spoke in a

soft voice: “Do you enjoy this

dance?”

“The performers are very skill-

ful. I am not a good judge of such
things.”

“Why are you so distant? You
have hardly spoken for days.”

“You must forgive me; I find

the efibrt of ruling Scharrode no
easy matter.”

“When you traveled off-planet,

you must have known many in-

teresting events.
”

“True.”

“Are the folk of the outer
worlds as gluttonous and sebal as

we tend to believe?”

“Their habits certainly are diffe-

rent from those of the Realms.
”

“And how did you regard these

folk? Were you appalled?”

“I was in no condition to worry
about anything but my own trou-

bles.”

“Ah! Cannot you answer me
without evasion?”

“In all honesty, I fear that my
casual remarks, should they be
reported to your mother, might
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well be distorted and used to dis-

credit me.”
Sthelany sat back. For several

moments she watched the ballet,

which now had reached a climax

with the entry of the two legen-

dary champions Hys and Zan-
Immariot.

Sthelany again turned to Ef-

raim. “You misjudge me. I do not

tell everything to Singhalissa. Do
you think that I do not feel stifled

at Benbuphar Strang? I yearn for

new experience! Perhaps you will

think ill of me for my candor, but

sometimes I constrain myself to

prevent outbursts of emotion.
Singhalissa glorifies rigid conven-

tion; I often feel that convention

must apply to others but not me.
Why should folk not decorously

sip wine together as they do in

Port Mar? You need not look at

me with such wonder; I will show
you that I too can transcend con-

vention!”

“Such occasions might well re-

lieve the tedium. However, Sin-

ghalissa would surely disapprove.”

Sthelany smiled. “Need Sin-

ghalissa know everything?”

“Very definitely not. Still she is

an expert both at conducting in-

trigues and at snifiing them out.”

“We shall see.” Sthelany gave a

breathless little laugh and sat back

in her chair. On the stage Hys
and Zan-Immariot had fought to

mutual exhaustion. The lights

dimmed; the instrumental tones

descended in pitch and tempo,
then became silent, save for a

thrilling resonance of softly rub-

bed gongs. “Mirk!” whispered
Sthelany.

Out upon the stage bounded
three entities in costumes of black

horn and lacquered beetle-back,

wearing demon-masks.

Sthelany leaned closer to Ef-

raim. “The three avatars of Kro:

Maiesse, Goun and Sciaffrod.

Notice how the champions strive!

Ah! they are slain. The demons
dance in triumph!” Sthelany

turned toward Efraim; her shoul-

der touched his. “How it must be
on the one-sun worlds where day

and mirk alternate!”

Efraim glanced sidewise.

Sthelany’s face was close; her eyes

shone in the stage-glow. Efraim

said: “Your mother looks this way.

Peculiar! She seems neither sur-

prised nor annoyed that we talk in

an intimate manner.”

Sthelany stiffened and leaning

forward watched the demons
stamping the corpses of the dead
heroes into the dust, throwing
their heads low, tossing them
high, plunging arms low, thrust-

ing them high.

Later, as the four guests took

their leave, Efraim had a moment
to pay his respects to Maerio. She
said, somewhat wistfully, “I did

not appreciate that you had be-

come friendly with Sthelany. She
is most fascinating.”

Efraim managed a painful grin.

“Appearances can be deceiving.

Can you, will you, be discreet?”

“Of course.”

“I believe that Singhalissa in-
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structed Sthelany to pretend inti-

macy, to beguile me into a foolish

act whereby she might discredit

me with the Scharde eiodarks. In

fact
—

”

Maerio asked breathlessly, “In

fact, what?”

Efraim found that he could not

express himself both with preci-

sion and delicacy. “I will tell you

some other time. But it is you,

not Sthelany, whom I find fas-

cinating.”

Maerio’s eyes suddenly glis-

tened. “Goodby, Efraim.”

As Efraim turned away he sur-

prised Sthelany’s gaze upon him,

and it seemed that he saw there a

hurt, wild, desperate expression.

This was the same face, Efraim

reminded himself, which had in-

differently considered the work-

ings of a toy puzzle while two
men with mace, dagger and sack

waited by the door.

Efraim went to make his formal

farewell to the Kaiark Rianlle.

“Your hospitality is on a most
magnificent scale. We could not

think to duplicate it at Benbuphar
Strang. Still I am hoping that be-

fore long you will return our visit,

in company of course with the

Kraike and the Lissolet.”

Rianlle’s face showed no geniali-

ty. He said: “I accept the invita-

tion, for myself and for the Kraike

and Lissolet as well. Will you
think me presumptuous if I set

the occasion for three days hence?

You will have had opportunity to

search for the legendary covenant,

and also to consult your eiodarks.

and to convince them that the ac-

cord of Kaiark Jochaim and myself
must without fail be imple-
mented.”

Words pressed against Efraim’s

lips; he contained them with an

effort.

“I will consult my eiodarks,” he
said at last. “We will reach a deci-

sion which may or may not please

you, but which will be based
upon how we regard our duty. In

any event we shall look forward to

entertaining you at Benbuphar
Strang at the time you suggest.”

Chapter 12

At Benbuphar Strang the por-

tals were thrown wide by footmen

strange to Efraim.

Singhalissa stopped short. “Who
are these people? Where -is our

old staff?”

“I have replaced them,” said

Efraim. “All except Agnois, whom
you will still find a office.”

Singhalissa turned him a curi-

ous glance. “Must all our ar-

rangements be disrupted? Why
have you done this?”

Efraim spoke in his most formal

voice. “I wish to live among
people who have no prior loyalties

and in whom I can place reliance.

I took steps to achieve this by the

only possible means: a complete
change.”

“My life daily grows more hec-

tic,” cried Singhalissa. “I wonder
where this turmoil will end! Do
you also plan to take us to war for

a miserable fragment of hillside?”
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“I would like to know why
Rianlle is so exercised over this

‘miserable fragment of hillside.’

Do you know?”
“I am not in the Kaiark Rianl-

le’s confidence.”

A footman approached. “Your
Force, the Baron Erthe is at

hand.
”

“Please introduce him.”

The Baron Erthe came forward.

He looked from Efraim to Sin-

ghalissa and back to Efraim. “Your

Force, I have a report to render.”

“Speak.”

“In a rubbish heap near Howar
Forest we discovered a corpse in

a black sack. It has been iden-

tified as the remains of Matho
Lorcas.”

Elraim’s stomach quivered. He
looked at Singhalissa, who showed
no emotion. But for a soft metallic

scrape behind the door he would
have been the corpse in the black

sack, rather than Matho Lorcas.

“Bring the corpse to the ter-

race.”

“Very well. Your Force.”

Singhalissa said softly, “Why do
you do that?”

“Can’t you guess?”

Singhalissa turned slowly away.

Efraim summoned Agnois. “Place

a trestle or a bench on the ter-

race.”

Agnois allowed an expression of

puzzlement to cross his features.

“At once. Your Force.”

Four men carried a coffin across

the terrace, and set it down upon
the trestle. Efraim took a breath

and lifted the lid. For a moment

he looked down into the dead
face, then he turned to Agnois.

“Bring the mace.”

“Yes, Force.” Agnois started

away, then halted and stared back

aghast. “Which mace. Force?
There are a dozen on the wall of

the trophy room.”

“The mace with which the No-

ble Lorcas was murdered.”

Agnois turned and walked
slowly into the castle. Efraim grit-

ting his teeth, examined the corp-

se. The head was crushed, and a

wound in the back gave evidence

of a dagger thrust.

“Close the lid,” said Efraim.

“There is no more to be learned.

Where is Agnois? He loiters, he

tarries! ” He signaled a footman.

“Find Agnois, ask him to make
haste.”

The footman presently returned

on the run. “Agnois is dead.

Force. He has taken poison.”

Efraim clapped him on the

back. “Return within; make in-

quiries! Discover the cir-

cumstances!”

He turned sadly back to Baron

Erthe. “One of the murderers has

escaped me. Be so good as to

bury this poor corpse.”

In due course the footman re-

ported his findings. Agnois, upon
entering the castle apparently had
gone directly to his quarters and

there swallowed a fatal draught.

Efraim bathed himself with

unwonted zeal. He made a dismal

meal in his refectory, then lay

down on his couch. For six hours
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he dozed, tossed, twisted,

dreamed evil dreams, then slept

soundly from sheer exhaustion.

Efraim had not yet dismissed

the air-car which had transported

him to Belrod Strang. He now or-

dered the pilot to convey him up
to Whispering Ridge.

The air-car rose into the light of

the colored suns and flew north

around the flank of Camanche,
then drifted down to settle on the

grass. Efraim alighted, and walked
out across the meadow. The se-

renity was that of lost Arcadia; ex-

cept for the crag to the east, the

view was of clouds and air; isola-

tion from the anxieties, plots and
tragedies of Benbuphar Strang
was complete.

At the center of the meadow he
paused. The whisper was not per-

ceptible. A moment passed. He
heard a sigh, a mingling of a mill-

ion soft tones, each no louder
than a breath. The sigh became a

murmur, faded tremulously, rose

again, then dwindled toward
silence—a sound of elemental
melancholy . . . Efraim heaved a

deep sigh of his own and turned

toward the forest, to find, as be-

fore, a group of Fwai-chi watching

from the shade. They shambled
forward; he advanced to meet
them.

“Before mirk I came here,” said

Efraim. “Perhaps I spoke to one
of you?”
“We were all here.”

“I am faced with problems, and
they are your problems as well.

The Kaiark of Eccord wants

Whispering Ridge. He wants to

build a pavillion here for his plea-

sure.”

“That is not our problem. It is

yours. The men of Scharrode have

promised to defend our holy place

forever.”

“So you say. Do you possess a

document attesting to this agree-

ment?”
“We have no document. The

promise was exchanged with the

kaiarks of old, and transferred to

each successive kaiark.”

“Kaiark Jochaim may so have
informed me, but your drugs took

my memory, and now I can assert

nothing of my own knowledge.”

“Still, you must enforce the co-

venant.” The Fwai-chi returned

into the forest.

Efraim despondently returned

to Benbuphar Strang. He called a

meeting of the eiodarks and re-

ported Rianlle’s demands. Certain

of the eiodarks cried out for

mobilization; others sat glum and
silent.

“Rianlle is unpredictable,” de-

clared Efraim. “At least this is my
opinion. Our preparation for war
might dissuade him. On the other

hand, he would not care to retreat

before our defiance, when our re-

scources are inferior to his.

Perhaps he will send his troops to

occupy the Dwan Jar and then ig-

nore our protests.
”

“We should occupy the Dwan
Jar first, and fortify it!” cried Ba-

ron Hectre. “Then we might ig-

nore the protests of Rianlle!”

Baron Haulk said: “The concept
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is attractive, but the terrain hin-

ders us. He can bring his troops

around Camanche and up Duwail

Slope; we can supply our forces

only by the trail across the front

of Lor Cliff, and Rianlle alone on
the brink could interdict us. We
would more profitably fortify Ba-

zon Scape and the pass at the

head of the Gryphon’s Claw, but

there we invade Eccord soil and
prompt sure retaliation.”

“Let us look at the physiog-

raph,” said Efraim.

The group filed into the octa-

gonal Hall of Strategies. For an

hour they studied the thirty-foot

long scale model of Scharrode and
the adjoining lands, but only ver-

ified what they already knew; if

Rianlle sent troops to occupy the

Dwan Jar, then these troops

would be vulnerable to atack

along their supply routes and
might well be marooned. “Rianlle

may not be able to exercise his

strength as effectively as he hopes,
’’

mused Baron Erthe. “We may
force him into a stalemate.”

“You are optimistic,” said Baron
Dasheil. “He can marshall three

thousand sails. If he brings them
here

—
” he pointed to a scarp

overlooking the valley “—he can

drop them down into Scharrode

while our troops are occupied
along Bazon Scape. We can either

harass his position on the Dawn
Jar, or we can guard the vale

against his sails. I cannot define a

system whereby we can do both.”

Efraim asked; “How many sails

can we ourselves muster?”

“We have fourteen hundred
eagles and as many winglets.”

“Perhaps we could send
twenty-eight hundred sails against

Belrod Strang.”

“Suicide. The glide is too long;

the air sweeps down the Groaning

Crags.”

The group returned to their

places around the red syenite ta-

ble.

Efraim said: “As I understand

it, no one feels that we can effec-

tively resist Eccord, if Rianlle de-

cides to wage war in earnest. Am
I right?”

No one contradicted him.

Efraim went on. “A point we
have not discussed is this: why is

Rianlle so anxious to obtain Dwan
Jar? I cannot credit the ‘pavilion’

theory. I have just returned from

Whispering Ridge, The beauty
and isolation are too poignant to

be borne; I could think only of

human transience and the vanity

of hope. Rianlle is proud and
stubborn, but is he insensitive? I

find his plans for a pavilion far-

fetched.
”

“Agreed, Rianlle is proud and
stubborn,” said Baron Szantho,

“but this fails to explain his initial

commitment to the project.”

“There is nothing else on the

Dwan Jar but the Fwai-chi
sanctuary,” Efraim remarked.
“What profit could he gain from

the Fwai-chi?”

The eiodarks considered the

matter. Baron Alifer said tenta-

tively: “I have heard a rumor that

Rianlle’s splendors exceed his in-
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come, that Eccord cannot support

his fantasies. I could not discredit

a theory that he hopes to exploit a

hitherto untouched resource: the

Fwai-chi. To guard their sanctuary

they would be forced to pay him a

toll of drugs, crystals, elixirs.”

Baron Haulk said; “None of this

bears upon our own problems.
We must decide upon a policy.”

Effaim looked around the table.

“We have examined all our op-

tions except one: submission to

Rianlle’s demands. Does the

council believe this to be our only

feasible course of action, detesta-

ble though it is?”

“Realistically, we have no other

choice,” muttered Baron Haulk.

Baron Nedtre pounded his fist

on the table. “Can we not assume
a defensive posture, even though

it is only blufi? Rianlle may think

better of forcing the issuef’

Efraim said: “Let us adjourn

until next aud, and at that time

we will reach a decision.
”

Again Efraim met with his

eiodarks. There was little conver-

sation; all sat with glum laces. Ef-

raim said, “I have searched the

archives; I find no sure reference

to an agreement with the Fwai-

chi. They must be betrayed, and
we must submit. Who disagrees?”

“I disagree,” growled Baron
Hectre. “I am willing to fight.”

“I am willing to fight,” said Ba-

ron Faroz, “but I do not care to

destroy myself and my folk to no
purpose. We must submit.”

“We must submit,” said Baron

Haulk.

Efraim said, “If the Kaiark

Jochaim indeed acceded to Rianl-

le’s demands, he must have been
subjected to these same pres-

sures. I hope that our humiliation

serves a good purpose.” He rose

to his feet. “Rianlle arrives here

tomorrow. I hope that all of you
will be on hand, to lend the occa-

sion dignity.”

“We will be here.”

Chapter 13

An hour before arrival of the

Kaiark Rianlle, the eiodarks

gathered on the terrace of Ben-
buphar Strang. Through
psychological processes perhaps
differing from case to case many
attitudes had hardened, and
shameful misgivings had been
converted into' defiance. Where
before all the eiodarks had re-

signed themselves to submission,

now it seemed as if all had been
inspired to obduracy.

“Rianlle challenged your mem-
ory?” cried out Baron Balthazar.

“With reason, you admit. He can-

not challenge mine. If the Fwai-

chi declare the existence of this

covenant and if the archives at

least hint of its existence, then I

distinctly recall the Kaiark Jochaim
discussing this same covenant.”

“I as well!” declared Baron
Hectre. “He dare not challenge

us.”

Effaim laughed sadly. “He will

dare; why not? You are powerless

tp damage him.”
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“This shall be our strategy,"

said Baron Balthazar. “We will

deny his demands with fortitude.

If he invests the Dwan Jar with

his troops, we shall harass them
and destroy his work. If Rianjle

wafts his sails down into our vale,

we shall plunge down from Alode

Cliff and rip their wings.”

Baron Simic shook his fists into

the air. “It shall not be so easy for

Rianlle after all!”

“Very well," said Efraim. “If

this is how you feel, I am with

you. Remember, we shall be firm

but not pugnacious; we shall men-
tion self-defense only if he
threatens. I am glad that like my-
self you find submission intolera-

ble. And there, I believe, around

Shanajra, comes Rianlle and his

party.”

The air-car landed; Rianlle

aUghted, followed by the Kraike

Dervas, the Lissolet Maerio, and

four Eccord eiodarks. The heralds

quick-stepped forth, producing
ceremonial fanfares; Rianlle and
his party marched to the steps

leading up to the terrace; Efraim

and the Scharde eiodarks de-

scended to greet them.

Formalities were exchanged,
then Rianlle, throwing back his

handsome head, stated: “Today
the Kaiarks of Scharrode and Ec-

cord meet to certify an era of

warm regard between their

realms. It pleases me, therefore,

to state that I will look favorably

upon the possibility of trisme be-

tween yourself and the Lissolet

Maerio.
”

Efraim bowed his head. “This is

a most gracious proffer. Force,

and nothing could accord more to

my own inclinations. But you are

fatigued from the journey; I must
allow you to refresh yourself. In

two hours we shall meet in the

Grand Parlor.”

“Excellent. I may assume that

you have found no further objec-

tions to my little scheme?”
“You may be sure. Your Force,

that good relations between our

two realms, on the basis of equity

and cooperation, are the founda-

tion of Scharde policy.”

Rianlle’s face darkened. “Can
you not respond to the point? Do
you or do you not intend to cede

the Dwan Jar?”

“Your Force, let us not transact

our important business upon the

front steps. When you have rested

an hour or two, I will clarify the

Scharde point of view.”

Rianlle bowed, swung about;

under-chamberlains conducted
him and members of his party to

the chambers which had been
prepared for them.

Maewo stood by a tall arched

window looking out across the val-

ley. She rubbed her hand on the

stone sill, thrilling at the coarse

contact. How would it be to live

here at Benbuphar Strang, among
these tall shadowy chambers, sur-

rounded by echoes? Many strange

events had occurred here, some of

which made dreary listening;

nowhere in all the Realms, so it

was said, could be found a castle
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so riddled with mirk-ways. Efraim

had altered; as to this there was
no denying. He seemed more ma-
ture, and he seemed to obey the

Rhune conventions tentatively,

without conviction. Perhaps this

was all to the good. Her mother
Dervas had once been as gay and
as artless as herself, but Rianlle

(whom she supposed to be her
father) had insisted that the

Kraike of Eccord must exemplify

the Rhune Code, and Dervas was

impelled to orthodoxy for the

good of the realm . . . Maerio
wondered about Efraim. He
hardly seemed the sort to insist

on orthodoxy. In fact, from her

own experience, she knew better!

A slight sound behind her; she

whirled about. A panel in the

wainscoting had slid aside and
there stood Efraim.

He crossed the room and stood

smiling down into her face. “For-

give me for startling you. I

wanted to see you secretly and
alone, and I knew no other way.”

Maerio looked toward the door.

“Let me shoot the bolt; we must
not be discovered.”

“True.” Efraim bolted the door

and returned to Maerio. “I have

been thinking of you; I cannot get

you out of my mind.
”

“I have been thinking of you
too, especially since I learned that

the Kaiark planned to join us in

trisme.”

“That is what I must tell you.

As much as I long for such a

trisme, it will never occur, be-

cause the eiodarks intend to fight

rather than give up the Dwan
Jar.”

Maerio nodded slowly. “I knew
that this would happen ... I

don’t want to go in trisme any-

where else. What shall I do?”

“For now nothing. I can only

make plans for war.
”

“You might be killed!”

“I hope not. Give me time to

think. Would you run away with

me, away from the Realms?”

Maerio asked breathlessly,

“Where would we go?”

“I don’t know. We would not

be privileged as we are now; we
might be forced to toil.”

“I will go with you.
”

Efraim took her hands. She shiv-

ered and closed her eyes. “Ef-

raim, please . . , You will lose

your memory again.”

“I don’t think so.” He kissed

her forehead. She gasped and
drew back.

“I feel so strange! Everyone will

recognize my emotion!”

“I must go now. When you
have composed yourself, come
down to the Grand Parlor.”

Efraim returned through the

mirk-way to his chambers, and ar-

rayed himself in formal garments.

A knock at the door. Efraim
looked at the clock. Rianlle so

soon?

He opened the door to find

Becharab, the new First Gham-
berlain. “Yes, Becharab?”

“Your Force, before the castle

stand several natives. They wish

to speak with Your Force. I told

them you are resting, but they are
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insistent.”

Efraim ran past Becharab,
across the reception hall and
foyer, to the haughty astonish-

ment of Singhalissa who stood

conversing with one of the

eiodarks from Eccord.

Before the terrace stood four

Fwai-chi—ancient brown-red
bucks, all tatters and shags. A pair

of footmen, making fastidious

faces, attempted to shoo them
away. The Fwai-chi, discouraged,

were starting to sidle off when Ef-

raim appeared.

He ran down the steps,

motioned the footman aside. “I

am Kaiark Efraim. You wished to

see me?”
“Yes,” said one, and Efraim

thought to recognize the old buck
he had met up on Whispering
Ridge. “You claim that you re-

member no covenant in regard to

the Dwan Jar.”

“That is true. The Kaiark of Ec-

cord who wants the Dwan Jar is

here now.”
“He must not have it; he is a

man who demands much. If he
were to control the Dwan Jar, he
would demand more, and we
would be forced to glut his av-

arice.” The Fwai-chi produced a

dusty vial contaiping half a gill of

dark liquid. “Your memory is

locked and there are no keys to

the locks. Drink this liquid.”

Efraim took the vial and
examined it curiously. “What will

it do to me?”
“Your corporeal substance itself

contains memory; it is called in-

stinct. I give you a medicine. It

will prompt all your cells to erupt

memories—even those very cells

which now block your memory.
We cannot unlock the doors; but

we can batter them open. Do you

dare take this draught?”

“Will it kill me?”
“No.”
“Will it make me insane?”

“Perhaps not.”

“Will I know everything I knew
before?”

“Yes. And when you have your

memory, you must protect our
sanctuary.”

Efraim went thoughtfully up
the steps.

By the balustrade Singhalissa

and Destian stood waiting. Sin-

ghalissa asked sharply: “What is

that vial?”

“It contains my memory. I need
only drink it.”

Singhalissa leaned forward, her

hands quivered. Efraim moved
back. She asked; “And will you
drink it?”

“Naturally.”

Singhalissa chewed at her lip.

Efraim’s vision suddenly seemed
totally keen and clear; he noticed

the lack of bloom on Singhalissa’s

skin, the, minute wrinkles around

her eyes and mouth, the bird-like

thrust of her sternum.

“This may seem an odd point of

view,” said Singhalissa, “but con-

sider: events go well for you! You
are Kaiark; you are about to make
trisme with a powerful realm.
What else do you need? The con-

tents of the vial may well disturb
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these conditions!”

Destian spoke with an air of au-

thority: “If I were in your posi-

tion, I would let well enough
alone!”

Singhalissa said: “You had best

confer with Kaiark Rianlle; he is a

wise man; he will advise you.”

“The matter would seem to

concern only myself,” remarked
Efraim. “I doubt if Rianlle’s wis-

dom can apply in this case.” He
passed into the reception hall, to

meet Rianlle coming down the

grand staircase. Efraim paused. “I

hope you enjoyed your rest.”

Rianlle bowed politely. “Very
much indeed.”

Singhalissa came forward. “I

have urged Efraim to solicit your

advice in a very important matter.

The Fwai-chi have provided him a

liquid which they claim will re-

store his memory.”
Rianlle reflected. “Excuse me a

moment or two.” He took Sin-

ghalissa aside; the two conversed

in mutters. Rianlle nodded and
thoughtfully returned to where
Efraim waited.

“While I rested,” said Rianlle,

“I reviewed the situation which
has caused a tension between our

realms. I propose that we post-

pone further consideration of

Dwan Jar. Why allow so paltry a

matter to interfere with the trisme

I have suggested? Am I not cor-

rect?”

“Entirely.”

“H owever, I have no confi-

dence in Fwai-chi drugs. Often
they promote cerebral lesions. In

view of our prospective relation-

ship I must insist that you do not

dose yourself with some vile

Fwai-chi potion.”

Very odd, thought Efraim. If

the truncation of his memory
were so advantageous to other
folk, then the disadvantage to

himself would seem correspond-

ingly great. “Let us join the

others who await us in the par-

lor.”

Efraim seated himself at the red

table and looked around the faces:

fourteen scharde and four Eccord

eiodarks; Singhalissa, Destian,
Sthelany; Rianlle, the Kraike
Dervas, Maerio and himself He
carefully placed the vial on the

table before him.

“There is a new circumstance to

be considered,” said Efraim. “My
memory. It is contained in this

bottle. At Port Mar someone rob-

bed me of my memory. I am in-

tensely anxious to learn the iden-

tity of this person. Of the folk

who were with me in Port Mar,

two are dead—by coincidence, or

perhaps not coincidentally after

all, both were murdered.
“I have been advised not to

drink this draught. I am told that

it is best to let sleeping dogs lie.

Needless to say, I reject this point

of view. I want my memory back,

no matter what the cost.” He un-

stoppered the vial, raised it to his

mouth and poured the contents

down his throat. The flavor was
soft and earthy, like pounded bark

and mold mixed with stump wa-
ter.
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He looked around the circle of

faces. “You must forgive this act

of ingestion before your very eyes

... I feel nothing yet. I would
expect a delay while the material

permeates my blood, courses

around my body ... I notice a

shifting of lights and shadows

—

your faces flicker. I must shut my
eyes ... I see splashes of light:

they shatter and burst ... I see

everywhere in my body ... I see

with my hands and inside my legs

and down my back.” Efraim’s

voice became hoarse. “The
sounds—everywhere ...” He
could speak no more; he leaned

back in his chair. He felt, he saw,

he heard: a jumble of impressions:

whirling suns and dancing stars,

the froth of salt spume, the

warmth of swamp mud, the dank
flavor of water-weeds. The thrust

of spears, the scorch of fire and
screaming women. Timelessness:

visions swarmed past, then back,

then away, like shaols of fish. Ef-

raim became faint; his legs and

arms went numb. He fought away
the lethargy, and watched in fas-

cination as the first furious explo-

sion of images retreated and
swirled away. The succession of

sensations continued, but at a

pace less blurred, as if to the con-

trol of chronology. He began to

see faces and hear voices: strange

faces, strange voices, of persons

inexpressibly dear, and tears ran

down his cheeks. He felt the ex-

tent of space; he knew the grief of

departures, the exultation of con-

quest; he killed, he was killed; he

loved and knew love; he nurtured

a thousand families; he knew a

thousand deaths, a thousand in-

fancies.

More slowly came the images,

as if the source were almost
drained. He was the first man to

arrive on Marune; he led the

tribes east from Port Mar; he was
all the Kaiarks of Scharrode and of

many other realms as well; he was
many of the ordinary folk; he
lived all these lives in the course

of five seconds.

Time began to decelerate. He
watched the construction of Ben-

buphar Strang; he prowled by
mirk; he scaled the Tassenberg
and struck a blond warrior toppl-

ing down the fiice of the Khism.

He began to see feces to which he
almost could put names; he was a

tall aubum-haired child who grew
into a tall spare man with a bony
face and a short thick beard. With
beating heart Efraim followed this

man whose name was Jochaim
through the chambers of Ben-
buphar Strang, by aud, isp,

umber and rowan. By mirk he
wandered the mirk-ways, and he
felt the intoxication of striding

forth, clad only in shoulder-piece,

man-mask and boots into the
chamber of his sometimes ter-,

rified elect. To Benbuphar Strang

came the maiden Alferica from
Cloudscape Castle, to be taken in

trisme by Jochaim, and in due
course a child was born who was
named Efraim, and Jochaim faded

from consciousness.

Efraim’s youth passed. His
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mother Alferica drowned during a

visit to Eccord; presently to Ben-

buphar Strang came a new
Kraike, Singhalissa, with her two

children. One of these was dark

vicious Destian; the other, a pale

big-eyed waif, was Sthelany.

Tutors educated the three chil-

dren; they chose cogences and
eruditions. Sthelany professed the

writing of poetry in an abstruse

poetic language, the working of

mothwing tapestry, and star-

names, as well as the contriving of

fumes and fragrances which all

well-born ladies were expected to

include among their skills. She
also collected Glanzeln flower

vases, glazed an ineffable transpa-

rent violet, and unicorn horns.

Destian collected precious crys-

tals, and replicas of medallions on

the hilts of famous swords; he also

professed heraldry and the intri-

cate lore of fanfares. Effaim pro-

fessed the architecture of castles,

mineral identification, and the

theory of alloys, although Sin-

ghalissa considered the choice in-

sufficiently erudite.

Efraim politely acknowledged
Singhalissa’s remarks and put
them to the back of his mind. He
was First Kang of the Realm; Sin-

ghalissa’s opinions need not con-

cern him.

Singhalissa herself professed a

dozen skills, didactics and exper-

tises; she was quite the most eru-

dite person of Efraim’s acquain-

tance. Perhaps once a year she vi-

sited Port Mar, that she might
buy supplies and materials for the

specialized needs of those at Ben-
buphar Strang. When Efraim
learned that Kaiark Rianlle of Ec-

cord, with the Kraike Dervas and
the Lissolet Maerio planned to ac-

company Jochaim and Singhalissa

to Port Mar, he decided to join

the party. After considerable dis-

cussion, Destian and Sthelany also

decided to undertake the journey.

Efraim had been acquainted
with Maerio for years, under the

formal circumstances imposed
upon all visits between kaiarkal

households. At first he considered

her frivolous and eccentric. She
lacked all erudition, she was
clumsy with the vials, and she

seemed always to be restraining

herself from some reckless spon-

taneity, which caused Singhalissa’s

eyebrows to twitch and Sthelany

to look away in ostensible bore-

dom. These very factors induced

Efraim to cultivate Maerio.
Gradually he noticed that her
company was extraordinarily

stimulating, and that she was re-

markably pleasant to look at. For-

bidden thoughts wandered into

his mind; he ejected them from
loyalty to Maerio, who would be
shocked and horrified!

The Kaiark Rianlle, Kraike
Dervas and Maerio flew over the

mountains to Benbuphar Strang;

on the morrow all would journey

to Port Mar. Rianlle, Jochaim, Ef-

raim and Destian gathered in the

Grand Parlor for an informal talk;

bobbing their heads behind
etiquitte screens they discreetly

took small cups of arrack.
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Rianlle was at his best. Always
a remarkable speaker, on this oc-

casion his conversation was bril-

liant. Like Singhahssa, Rianlle was
most erudite; he knew the Fwai-
chi signals and all the trails of

their ‘Path through Life’; he knew
the Pantechnic Metaphysic; he
had collected and studied the in-

sects of Eccord, and indited three

monographs upon the subject.

Additionally Rianlle was a notable

warrior, with remarkable exploits

to his credit. Efraim listened to

him with fascination. Rianlle was
discussing Dwan Jar, the Whis-
pering Ridge. “It has occured to

me,” he told Jochaim, “that here
is a site of sublime beauty. One of

us should make use of it. Be
generous, Jochaim; let me build

myself a summer garden with a

pavilion on the Dwan Jar. Think
how I would rest and muse to the

wild whispering sound!”

Jochaim had smiled. “Impossi-

ble! Have you no sense of fitness?

My eiodarks would drive me forth

for a madman if I agreed to your
proposal. Additionally I am bound
by a covenant with the Fwai-chi.

Certainly you are making a joke.”

“No joke whatever. Truly I

covet that bit, that trifle, that in-

significant wisp of land!”

Jochaim shook his head. “When
I am dead, I can no longer op-
pose; Efraim must then assume
that responsibility. While I live, I

must deny you your fancy.”

Rianlle said: “It would seem
that by the process of dying, you
withdraw your opposition. I would

not have you dead on that ac-

count, however. Let us talk along

easier subjects ...”

The group had flown into Port

Mar, and as usual taken accomo-
dation at the Royal Rhune Hotel,

where the management knew and
respected their customs . . .

Efraim raised his head from his

hands and looked wildly around
the table. Taut faces everywhere;

eyes fixed upon him; silence. He
closed his eyes. Recollections

came soft and slow now, but with

a wonderful luminous clarity. He
felt himself leaving the hotel in

company with Destian, Sthelany,

and Maerio for a stroll through
Port Mar, and perhaps a visit to

the Fairy Gardens, where Gal-
ligade’s Puppets provided enter-

tainment.

They walked down the Street of

Brass Boxes and across the bridge

into New Town. For a few mi-
nutes they strolled along the Es-

trada, peering into the beer gar-

dens where the folk of Port Mar
and students from the college

drank beer and devoured food in

full view of everyone.

Efraim at last asked direction

from a young man emerging from
a book shop. Seeing the party to

be Rhunes, he volunteered serv-

ing as their escort to the Fairy

Gardens. To everyone’s disap-

pointment the entertainment was
at an end. Their guide introduced

himself as Matho Lorcas, and in-

sisted upon ordering a bottle of

wine, along with suitable

etiquette screens. Sthelany raised
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her eyebrows in a fashion re-

miniscent of Singhalissa and
turned away; Efraim, catching

Maerio’s eye, sipped the wine,

protected by the propriety of the

screen. Maerio, greatly daring,

did likewise.

Matho Lorcas seemed a person

of buoyant disposition and irre-

pressible wit; he refused to allow

either Sthelany or Destian to sulk.

“And how are you enjoying your

visit?” he asked.

“Very much,” said Maerio. “But

surely there is more excitement

than this? We always think of Port

Mar as a place of wild abandon.
”

“Not quite accurate. Of course

this is the respectable part of

town. Doesn’t it seem so to you?
”

“Our customs are rather diffe-

rent,” said Destian frostily.

“So I understand, but here you

are in Port Mar; why not attempt

Port Mar customs?”

“That logic does not quite fol-

low,” murmured Sthelany.

Lorcas laughed. “Of course not!

I wondered if you’d agree.

Still—don’t you have any inclina-

tion to live—well, let us say,

normal lives?”

Efraim asked: “You think we
don’t live normal lives?”

“Not from my point of view.

You’re smothered in convention.

You’re walking bundles of

neuroses.”

“Peculiar,” said Maerio, “I feel

quite well.”

“I feel well,” said Efraim. “You
must be mistaken.”

“Aha! Well, possibly. I’d like to

visit one of the Realms and see

how things go for myself. Do you
like the wine? Perhaps you’d pre-

fer punch.”

Destian looked around the ta-

ble. “I think we’d better return to

the hotel. Haven’t we seen
enough of New Town?”
“Go, if you like,” said Efraim.

“I’m in no hurry.”

“I’ll wait with Efraim,” said

Maerio.

Matho Lorcas spoke to

Sthelany. “I hope you’ll wait too.

Will you not?”

“Why?”
“I want to explain something

which I believe you want to

hear.”

Sthelany languidly rose to her

feet and without a word moved
off. Destian, with a dubious look

back at Efraim and Maerio, fol-

lowed.

“A pity,” said Lorcas. “I found

her extremely attractive.”

“Sthelany and Destian are both

most stately,” said Maerio.

Lorcas asked with a sly smile,

“And what of you? Aren’t you
stately too?”

“When ceremony makes de-

mands on me. Sometimes I find

Rhune ways rather tiresome. If

Efraim weren’t here I’d try that

punch. I’m not ashamed of my in-

ner workings.
”

Efraim laughed. “Very well. If

you will, I will too. But wait until

Destian and Sthelany are out of

sight.”

Matho Lorcas ordered rum
punch for all. Efraim and Maerio
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drank first behind the screens,

then spluttering with embarrassed

laughter, brought the goblets into

the open and drank.

“Bravo!” declared Lorcas sober-

ly. “You have taken a long step on

the road to emancipation.”

“It doesn’t amount to all that

much,” said Efraim. “I’ll buy
another round. Lorcas, what
about you?”

“With pleasure. Still, it

wouldn’t do for the two of you to

stagger into the hotel drunk,

would it?”

Maerio clasped her head. “My
father would turn purple. Of all

the folk alive he is the most
rigid.”

“My father would simply look

the other way,” said Efraim. “He
seems rigid, and of course he is,

but essentially he is quite reason-

able.”

“So, you two are not related?”

“Not at all.”

“But you’re fond of each
other?”

Efraim and Maerio looked
sidewise at each other. Efraim
laughed uncomfortably. “I won’t

deny it.” He looked again at

Maerio, whose face was twisting.

“Have I offended you?”

“No.”
“Then why do you look so dole-

ftil?”

“Because we must come to Port

Mar to tell each other such
things.”

“I suppose it is absurd,” said

Efraim. “But Port Mar is so much
different from Eccord and Schar-

rode. Here I can touch you, and
it is not mirk. ” He took her hand.

Matho Lorcas heaved a sigh.

“Ah me. I should leave you two
alone. Excuse me a moment; for a

fact there is someone I wish to

see.”

Efraim and Maerio sat together.

She leaned her head against his

shoulder; he bent down, kissed

her forehead. “Efraim! It is not

even mirk!”

“Are you angry?”

“No.”

Lorcas appeared beside the ta-

ble. “Your friend Destian is

here.”

Efraim and Maerio drew apart.

Destian approached and looked
curiously from one to the other.

He addressed Maerio. “The
Kaiark Bianlle has asked me to

conduct you back to the hotel.”

Efraim stared up at Destian,

who, so he knew, was not above

misrepresenting facts. Maerio,
sensing friction, jumped to ber

feet. “Yes. I’ll welcome some rest,

and look! with umber and the

overcast and the shade from these

enormous trees it is almost like

mirk!”

Destian and Maerio departed.

With a debonair gesture Lorcas

settled into the seat beside Ef-

raim. “And that is the way things

go, my friend.”

“I am embarrassed, ” said Ef-

raim. “What will she think of

me?”
“Get her alone somewhere and

find out.”

“That is impossible . . . Here in
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Port Mar perhaps we lost our
equilibrium. In our realms we
could never consider such dis-

play. ” He rested his chin on his

hands and looked gloomily across

the restaurant.

“Come along,” said Lorcas.

“Let’s move down the avenue.
I’m due at the Three Lanterns
presently; first I’ll show you a bit

of the town.”

Lorcas took Efraim to a cabaret

frequented by students. They lis-

tened to music, drank light beer.

Efraim explained to Lorcas how
life went in the Realms. “A place

like this by comparison seems a

zoo of fecund animals. The Kraike

Singhalissa, at least, would adopt

this view.”

“And you respect her judg-
ment?”
“To the contrary; this is the

principal reason I am here. I hope
to discover benefits and redemp-
tions in what I confess seems sick-

ening behavior. Look at that

couple yonder. Sweating, panting,

shameless as dogs in rut. At the

very least their activity is un-

hygienic.
”

“They are relaxed. Still, yonder

other folk sit quite decorously,

and none seem offended by the

antics of the two reprobates.”

“I am confused,” admitted EL
raim. “Trillions inhabit Alastor

Cluster; not all can be deluded.

Perhaps anything and everything

is innocent.”

“What you see here is relatively

innocent,” said Lorcas. “Come,
I’ll show you places less so. Un-

less you prefer your illusions, so

to speak?”

“No. I will come with you, so

long as I do not have to breathe

too much fetid air.”

“When you’ve seen enough,
just say the word.” He glanced at

his watch. “I have just an hour to

spare, then I must go to work at

the Three Lanterns.”

The two walked up the Street

of Limping Children, then turned

along the Avenue of Haune, Lor-

cas pointing out the more disre-

putable places of the town: an ex-

pensive bordello; bars frequented

by sexual deviates; a dim estab-

lishment, purportedly a tea shop,

which operated illegal nerve
machines in the upper rooms;
other sordid places offering even
more questionable entertainment.

Efraim observed all with a

stony face. He found himself not

so much shocked as detached, as if

what he saw were intended as a

grotesque stage-setting. At last

they reached the Three Lanterns,

a rambling old structure from
which issued the sound of fiddles

and banjos playing merry jigs after

the style of the Tisdale Wayfarers.

Singhalissa was right, thought

Efraim, when she declared music

no more than symbolic
sebalism—well, perhaps ‘sebalism’

was not quite the right word.
‘Passion’, perhaps, which encom-
passed sebalism and all the other

strong emotions as well. At the

Three Lanterns, Lorcas took his

leave of Efraim. “Remember, I’d

be enchanted for the opportunity
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to visit the Realms. Perhaps some
day—who knows?”

Efraim, thinking of the frigid

reception Lorcas would certainly

receive at the hands of Singhalissa,

restrained an invitation. “Perhaps

some day. At the moment it

might not be convenient.”

“Goodby then. Remember, di-

rectly back down the Avenue of

Haune, turn south on any of the

side-streets to the Estrada, and
along to the bridge. Then up the

Street of Brass Boxes to your
hotel.”

“I am exactly oriented; I will

not get lost.
”

Somewhat reluctantly Lorcas
went into the Three Lanterns; at

the entrance he waved farewell.

Efraim turned back the way they

had come.

Clouds hung heavy; the time

was yet umber, though very dull.

Furad hung low behind Jibberee

Hill, and both Maddar and Cirse

were obscured by overcast.

Gloom almost as dense as mirk
shrouded Port Mar, and colored

lights invested the Avenue of

Haune with a tipsy gaiety.

As Efraim walked, his thoughts

returned to Maerio; how he
wished she were with him now!
But futile to counter the will of

the Kaiark Rianlle, whose rec-

titude was matched only by that

of Singhalissa.

Efraim at this moment was pas-

sing the expensive bordello, and
even as he reflected upon the

character of the Kaiark Rianlle,

out the door of the bordello, his

face blurred and clothes dis-

heveled, stepped the Kaiark
Rianlle himself

Efraim stared, unbelievingly.

He began to laugh—at first in-

credulously, then in the intoxica-

tion of total mirth.

Rianlle stood with his mouth
first open, then closed; first swel-

ling with purple wrath, then try-

ing to achieve a comradely grin.

Under the circumstances neither

could be convincing or effective.

Ridicule to a Rhune was insup-

portable; when Efraim told the

story, as surely he must—the

episode was too good to keep;
even Rianlle realized this—the

Kaiark Rianlle would thereafter be
a figure of fun, and furtive snic-

kers would accompany him
through life.

Rianlle by dint of some desper-

ate inner contortion composed
himself. “What are you doing out

along the avenue?”

“Nothing! Investigating weird
antics!” And Efraim again began
to chuckle. Rianlle managed a

steely grin. “Ah well, you mustn’t

judge me too harshly. Unfortu-

nately for myself, I am expected

to represent the apotheosis of

Rhune gallantry. The pressure be-

comes overwhelming. Come
along; we will take a hot drink to-

gether as the folk do without
shame here at Port Mar. The
drink is called coffee and is not

considered intoxicating.”

Rianlle led the way along the

Street of the Clever Flea to an es-

tablishment called ‘The Great
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Alastor Coffee Emporium’. He
ordered the refreshment for both,

then excused himself. “A moment;
I have a small errand.”

Efraim watched Rianlle cross

the avenue and enter a dingy lit-

tle shop whose windows were
crowded with all manner of goods.

The coffee was served; Efraim

tasted the brew and found it sav-

ory, aromatic and to his liking.

Rianlle returned; the two sipped

coffee in cautious silence.

Rianlle lifted the lid to the

silver ewer in which the coffee

was served, peered within. His

hand hovered a moment over the

open mouth of the ewer, then the

lid dropped with a clang. He
poured a second cup for Efraim,

and a second cup for himself He
now became affable and expan-

sive. Efraim drank more coffee,

although Rianlle allowed his own
portion to go cold. And Efraim’s

mind dimmed and lost itself in

floating mists.

As if in a dream he felt himself

walking with Rianlle along the Es-

trada, across the bridge and by
back alleys into the park at the

Royal Rhune Hotel. Rianlle ap-

proached the hotel with great

stealth, but as luck would have it,

the path curved, and Singhalissa

stood before them.

She looked in disgust from Ef-

raim to Rianlle. “You have found

him in a state of intoxication!

What shame! Jochaim will be furi-

ous!
”

Rianlle considered a moment,
then shook his head despondent-

ly. “Come with me, away from
the path, and I will explain how
things have gone.”

On a secluded bench Rianlle

and Singhalissa sat; Efraim stood

watching a firefly. Rianlle cleared

his throat. “Affairs are more seri-

ous than simple intoxication.

Someone offered him a dangerous

drug which he foolishly ingested;

his memory has completely been
destroyed.

”

“What a tragedy!” cried Sin-

ghalissa. “I must inform Jochaim;

he will turn New Town topsy-

turvy, and never stop until he
learns the truth!”

“Wait!” said Rianlle in a low
hoarse voice. “This may not be to

our best interests.”

Singhahssa fixed Rianlle with a

cool stare which seemed to

see everything.
“
‘Our best in-

terests?”

“Yes. Consider. Jochaim must
ultimately die—perhaps sooner
than we might wish. When that

unhappy event occurs, Efraim will

become Kaiark.”

“In his present condition?”

“Of course not. He will rapidly-

become whole and alert, and
Jochaim will renew his memories.

But—what if Efraim goes travel-

ing?”

“And does not return?”

“On Jochaim’s death, Destian

then becomes Kaiark of Schar-

rode, and I will give him Maerio

in trisme. Jochaim will never sur-

render Whispering Ridge; if I

hold it I can levy a great toll upon
the Fwai-chi; what, after all, are
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gems and elixirs to them? If Des-
tian is Kaiark there will be no dif-

ficulty.”

Singhalissa reflected. “Do not

underrate Destian; he is obstinate

at times! But he would never
deny me, were I Kraike of Ec-
cord. In all candor, Belrod Strang

is more to my taste than gloomy
old Benbuphar.”

Rianlle grimaced and uttered a

soft involuntary moan. “What of

Dervas?”

“You must dissolve the trisme;

this is simple enough. If events

proceed along these lines all will

go well. If not, it is best that we
forget the matter and I will take

Efraim in to Jochaim. Never fear!

Jochaim is both pertinacious and
ruthless; he is fond of Efraim and
will never stop until he leams all

the circumstances!”

Rianlle sighed. “Destian shall

be next Kaiark of Scharrode. We
will then celebrate two trismes:

between Destian and Maerio; be-

tween you and me.”
“In that Case, we will work to-

gether.”

Singhalissa went off, to return

with a shabby gray suit and sciss-

ors. She cut Efraim’s hair short,

and the two dressed him in the

gray suit. Then Rianlle, stepping

into his rooms, emerged wearing

a black cape and a helmet which
concealed his face.

Efraim’s recollections blurred.

He barely recalled walking to the

space-port and embarcation
aboard the Berenicia, where
money changed hands between

Rianlle and the steward.

Events gradually merged into

his conscious recollections. He
opened his eyes to look into the

face of the Kaiark Rianlle. Once
again he saw the mixture of rage,

shame and desperate affability Ef-

raim had noted on the Avenue of

Haune.
“My memory is whole,” said

Efraim. “I know the name of my
enemy and I know his reasons.

Cogent reasons, they are. But these

are personal matters and I will

deal with them on a personal

basis. Meanwhile other more im-

portant affairs compel our atten-

tion.

“With the return of my memory
I can now assert that the Kaiark

Jochaim did indeed endorse the

ancient covenant with the Fwai-
chi, and that, also, he made to the

Kaiark Rianlle the following re-

mark: ‘Only when I am dead will

I abandon my opposition to your
scheme’, which the Kaiark Rianlle

interpreted as ‘when I am dead,

there shall be no further opposi-

tion to your scheme’. A most
reasonable mistake, which the

Kaiark Rianlle now appreciates. I

suspect that he wishes to with-

draw utterly and forever his claim

to the Dwan Jar; am I right. Your
Force?”

“Quite correct,” stated the

Kaiark Rianlle in a monotone. “I

see where I misinterpreted the

Kaiark Jochaim’s jocularity.”

“Three more matters should be
considered,” said Efraim. “Your
Force, I apply to you for trisme
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between our houses and our
realms.”

“I am honored to accede to

your proposal, if the Lissolet

Maerio is like-minded.”

“I agree,” said Maerio.

“Temporarily I will abandon
this happy subject,” said Efraim,

“to deal with the crime of mur-
der.”

“Murder!” The dreadful word
rustled around the table.

“The Kaiark Jochaim,” con-

tinued Efraim, “was murdered by

a bolt in the back. The bolt was

not discharged by a Gorget bore,

hence the murderer is Scharde.

Better to say, he accompanied the

Scharde force.

“Another murder occurred dur-

ing mirk. I am in a sense too close

to this crime to avoid prejudice;

hence you, the eiodarks of Schar-

rode, shall hear my evidence; you

shall pass judgment, and I will not

quarrel with your findings.

“I speak now as a witness.

“When I arrived at Benbuphar
Strang in company with my friend

Matho Lorcas, I encountered the

coolest of welcomes, and in fact

antagonism.

“A few days before mirk the

Noble Sthelany surprised me by
her cordiality and her assurance

that for the first time she planned

not to bolt her doors during
mirk.” Efraim described the

events previous to, during and af-

ter mirk.

“It is clear that an attempt was
made to entice me into Sthelany’s

chambers; but poor Lorcas en-

tered in my stead, or he was rec-

ognized and murdered to prevent

him from telhng me of the trap.

“I well understand that strange

deeds are done during mirk, but

this murder falls into a different

category. It was planned a week
or more before mirk, and put into

execution with cruel efficiency. It

is not a mirk-deed. It is murder.”

“The assertions are malicious

fabrications,” said Singhalissa.

“They are too feeble to deserve

refutal.
”

Efraim turned to Destian.

“What is your comment?”
“I can only echo the Noble Sin-

ghalissa’s remarks.”

“And Sthelany?”

Silence. Then presently a low
voice; “I will say nothing . . . Ex-

cept that I am sick of life.”

At this point, in embarrass-
ment, the party from Eccord de-

parted the Grand Parlor. The
eiodarks went off to the far end of

the room. For ten minutes they

muttered together, then returned.

“The judgment is this,” said Ba-

ron Haulk. “The three equally

share guilt. They are guilty not of

mirk-deed, but murder. They
shall this moment be shaved bald

and expelled from the Rhune
Realms, carrying no property ex-

cept the clothes on their backs.

Forever they are exiled and no
Rhune Realm will take them in.

Murderers, at this moment divest

yourselves of all jewels, orna-

ments and valuables. Then go
down to the kitchens where your

heads will be shaved. You will
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then be escorted to the air-car

and flown to Port Mar, where you
must live as best you can.”

Chapter 14

Maerio and Efraim stood on
the parapets of Benbuphar Strang.

“Suddenly,” said Efraim, “we are

at peace. Our diflBculties have dis-

sipated; life lies before us.”

“I fear that new difficulties are

just beginning.”

Efraim looked at her in sur-

prise. “How can you say so?”

“It is clear you have known life

outside the Realms; I have had
the merest hint of a taste. Will we

be content to live as Rhunes?”
“We can live in whatever fash-

ion suits us,” said Efraim. “I want
nothing but happiness for both of

us.”

“Perhaps we will want to travel

to far worlds. What then? How
will the Schardes regard us on our
return? They will consider us

tainted—not true Rhunes.”

Efraim looked away down the

valley. “We are not Rhunes of the

clearest water, for a fact. So
then—what shall we do?”

“I don’t know.”

“I don’t know either.
”

—Jack Vance

To Gain A Dream (cont. from page 17)

fessional class.

Dreams you give away, but you

should always give them away be-

fore they are smashed.

Too many people.

The old man hurried towards

the Utica zipway. He could be at

the lab before the staff change.

Too many people.
'

Maybe he could change that.

—William Rotsler

ON SALE IN OCTOBER FANTASTIC JULY 31st

THE SCROLL OF MORLOC by CLARK ASTON SMITH & LINCARTER,
THE CASE OF THE MOTHER-IN-LAW-OF-PEARL by AVRAM DAVID-
SON, THE HAUNTED WRITING MANUAL by ROBERT THURSTON, A
SHAKESPEAREAN INCIDENT by GRANT CARRINGTON, TO WHOM IT
MAY CONCERN. . .by GRANIA D. DAVIS, FROM BONDEEN TO RAMUR
by W. S. DOXEY, THE WEDDING OF OVA HAMLET by ADDISON STEELE
II, FUGITIVES IN WTNTER by DENNIS MORE, and many new features.
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Hard Lessons, Well Learned

—

The Exploration of Venus

]W[oRE THAN we may realize, science

fiction is a set of emblems, of

metaphors. The rocket ship, the time

machine—these are symbols of the

journey, the quest. And always the

voyage is rendered credible by the

concrete underpinning of scientific

fact. Without this hard basis, science

fiction becomes science fantasy.

Planetary exploration has probably

been the most often used device in sf

In countless stories and novels,

heroes have trod the sandy slopes of

Mars, peered at yellowish Jupiter,

swum in the limpid pools of the Venu-

sian jungle.

Ah, yes—what about those leafy,

fragrant gardens? They were specula-

tions, dreams, wishes. Recently I had
occasion to study in detail the history

of what we know about Venus, from

the very beginning. There’s a general

feeling that sf has always been
speculative and fanciful, while scien-

tists have been cautious, conservative.

It surprised me to find that in plane-

tary exploration this contrast was sim-

ply false. All through the last few cen-

turies, speculations about what other

planets might harbor have heavily in-

fluenced scientific thinking. The
dreams drove us.

To illustrate this, in what follows

I’ll cover in detail the exploration of

just one body—Venus. More than any

other planet, this one has, mirror-

like, reflected back toward us our own
ideas, our own preconceptions.

I. A Glimmering Promise

A.T SUNSET it beckons brightly on

the far horizon, more brilliant than any

star. The dot of light appears at the

margins of the day, rising or setting

more than three hours before or after

the sun. In early morning it is so

bright the Greeks named it Phos-
phorus. They knew it as a planet, a

wanderer in the sky. There are refer-

ences in Greek literature to its alabas-

ter light, compared to the white skin

of a beautiful woman. Perhaps this is

why Venus was always associated with

the Goddess of Love.’

History is full of ironies. Ancient

shepherds watching the mottled pink

and brown face of Mars connected it

with blood and war. Yet Venus,
serene and unchanging, is a far more
hostile place. How we discovered this

inversion of appearances and reality is

a fascinating detective story, one that

is still going on.

Men have squinted at the un-
blemished disc of Venus for centuries
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without learning very much. Galileo

saw that the planet shows phases just

as our moon does—this was a crucial

point against the earth-centered

theory of the solar system. It also

explained why Venus is not much
brighter when it is nearest the Earth,

for then we see it only as a thin cres-

cent. The planet rides about the Sun
in a nearly perfectly circular orbit,

unescorted by any moons. In the

seventeenth century the Dutch physi-

cist Huygens studied Venus for years

and remarked "... she always ap-

peared to me all-over equally lucid,

that I can’t say I observed so much as

one Spot in her ... is not all that

Light we see reflected from An at-

mosphere surrounding Venus?”

It was an inviting speculation. Judg-

ing from its apparent size, the planet

was slightly smaller than Earth. Its

slight perturbing influence on the

other planets led astonomers to con-

clude that it had about 0.81 of Earth’s

mass. 'There was no way to tell how
deep the atmosphere was, but reason-

ing by analogy with the Earth, as-

tronomers estimated that at the sur-

face the acceleration of gravity was
about 88% of ours.

On the face of it, these numbers
make Venus seem the most Earth-like

of all the planets. Mars and Mercury
are substantially smaller, and the

outer gas giant planets are huge.

Clouds seemed a very Earth-like fea-

ture; Mars has very few, and our
planet is approximately half covered

by clouds at any one moment. The
fact that Venus was totally shrouded

in a yellowish-white blanket might in-

dicate that there were some substan-

tial differences between Earth and
Venus, but the similar sizes and mass-

es suggested the differences needn’t

be dramatic.

Our white billowy clouds are

mostly water. It was natural to think

that Venus was a wetter world than

ours, cloaked in perpetual rainstorms.

The Swedish chemist Arrhenius, a

Nobel Prize winner, speculated in

1918 that “everything on Venus is

dripping wet ... a very great part of

the surface of Venus is no doubt cov-

ered with swamps. . .constantly uni-

form climatic conditions which exist

everywhere result in an entire ab-

sence of adaptation to changing ex-

terior conditions. Only low forms of

life are therefore represented, mostly,

no doubt, belonging to the vegetable

kingdom; and the organisms are

nearly of the same kind all over the

planet.” With this recommendation
by a world-famous scientist, tbe

Venus-as-tropical-resort picture be-

came popular. Some traces of the ear-

lier Venus-as-Love-Goddess ideas re-

mained, causing some to attribute the

life forms beneath the clouds with

benign, peaceful intentions. Without
ever giving concrete reasons, popular

articles assumed the intelligent in-

habitants of our sister planet would
never display the aggression of the

Martians in Wells’ The War of the

Worlds. It was easy to assume the

Venusians would copy our own best

attributes, right down to the bicam-
eral legislature and popular charities.

All this, without knowing how long

the Venus day was, the surface tem-

perature, or what the clouds were. In

the 1920s several attempts to measure
water vapor in the clouds failed to de-

tect any. This led to the Venus-as-

desert model, identifying the clouds

with huge dust storms storms stirred

up by high winds at the surface. 'The

apparent absence of water freed

speculation in other directions, too

—

some astronomers calculated that the

surface might have thick oily oceans

of hydrocarbons and the clouds re-
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sembled smog. But in the absence of

any further data, virtually any guess

was as good as another. “It’s embar-
rassing,” a prominent astronomer
commented in the late 1940s. “The
closest planet to us—but we know
less about it than we do about Jupi-

ter, a world much further away. It

may be like the Bahamas, or it could

be sudden death if we stood on its

surface. We just don’t know. We can

see it very clearly, but that white

mask doesn’t tell us a thing.”

Whatever the clouds were, their

lemon-yellow color meant that some-
thing in them absorbed blue light pref-

erentially. Over 85% of the sunlight

falling, on Venus is reflected. For
life-on-Venus advocates this was a

hopeful result. Venus orbits

26,000,000 miles closer to the sun
than Earth, so it would be a hotter

place unless it could get rid of most of

the incoming sunlight. By reflecting

85%, a simple calculation showed that

Venus could have temperatures more
or less like those on the surface of

Earth. Of course, this is an estimate

of the temperature at the top of the

clouds, miles above the Venusian sur-

face. The best calculated value
(—47°C) agreed quite well with direct

measurements of the infrared light

from the clouds (— 43°C).

This cool temperature for the upper
clouds helped explain why earlier

studies of the spectrum of Venus had
found no water. Water vapor is easy

to detect, but ice is not. Ice crystals

in the cool cloud tops would escape

observation, but carbon dioxide

gas—which freezes only at a much
lower temperature—would show up
easily. The abundance of carbon
dioxide seemed to argue against a

Venus rich in life, because plant

materials, animal bones and shells

tend to absorb this gas from the at-
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mosphere. But if water was present in

the high ice clouds, it might also ap-

pear lower in the atmosphere. Where
there is water, there could well be
life. But the crucial remaining ques-

tion was, how warm was Venus? The
—43°C . reading near the top of the

clouds was reassuringly close to earth-

like conditions, so things seemed
hopeful. All this changed in 1956.

II. The Temperature Riddle

Every object gives off electromag-

netic waves. The precise mixture of the

wave lengths depends on how hot it

is. If a body is very hot, some of its

radiation appears in the visible spec-

trum; we use this in everyday life to

judge how hot a flam’e might be.

Planets are warmed by the sun and

radiate away most of this energy in

the infra-red part of the spectrum.

Many gases absorb infra-red quite ef-

fectively, though, so the direct radia-

tion from the surface of Venus was
probably absorbed in the clouds.

Whatever infra-red waves we mea-
sured from the planet probably indi-

cated conditions near the top of the

atmosphere. To look further requires

studying a different wave length of

radiation. An obvious candidate is

radio waves; the hotter, a body the

more it emits in the radio spectrum.

A group led by Cornell Mayer mea-

sured radio wave length emission

from Venus in 1956, using a 50ft.

parabolic antenna. The waves they

measured were 3 centimeters in wave
length, and the signal stood out

plainly above the noise background.

The Mayer group waited until Venus
was at its closest approach to the

earth, in order to get the strongest

signal from the planet. The amount of

radiation could be directly related to

the temperature of whatever was
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emitting the waves.

Almost incredibly—and contrary to

nearly everyone’s expectations—the

temperature was almost 330°C.

What’s more, there seemed to be lit-

tle temperature difference between
the dark and sunlit sides of venus.

There were further puzzles. The
330°C temperature appeared in emis-

sions with centimeter wave lengths.

Smaller wave lengths, in the millime-

ter range, gave a sharp decline in

temperature. These waves indicated a

temperature around 40°C. The easiest

way to explain these differences was

to assume that some of the radiation

was being absorbed in the atmos-

phere. The simplest assumption was

that the centimeter radiation came
from the hot surface. If carbon
dioxide was absorbing some of this

radiation, the millemeter waves
should originate at least eleven miles

above the surface. The infra-red,

which gave low temperatures, had to

come from clouds at least 21 miles

above the hot surface. This was a very

deep atmosphere. It was quite a for-

bidding environment for life, as well,

and several astronomers sought out al-

ternate theories that could explain the

data.

The crucial assumption of the hot

surface model, described above, is

that the centimeter radiation comes
from the surface. Once this is admit-

ted, the rest follows necessarily.

Other models were possible, and they

were pursued in the late 1950s. The
question excited great interest be-

cause the quickly advancing space
program promised further detailed

measurements of Venus in the near

future. Theories could be tested.

There are many things other than

the surfaces of planets which emit
great quantities of radio waves.
Charged particles trapped in earth’s

magnetic fields do. Lightning flashes

between clouds in our own atmo-
sphere give considerable radio inter-

ference. Charged particles in the

dense upper atmosphere of Venus
could, conceivably, radiate strongly in

the radio spectrum. All these ideas

were pursued with energy.

If the ionized layer in the upper
part of the atmosphere of Venus (the

ionosphere) was responsible for the

radio waves, an alternate model fol-

lowed naturally. A hot, dense iono-

sphere would be transparent to shorter

(millimeter) waves. These millimeter

waves could come directly from the

surface, which was about 50 to 100°C.

Then the infra-red radiation came
from cool clouds above the surface,

yet below the ionosphere. Thus
Venus could be relatively mild at its

surface, and perhaps even cool

enough for liquid water to form.

This hot ionosphere model seemed
reasonable, and in fact relied on radio

emission properties we knew worked
in the Van Alan belts around Earth

and Jupiter. But in several details the

hot ionosphere model seemed shaky.

Radar telescopes began probing
Venus in the early 1960s, and found

several details of the hot ionosphere

model were not borne out. However,
it was always possible to get around
these objections with a somewhat
more complicated and ingenious

model. It seemed that the question

could not be settled by a few simple

measurements made from Earth,

combined with elaborate theories.

The stage was set in 1962 for a con-

clusive experiment which could only

be carried out from a spacecraft pass-

ing near Venus.

The clearest experiment which
could differentiate between the hot

surface and the hot-ionosphere mod-
els involved a small radio telescope. If
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it was close to Venus, this radio tele-

scope could easily discern emission

from the center of the disc of Venus,

versus that emitted at the edge. This

was important, because the hot ionos-

phere model meant most radio emis-

sion (around one centimeter
wavelength) should come from a layer

miles above the surface of Venus.
When the radio telescope looked at

the very edge of the planetary disc, it

should see a greater thickness of

ionosphere, with less emission from

the atmosphere below that layer. This

meant the radio telescope should re-

gister more radio emission from the

edge of the disc than from the center.

The picture was just the opposite if

the hot surface model was true. One
centimeter radiation is weakly ab-

sorbed by carbon dioxide gas. Look-

ing toward the edge of the planetary

disc, the radio telescope would see

more absorbing carbon dioxide than

when it pointed toward the center of

the disc. Thus there should be more
radio emission from the center of the

planet than from the edges. This is

called lim-darkening. If the hot iono-

sphere model were correct, the edge

(lim) of Venus should be brighter at

radio wavelengths.

It was impossible to do this exper-

iment from Earth. Even large radio

telescopes could not scan across the

disc of Venus and distinguish the lim

from the body. But a small radio tele-

scope near Venus could do the job.

Astronomy could go no further with-

out a direct measurement from a

spacecraft.

III. First Step Outward

In the sophisticated 1970s it is hard

to remember how much excitement

accompanied the launch of an un-

manned lunar or planetary probe in the

early days of the space program. The
first attempt to send a man-made ob-

ject to the vicinity of another planet

came in 1961, from the Soviet Union.

Since the launching of the first Sput-

nik it was obvious that the USSR had
much larger rocket booster systems

than the United States. Therefore,

they could launch immense vehicles

of relatively little sophistication and
great ruggedness. The United States

had to rely on small satellites and
planetary probes, expensively en-

gineered to do the best possible job

with the lightest, most durable elec-

tronics.

The competition between the US
and the USSR, each with different

strengths and weaknesses, dominated

the early days of the’ space program.

The Soviet Union tried virtually every

“launch window” which came with

each close approach to a nearby
planet.

The military interests in the Soviet

Union apparently decided early on to

attempt the more spectacular coup.

Consequently, by the end of 1972 five

USSR capsules had entered the Venus
atmosphere. Similarly, there have
been three Soviet landings on Mars.

The first flight toward Venus came
in February, 1961, from the USSR. In

mid-flight the Soviets lost contact

with their probe, the Venera I. They
enlisted the help of the English Jod-

rell Bank radio telescope and tried to

regain contact. These attempts failed

and Venera I was never heard from

again.

The United States followed soon af-

ter, on December 14, 1962. The
launch was successful and soon after.

Mariner II set out on its 182-

million-mile arc toward Venus. It un-

furled winglike solar panels to draw
power. Its older brother. Mariner I,

had gone off course during launch
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from Cape Canaveral, Florida, and
was deliberately destroyed. Mariner
II had to be assembled on only a ten

month schedule, meaning that the

probe was a half-breed with earlier

Ranger probes designed for explora-

tion of the Moon.
Sending a probe from one orbiting

planet to another is more complicated

than simply firing it in a straight line.

When an orbiting object slows down,

the sun’s gravitational pull draws it

inward. So, to leave Earth’s orbit and

move inward toward Venus, Mariner

first was fired opposite to the direc-

tion of Earth’s orbital speed. This re-

duced Mariner’s speed and caused it

to slowly follow an ellipse inward to-

ward Venus. Every planetary flight

requires remarkable marksmanship.
Launching a rocket from the surface

of the Earth, and then making mid-

course corrections during the flight, is

a delicate task. It has been compared
to sitting on a merry-go-round and
shooting a bullet to hit a fast-flying

sparrow over the horizon.

On its long 182 million mile flight.

Mariner made several measurements
of the interplanetary medium, includ-

ing a study of the fine spray of parti-

cles thrown out by the sun. Part way
through the flight something struck

the craft at the speed of a bullet.

Mariner shuddered, lost its sighting

on the sun, and then regained it a few

minutes later. Whatever struck it was

a meteorite weighing between a 20th

and a 50th of a pound and moving at

1,600 ft. per second. The craft was
barely engineered to withstand such

an impact, but it did.

As the craft neared Venus, the sun

swelled a third in size. Venus showed
a narrowing crescent and then, as the

craft passed by, a dazzling white disc.

Mariner’s flight path curved slightly,

tugged by the mass of Shakespeare’s

“full star that ushers in the even.”

For days before the fly-by.

Mariner had been running a tempera-

ture. The battery aboard ran as high

as 129°F, far above the level at which
it had been tested. At several points

Mariner failed to turn on its instru-

ments, as it was programmed to. The
probe activated again, though, under
command from the radio telescope in

Goldstone, Cafifomia.

Though Earth was the third

brightest object in Mariner’s sky as it

neared Venus, the instruments on
board ignored our blue-green dot. .

Tbe radio telescope mounted above
the center of Mariner’s spidery body
nodded three times as the probe
arced around Venus. It took a series

of measurements on the night side, a

sweep across the dawn line and a

further scan across the dayside disc.

This allowed a careful study of the

planet’s lim and a check to see if the

edge of the planet was brighter in the

radio wavelengths.

When Mariner chattered its digital

message back to the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory in Pasadena, California,

the hot surface advocates carried the

day. There was a distinct darkening at

the edge of the Venus disc, indicating

that radio waves came primarily di-

rectly from the surface. Venus was a

cauldron.

Magnetic field probes also showed
that Venus differs strongly from the

Earth, which has belts of trapped
energetic particles caught in the

earth’s magnetic field. Venus has less

than 100,000th the magnetic field

strength of Earth.

The absence of any appreciable
magnetic field was itself a mystery.

We believe the Earth’s field comes
from currents driven in the highly

conducting metallic core. The Earth’s

center is squeezed by the matter
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above it, and heated by the decay of

radio-active elements. Our 24 hour
rotation period churns currents in this

core and produces a magnetic field.

Since Venus is only slightly smaller

than Earth, it seemed in the early

1960s that it should have a magnetic

field, since it probably had a core.

But even with a core, if the planet

did not spin rapidly the electrical cur-

rents would be small. This appears to

be the case, for other lines of evi-

dence have told us that the day on
Venus is very long.

Even Mariner, at close range, could

tell us nothing about the length of the

Venus day. All that we know about it

comes instead from radar. When a

pulse of radar strikes a planet, it is re-

flected in much the same way as a

polished ball reflects light. If the sur-

face of the planet is moving, the radi-

ation returned to the radar antenna is

altered. If a portion of the planet’s

surface is moving toward the radar an-

tenna, the frequency of the pulse that

returns will be slightly higher. If the

part of the planet is moving away
from the radar antenna, the reflected

radar pulse returns with slightly lower

frequency. If the planet is spinning,

one side is moving awy from Earth

and the other toward the Earth. Thus
a slight up and down shift in the fre-

quency of the radar signal can tell us

how rapidly Venus is rotating. Be-

cause Venus hides behind its veil of

atmosphere, this is the only way we
can measure the length of its day.

Measurements in 1961 established

that the rotation was slow, but no
more than that. By the time Mariner

II was on its flight, the Goldstone
facility had improved its sensitivity

enough to find out in which direction

Venus was rotating. Surprisingly, it is

rotating backwards.

On Earth, if we were to stand at
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the North Pole and watch the planet

turn beneath us, objects would rotate

in a counter-clockwise direction. The
Earth revolves around the sun in the

same manner, also counter-clockwise.

Standing on the North Pole of Venus
would give the opposite effect

—

surface features would appear to move
clockwise. This is called retrograde

rotation. Of all the planets in the solar

system, only Venus and Uranus have

this property. It is still not under-

stood.

Even more mystifying, the Venus
day was shown by radar measure-
ments to be 243.16 Earth days. This

is so unlike both Earth and Mars that

it raises questions immediately. A
clue may lie in the fact that this 243

Earth day rotation period makes
Venus present exactly the same face

to Earth whenever it is closest to us.

How Venus got this way is probably

tied up with conditions at the origin

of the solar system, and it may also

involve a peculiar relationship be-

tween Venus and Earth. The fact that

these two planets perform an elabo-

rate waltz, with Venus always turning

the same face toward us as it draws

nearby, means that Earth probably

has exerted considerable tidal influ-

ence on Venus, just as it does on our

Moon.
Tidal forces operate effectively if

there is a bulge in a planet. It is pos-

sible that Venus has a lump in its

equatorial plane, which allows Earth

to exert a considerable tug on it when
the two planets are near each other.

It has also been suggested that

Earth’s tides pull at the heavy Venus
atmosphere. Over billions of years

this interaction may have slowed
Venus. There are other ideas—that

Venus once collided with an asteroid

about 200 kilometers in diameter, a

catastrophic event that could have re-
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versed the planet’s rotation. The
problem remains open.

Radar measurements used in con-

junction with optical observations led

to a measurement of the depth of the

Venus atmosphere. It is thick, be-

tween 27 and 40 miles deep (44 to 65

kilometers). This thick blanket of car-

bon dioxide means that although the

planet’s day is long, the night is not

chilly. Instead, heated gas from the

day side quickly blows around to the

night side. This is why measurements

of the night side of Venus have given

temperatures just as high as on the

day side.

Mariner II gave good indirect evi-

dence that Venus was so incredibly

hot at the surface that lead itself

would melt. But the evidence was in-

direct, and some felt it was not con-

clusive. This led the Soviet Union to

make an attempt at an actual entry

into the Venus atmosphere. Their
Venera III probe in 1965 did impact

with the atmosphere, but something

failed in the probe and no data was

returned. The USSR decided to try

again.

/V. Into the Cauldron

In 1967 Mariner V flew by Venus
and the Soviet Venera IV dropped a

capsule. The small, rugged brown ball

deployed a parachute and sank slowly

through the upper cloud decks. Part

way down, the craft stopped transmit-

ting. The Russian scientists inter-

preted this as an impact with the sur-

face. But the reported temperature

(about 280°C) and the surface pres-

•sure of twenty times Earth normal
disagreed with interpretations of the

Mariner II data.

This point came to a head at a 1968

meeting in Tokyo. Faced with data

from Mariner V and Mariner II, and

some convincing arguments framed by
the Americans, the Soviets argued

that Venera IV had landed atop a high

mountain. This meant, though, that

the craft happened to set down on a

15-mile-high mountain. At the same
time, radar studies showed no moun-
tain on Venus higher than a mile.

This seened too much a long shot.

Carl Sagan reports that a Russian pro-

fessor replied to these comments by

asking what Sagan thought the proba-

bility was that the first German bomb
to fall on Leningrad in World War II

would kill the sole elephant in the ci-

ty. Sagan responded that the chance

was small. The professor chuckeled

and pointed out that in fact that was
precisely what happened. The
elephant was the first casualty in the

Leningrad zoo. So huge coincidences

do occur.

Elephants aside, it seemed more
likely that Venera IV had simply col-

lapsed under the enormous pressure.

The Soviet designers of Venera IV be-

lieved the implications of the hot

ionosphere model, which indicated

the atmospheric pressure near the

surface should not be terribly high.

The USSR designed a following

craft, Venera VII, to withstand pres-

sures 180 times that at the surface of

Earth. In December of 1970 it

parachuted to the parched, rocky sur-

face and sent back radio signals

twenty minutes before it was fried.

The atmospheric pressure is 70 times

Earth’s. Temperatures reach 350°C.

Brisk winds whip around the planet,

carrying heat from the day side to the

night.

The dust carrying winds within a

thick, hot atmosphere should erode

the surface much more powerfully

than our air could. This is probably

why sensitive radar measurements of

the geography of Venus have shown
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that height variations are far less pro-

nounced on Venus than they are on

Mars.

These measurements are made us-

ing the echo time delay of a given

radar pulse. Abrupt changes in the

slope of the ground show up best in

this work, so that mountain ranges

stand out far better than slow overall

changes in the slope. Venus seems to

be a grainy place, perhaps like a jum-
bled desert. Dust storms should occur

often and dust may be blown into the

upper reaches of the atmosphere.
This could account for some of the op-

tical properties and yellowish-blue

tinge of the upper clouds.

Between 1965 and 1972 the Soviet

Union attempted a total of ten land-

ings on Venus. Four entered the at-

mosphere and two reached the sur-

face. The latest was Venera VIII, a

special design which made some
geological experiments. Venera VIII

was encased in a descent module
which dropped from orbit. The mod-
ule fired braking rockets and was also

slowed by atmospheric friction, send-

ing the temperature of the shell to

over 12,000°. Descent by parachute

took about an hour. A small port

opened in the side of the round craft,

admitting atmospheric gases. This was
an experiment to measure ammonia
concentrations. A fine grain yellow
powder was exposed to the atmo-
sphere and turned blue; the color

change was registered by a simple

light-sensitive circuit. This test

showed that there was at least 100th

of 1% ammonia in the lower reaches

of the Venus atmosphere. Similar

tests found the atmosphere contained

97% carbon dioxide, not more than

2% nitrogen, less than 0.1% oxygen,

and less than 1% water vapor just be-

neath the cloud layer. Venera VIII

landed softly amid loose granite rock.

It survived the intense 470°C temper-

ature for fifty minutes. It was de-

signed to do this—the components
had been frozen while the craft was
still in orbit, so that it could survive

longer on the surface. Venera III

touched down on the sunward side on
the planet, but before the sun had ri-

sen over the horizon. A small light

sensitive device registered a kind of

dim twilight, showing that even Ve-

nus’ thick cloud blanket does not filter

out all sunlight.

Not that sunlight is necessary to see

things there. Under such intense

heat, in the shadows of the low hills,

rocks probably can be seen glowing

by their own heat. The carbon dioxide

is so dense that it bends light rays

around the planet, like a lens. The
bending also spreads an image, so on

the night side the sun would appear

as a rainbow smear on the distant

horizon. This refraction of light is

strong because the atmosphere is so

dense. In the murky daylight the re-

fraction of distant objects will be so

severe that the horizon will seem to

curve upward away from an observer.

He will seem to be at the bottom of a

pit which remains centered on him no

matter where he moves.

This is a bleak, tortured picture,

but not one without interest. Even
wjth an atmosphere ninety times

more dense than Earth’s, Venus appar-

ently cannot shield its surface from

large meteorite impact. At least, that

is a preliminary conclusion from de-

tailed radar studies done by Richard

Goldstein and collaborators at the

Goldstone Deep Space Station in the

Mojave Desert. He scanned the

equatorial region of Venus and was
able to resolve a 910-mile circular

swath, about the size of Alaska, pitted

with a dozen huge, shallow craters.

The largest is 160 kilometers across

(cont. on page 128)
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YOUS^
Letters intended for publication

should be typed, double-spaced, on
one side of each sheet, and addressed

to Or So you Say, Box 409, Falls

Church, Va., ''2046

V

Dear Ted,

It’s been nearly three years since

I’ve written to comment concerning

your excellent stf magazines. It’s

been the same amount of time since

I’ve read them. During the last three

weeks I’ve concentrated my efforts to

remedy that situation. I just caught

up in the last few minutes by finish-

ing the May Amazing. It was sim-

ply . . . er . . . ah . . . amazing!

Actually, I’m quite amazed that you
haven’t been able to place first as pro-

fessional editor. Your longer fiction

has been very, very good. I especially

enjoyed the Jack Vance novels. He
really has a talent in making alien

landscapes and social systems intrigu-

ing and at the same time very logi-

cally constructed. I look forward to

Marune Alastor: 933 with a great deal

of anticipation.

As for the shorter fiction you’ve

used. I’m very glad to see so many
fine fans breaking into the profes-

sional ranks. Alpajpuri’s work is quite

interesting. He uses the suicide motif

in an eerie, undefined way I espe-

cially admire. His work shows great

empathy, although he needs to pofish

his style for more lucidity and con-

ciseness.

I could go off on a tangent now in

order to tell you what I’ve been doing

all this time instead of reading stf, but

such thoughts would better be ex-

pressed personally through the

medium of the fanzine or in person at

a convention. Though I’m on the

verge of complete pennilessness I

hope to make this year’s Disclave.

Suffice to say, I have a lot of catching

up to do, but I look forward to

another period of hyperactivity for

myself and a new faannish era to be a

member of—if only as a letterhack

again.

I’m sorry now that I didn’t read the

last three years of your magazines as

they were published. I could’ve writ-

ten a lot of letters concerning some, of

the best work you’ve accepted. The
writers deserve the egoboo. In any

case, the May issue was very good.

Your story based on the pleasing

illo by Mike Nally was carefully con-

structed. The alien race was sym-
pathetically made real to me. Zyd’s

dilemma created a much more human
character out of him than many
stories which play a variation on the

theme of earthman’s burden. Al-

though the ending of the story seems

rather final. I’d like to see a sequel

based on the aftermath of the rebel-

lion. Zyd’s too fine a creation to be
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buried in only one novelet.

George Martin’s offering provoked
a lot of thought. His view of the near

future US is all too convincing. I fear

that any sort of leftist revolt such as

he described could only meet with

the fierce opposition .he envisioned.

Just how far could a militant uprising

by the progressive elements of our
culture go? I don’t know. I only hope
I’m never called upon to find out.

However, I realize if worse came to

worse I’d join the Alfies so I could at

least defend myself from whatever
secret police the rulers unleash.

The demands of the Alfies I

applaud. However, I don’t go along

with the unilateral disarmament
clause. I’d rather fight to outwit
homegrown fascists rather than some
imported totalitarians. Unfortunately,

we operate in a world where eternal

vigilance is indeed the price of liber-

ty. That’s sad. But it’s the price we
must pay. If we turn our backs the

next Nixon waiting in the wings is

sure to take that as his cue.

Martin’s story brings up an all too

famaliar scenario to mind. Years ago

some friends and I deeided that the

rightwing would probably come to

power in this country in the aftermath

of an ignoble defeat in Southeast Asia

and an economic slump at home. We
agreed, however, that Nixon and his

ilk—who are phony opportunists that

are not true believers of the Wallce or

John Birch stripe—would co-opt the

extremist grumblings for their own
greedy enrichment. Well, it hap-

pened, but Nixon was such an inept

bungler that he got caught in the act.

So, where do all the uptight conserva-

tives go? Ronald Reagan and George
Wallace seem to have decided they

are where purity, apple pie and chevy
are headed. Gonsidering the size of

the crowds they’ve been drawing I

feel like this is more than the

paranoid ruminations of a tired young
radical. But then, they are. better than

an outright military takeover. At least

they pretend to abide by the Con-
stitution which may leave just enough
daylight for tyranny to be avoided.

But as I said. I’m tired. I’ve been in

too many protests in my life to feel

anything but a bone-wracking weari-

ness. Maybe I should retire to Vesco-

land where the livin’ is easy.

Brian Stableford is really talented.

“The Engineer and the Executioner”

is just more proof of this. I liked his

articles about the sociological implica-

tions of stf also. Since I may soon be
working on a master’s degree in the

field of deviant behavior I suppose he
wouldn’t mind if I used his thesis for

the basis of a concentrated study. Af-

ter all, stf fans are looked upon as de-

viant by so many people that a study

which purported to investigate the

reasons for this ostracism might have

some effect toward liberating us from

the self-consciousness that I’m sure

most fans have felt from time to time

due to the misconceptions of the mass-

es.

Brian Stableford has done a great

service in showing how stf need not

be defended on literary grounds
alone. In fact, his social hypothesis

might develop into a demonstrable

model with heuristic implications. In

fact. I’d like to do research along

those lines if I could get the level of

co-operation I need from other fens.

However, I’ve known too many
dewy-eyed neofans who went to the

Con to have the assembled kindred

spirits fill out their questionaires only

to discover no fen would answer the

provided forms in a serious manner. I

can understand why. Who wants to

do that at a Con? Td rather be getting

high or balling a chick or meeting
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someone I’d known only through the

mail or . . . Anyway, it’s easy to see

why such an approach failed. But
there are alternatives to the sampling

device of the questionaire which, al-

though not as statistically valid, are

better indicators of the subjective

fish-bowl of the world of the stf fan.

Rachel Cosgrove Payes’ tale was
novel. A fresh approach like hers is

needed more often. Most importantly,

the protagonist and his rival came
alive as real people. Too often stf

stories have had plots filled with ac-

tion, scenes of lush paradise and strik-

ing concepts in a story-world denuded
of human habitation. Characterization

just doesn’t exist in too many stf offer-

ings! Some of the best loved writers

of the genre have trouble making
their heroes and heroines seem real.

Rachel certainly has no problem in

that case. She makes me want more.

New writers take heed, her ending

might have been just another gim-

mick if it hadn’t been for her sensitive

portrait of a young man trying to at-

tain social mobility in a caste-like

hereditary milieu.

The short stories were also enter-

taining, although an extremely varie-

gated lot. Zebrowski’s tale of “The
Cliometricon” was my favorite. Now
there’s a concept which could easily

produce a series of hard science
novels. It has infinite possibilities lim-

ited only by the courage with which

he follows the dictates of his imagina-

tion. Ah! for the sake of the un-

bounded imagination . . .

Gerard’s violent story didn’t offend

me in the least. However I enjoy sex

and drugs a lot more than violence

per se. If his hero had been able to

relate at all to other people as humans
I might have found more in the tale

than a cheap thrill. I’ve always fan-

tasized going beserk some day with an

AK-47, grenades and a dune buggy at

my disposal. However, I’d never do
anything of the sort except inside my
head. I suppose many people have
this fantasy in some form, if they’d

only admit it. The tale was purgative

in the sense it showed the ultimate

futility of such a beserker rage. No
matter how much psychological re-

lease such a mass murderer might
have through his actions he would
eventually be brought down in a hale

of bullets himself

Susan Wood, I love you. Indeed,

you’ve always impressed me as one of

the best heads in the fan world. I’ve

enjoyed your conversation at numer-
ous cons in the remote past—several

years is eons in the fan world as we
all well know—which was always

filled with the kind of conciseness you
exhibit in your work for The
Clubhouse. So far, I think your ability

has made the fanzine review scene in

Amazing the best it has ever been.

That’s not too easy when you consider

who you follow. John Berry did a fine

job too. However, Ed Smith wasn’t

around long enough for me to decide

whether he was that great. But I liked

his work for what it was worth. But in

any case, I hope to start a new per-

sonalzine of my own soon which I

shall entitle Hoagie—a nickname I

acquired at college due to my pro-

digious consumption of the aforemen-

tioned submarine when I was royally

stoned.

Ted, I’m using “stf’ in this loc

primarily on your suggestion. I like

the sound of it. Also, in an age when
journalists don’t like to call the Mafia

the Mafia, I think it only fitting that

the stf community adopt a title with-

out the perjorative connotations of

sci-fi. —

.

Your deeper discussion of what
ethical value stf authors should incul-
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cate, if any, is crucial. Philosophers

debate such topics endlessly. That is,

traditional metaphysicians do. Today,

the epistemological question of how
rather than why has permeated the

speculations of such thinkers. Y’see,

all power to the hower. Despite the

irreverence of that comment, I regret

the emphasis on how do we know
something because no one can really

say. So, the prior question is un-

answerable in an absolute sense.

Therefore, few have followed in the

footsteps of such system-builders as

Kant and Hegel although their con-

tributions to the field of ethics has

been considerable. Whitehead’s pro-

cess philosophy has been a crucial

modem attempt to mediate the wide

gulf between skepticism and dog-

matism. It too fails in important re-

spects. But the effort is more than

those who have analyzed symbols to

death for the past fifty years. Some-
times I wish I’d never heard of Trac-

tatus Logico-Philosophicus. But as

least we know that philosophical prob-

lems are merely due to confusions

over the “real” meanings of word-

symbols. Or do we? Sometimes I

think we should all just call ourselves

existentialists and go fishing . . .

As for your letter col. I’m glad

Hubert Dixon said what he did about

firearms. The government has me
listed as a conscientious objector, but

I’m really no pacifist. I really think

that gun education classes would fail

as miserably as sex or drug education

seems to have. No amount of educa-

tion will prevent an idiot from blow-

ing off his big toe, or contracting Vd
or passing out on downs. Hopefully,

the fools won’t infect the rest of us.

I’m fond of my big toe. Somehow it

keeps my perspective on life evenly

balanced.

Oh, an aside to Wayne Martin who

speculated on my burial in the
November Fantastic. Yes, the bug-

gers tried hard. Ten tentacled slime

sluts with bulbous learing visages graf-

fled with me insanely. Their
sujierhuman sjrength and determina-

tion slowly but surely forced me back

and back and back. I fell over my
mother’s potted geraniums into a pu-

trid cesspool awash with obscene,

half-seen phantoms of the most horri-

ble aspect. I screamed in terrible

agony as they ravaged my poor body
with every devilish device as their

disposal. I was utterly humiliated as

the fiends forced me to write a poem
to their lust-goddess Rowena. She
frothed and gibbered fiendishly as I

was forced to have unspeakable inti-

mate relations with her. They would
not allow me to escape until I prom-
ised under the threat of eternal en-

slavement as Rowena’s bondage-lover

to send this very poem to Ted White
in my first loc. So in closing—therein

is the very words I wrote to save my
bruised and abused body from more
terrors:

Words Wasted Upon the

Water, Written Knee Deep

Underground a sacred stream wan-
ders

Midst misty caverns lost in a hazy

dream
Much- like my unlived loye slumbers

In a lazy clime of no fast time

Oh, if only she would answer my
heart

As the silent sea knows sounds and
shapes

To sadly sing the light thread of sun-

shine

Across her mute surface in the mid-

winter twilight
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Yes, a cold, cold half-light cast upon
the secret spring

Of my numb desire illumes unfilled

happy hopes

Whose empty bed instead inhabits

the cob-webbed halls

Of a dead dwarf king who kills the

nightengale

Countless corpses bled his sighs

Reliving dank, dark pools

Awash with bloody tyrant toil in chain

Bound to rock which speak unspoken

In the hushed still of morning’s first

delight

I seize the dawn hke one never set

free,

A prisoner of styled fashion, wild pas-

sion

Doomed not to pass go, pause or pre-

vail

Yet St. Paul plans to tell them all I’ve

gone

To hell and won’t be back until she

plays toot toot

On her flute which is choo choo to

the train

They’ll send to bring me home
again—cha cha cha

Then that day I’ll be blown away just

like;

A rainbow red with the rose-fed

—

A shadow half-suspended on that

which is splendid

—

A happy puppy caress with hot breath

blest

—

A Grateful Dead tune never-ending

too soon

Alack, alas this sounds so much like an

ode

Composed on a commode: Ode
Ode Ode

While is why it is apty entitled

Words wasted upon the water, writ-

ten knee deep
Dave Hulvey
Rt. I, Box 198

Harrisonburg, Va., 22801

Your return to these pages, Dave, cer-

tainly marks the beginning of a new
epoch in the annals of stf letterhacks.

As for Zyd (of “Under The Mad
Sun"), I suspect you're right: he

shows a marked inclination to be fea-

tured in another story. When I’ll have

an opportunity to write it, however,

is an open question. If you think

Michael Girard’s protagonist was a

mass-murderer you didn’t read his

story closely enough . . . every one of
those people upon whom he bestowed

such violence was already dead-and
that was the point of his going beserk.

I thought that point was summed up
explicitly in his concluding three

paragraphs, but to judge from some of
the letters I’ve received—you were not

alone in missing it—it was subtle

enough to slip right by many readers.

As for your poem, about all I can say

is that I hope the slime sluts leave you

alone from now on. . .
—TW

Dear Mr. White:

I like the way George R.R. Martin

writes. I liked “With Morning Comes
Mistfall,” and I loved “Run to Star-

light.” Which is, I suppose, why I

was so disappointed by “Night of the

Vampyres.”

In writing this story, Martin had
the opportunity to say something
meaningful. Given the basic situation,

he could choose to write either a

story about whitehat Revolutionaries

oppressed by a blackhat Establish-

ment, or about a vicious struggle for

power between two Fascistic factions.

And even at the end, he never makes
it explicit which he’s done. He never

says that the government staged the

whole thing; he leaves it open for the
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reader to think about for himself.

Now, who’s kidding whom? I as-

sume it was his intent to allow the full

horror of the government’s sinister

machinations to dawn on the reader

slowly and terribly. If that was his in-

tent, he failed. It was obvious from

paragraph five that the whole thing

would turn out to be a put-up job.

I know that with things the way
they are, it will take a little while be-

fore we’ve worked our way through

the fad of Nixon stories. As fiir as I’m

concerned, the sooner this fad has run

its course, the better.

Stephen A. Amtell
45 Pineapple St., Apt. 4A

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201

Dear Ted:

This loc is in response to Gordon
Eklund’s enjoyable piece in the latest

edition (March 75) of Amazing. My
comments are as follows:

10 or twenty years ago, this type of

story was in style. That is, during the

tail end of the Golden Age. I wish

that it was more popular now. If I was

not aware of Mr. Eklund’s relatively

recent indoctrination into sf writing, I

would venture to guess that this story

was one that he tried to sell about 25

years ago. Indeed, such a Golden Age
story is more at home in one of your

reprint magazines.

But, since I am in favor of a Return

of the Golden Age type of writing,

this story made quite a milestone in

the March issue. Not another story

topped it. And Mr. Eklund seems des-

tined for quite his share of success,

or more so.

Scott C. 5mith
10418 Hayvenhurst Avenue
Granada Hills, GA., 91344

Dear Ted:

There’s been a lot of response to

my letter in the October ’74 number
about top authors. The results follow:

1 . Isaac Asimov (aarghU

)

2. Robert A. Heinlein

3. Arthur G. Clarke

4. Larry Niven
5. Ursula K. LeGuin
6. Poul Anderson
7. Harlan Ellison

8. A. E. Van Vogt

9. Robert Silverbei^

10. Ray Bradbury

11. Jack Vance
12. Roger Zelazny

13. Robert Sheckley

14. Fritz Leiber

15. Andre Norton

16. Philip Jose Farmer
17. Gordon R. Dickson

18. John Brunner
19. Samuel R. Delany
20. Zenna Henderson
21. Theodore Sturgeon

22. Keith Laumer
23. Frank Herbert

24. ChfiFord D. Simak

25. James Blish

26. Barry N. Malzberg

27. Piers Anthony
28. David Gerrold.

29. Hal Clement
30. Edgar Rice Burroughs

31. Frederik Pohl

32. Stanley G. Weinbaum
33. E. E. Smith

34. J.R.R. Tolkien

35. Kurt Vonnegut
36. R.A. Lafiferty

37. Philip K. Dick

38. Ben Bova
39. L. Sprague de Camp
40. John W. Campbell

41. Joanna Russ

42. Cordwainer Smith
43. Brian W. Aldiss

44. Michael Moorcodc

45. Jules Verne
46. H.G. Wells
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47. Gene Wolfe

48. Fredric Brown
49. H. Beam Rper
50. Lloyd Biggie

Maybe Ted can figure out some-
thing from that to make Amazing a

better magazine; perhaps he could

swing an allstar issue with the top ten

authors or something. But

—

—Lester Boutillier and Thom Wat-

son got the chance to shoot off their

mouths about their personal opinions.

After all that cataloging, I deserve

some say, so I’ll just say that I’d make
the following changes:

People Who Don’t Belong So

Damned High On The List: Asimov
(What are these people, masochists?);

Vance (Big deal. So what’s he written

lately?); Blish (One really memorable
book, and lately he’s been writing

tripe.); Edgar Burroughs {blaah!};

Pohl; Vonnegut (Shouldn’t be on the

list at all—he doesn’t write SF/fantasy.

Ask him, he’ll tell you so.); Bova;

Verne (Cf Burroughs); and Piper.

People Who Belong Higher On The

List: Heinlein (Well, if you remove
Asimov, he’s got to go up.); Bradbury

(Not masochists. It appears that we
have illiterati here.); Sheckley; De-
lany; Malzberg (Cf. Bradbury); Wein-
baum (Trouble—not enough really to

put him very high, but the quality of

what he did write is unbelievable.);

Dick (Cf Bradbury & Malzberg.);

Russ; and Wells.

And, as long as we’re throwing out

Vonnegut, Td put in Tom Disch. (Or

maybe Bradbury twice.)

One last question: Does anyone
there (someone must) know how I can

get in touch with pensfa? If so,

please get in touch with me! Thanx-

alotli!

Keep up the good work, Ted,

Daniel J. Oakes
518 Outlook Drive

Los Altos, CA 94022

/ shall refrain from comment except to

note (in answer to your question) that

Vance has had two novels published

here in the last year and that is

hardly the extent of his recent work.

What 1 wonder is exactly how many
people responded to your poll and
what the extent of their reading ex-

perience is .
—^TW

Dear Mr. White:

I am surprised and a little disap-

pointed to find in the May Amazing
your support of a return to the ab-

breviation “stf’ for “Scientifiction”. At

the risk of sounding a bit opinionated,

I would like to rebut with support for

the more common “sf’.

To begin with, “sf’ is as neat a

generic acronym as I recall .seeing. It

represents the field much more
clearly and universally than most of

the words used for the same purpose.

You like “Scientifiction”? Fine. Ab-
breviation: “sf’. “Science fiction”?

Great. Abbreviation: “sf’. “Specula-

tive fantasy”? (That’s my preference. I

think it’s somewhat more honest.)

Abbreviation: “sf’. “Stf’ sorta locks

you in, don’t you think?

Also, I find it very difficult to disas-

sociate “stf’ in my mind from that

lovable old invention of Andy
Granitelli “STP oil treatment”.

Thanks, but no thanks.

Finally, let’s discuss “ease of usage”

versus verbal consonance. I am an sf

consumer, not a fan. As a conse-

quence, I see the term in print much
more than I hear it. I have been sit-

ting here practicing, however, for the

past few minutes, and it is incom-
prehensible to me how you can advo-

cate abandoning the soft, pleasant

“esseff’ in favor of the short, harsh

“steff’.

I feel strongly that it is long past
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time that we as a society turned and
examined with pride (and, more im-

portantly, with honesty) our old and
muddy and human roots. The field of

sf literature deserves considerable

praise for acknowledging its rather

scruffy origins all the while it was
building itself a perch of social accept-

ability.

Nevertheless, there is no reason

that a proud awareness of your origins

can’t be achieved without exhuming a

dusty scrap and waving it about,

creating distraction and giving rise to

letters such as this one!

Your magazines continue to be ex-

cellent. You pin-pointed the letter

from Dan Barnett as accurately typical

of the type of philosophy which needs

to be exposed to the liglit of objective

reality if humanity is ever going to

stop the walls of this pit we have dug
from collapsing on us.

John W. Kinney, Jr.

3027 Omah St.

Durham, N.C., 27705

Dear Ted,

I most emphatically disagree with

your suggestion in the May Amazing
that “scientifiction” be reinstated as

the preferred appelation for the

genre. Everything about the word is

retrograde. It is unpronounceable and

cheaply coined, whose abbreviation

“stf’ has a constipated air. The worst

feature of the word is something you
cite as a virtue: its strong associations

with the so-called “Golden Age” of

science fiction. Nostalgia for bygone
days should not blind us to the qual-

ity of the fiction generated in those

times; true to Sturgeon’s Law, it was
99% unadulterated crap, with even
the best suffering from major flaws.

Considering that the elegance and vi-

sion of Wells antedated the “Golden
Age”, we should consider ourselves

lucky that the genre is finally striving

toward Wells’ level once again. The
SF of today is far superior to anything

that came out of the early days and
we would be dishonest to regard it

otherwise—especially so if we chose

to ennoble it with the gutter jargon of

an immature phase of its develop-

ment.

Rather than celebrate the anniver-

sary of Amazing by turning back-

wards, we should exert ourselves to

anticipate future forms of expression

within the genre. There are more
worthy- pursuits than the infantile

preoccupation with technological

power that has characterized so much
of past SF (of which Clarke’s Rendez-

vous with Rama is a recent stale exam-
ple). We are not limited to the scien-

tific romance; there are yet the worlds

of heroic mythology, of physchological

transmutation, and alternate societies.

The genre should encompass visions

of destinies open to humanity, visions

that suggest a vividness in life

superior to anything found in conven-

tional existence. Novels such as The
Dispossessed, The Book of Skulls, The

Lord of the Rings, and Atlas Shrugged
should typify the SF of the future. To
regress to “scientifiction” is absurd

when the sf genre so strongly needs

to be known as “superfiction”.

Mike Dunn
903 Bellevue Place East, #301

Seattle, WA., 98102

Dear Ted
I’m not only with you on the reviv-

al of “scientifiction”—but light years

ahead! Since at least 1973 I’ve been
plugging the revival of that venerable

portmanteau word with quite a few

more stf readers than are reached by
Amazing.

But! Don’t you realize we have our

work cut out for us? There are plenty

(cont. on page 128)
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Editorial (cont. from page 4)

ozone molecules. Rowland—the
“obscure scientist”—made the same
discovery: Freon could conceivably

destroy all or a significant portion of

our ozone layer. The ozone layer is

thin and has been painstakingly ac-

crued over millions of years. It is our
main shield against hard ultraviolet

radiation. If destroyed or significantly

weakened, the ozone layer would no
longer protect us—or the rest of our
planet’s life—from ultraviolet radia-

tion in dosages far beyond our easy

tolerance. Exposure to sunlight would
cause skin cancers, and destroy or

damage the dna of many plants and
animals, causing genetic mutations
and retrogressions. Highly evolved
food crops would probably disappear

from the face of the earth.

This is a genuinely frightening

threat. What is worse, we may al-

ready have released enough freon into

our atmosphere over the last twenty-

five years to do the damage.
Rowland’s findings have been ver-

ified by a panel of the National
Academy of Sciences—the chairman
of which, Donald Hunten of Kitt Peak
National Observatory, urged an im-
mediate ban on freon and urged an
immediate full-scale study. And last

November the Natural Resources De-
fense Council pentioned the govern-

ment to outlaw spray cans.

But in Washington the buck is

passed glibly from department to de-

partment. New Times author Michael
Drosnin quotes an Environmental
Protection Agency spokesman to the

effect that “We take care of the lower
atmosphere, and this is an upper at-

mosphere problem.” Over at the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration, Lester Machta, a direc-

tor, says “The freon/ozone predictions

are still only a matter of speculation.”

Lloyd Tepper of the FDA adds that

“Regulatory action will require infor-

mation, firm information not yet

available.”

Laugh? Thought Td die.

What can we do? The manufactur-

ers of fluorocarbons are stepping up
their production—if we’re going to

die as a race in twenty-five years,

they want to die rich—and DuPont,
the world’s largest producer (they

supply half the U.S. market) is build-

ing a huge new $100 million (or more)

factory in Corpus Christi, Texas, that

will double DuPont’s Freon output by
1980.

I was impressed by the New Times
article (from which I have quoted
heavily here). I showed it to friends.

One of them, author Linda Isaacs,

wrote to the manufacturers of several

aerosol products she possessed. One
of them was a manufacturer of con-

traceptive foam, who wrote back to

assure her that the aerosols which
propelled the foam would not be in-

jurious to her tissues and that there

was no reason to fear damage to the

ozone layer anyway.

It’s easy to bury our heads in the

sand—as most commercial users of

freon propellants appear to be
doing—with the belief that, as

Raymond L. McCarthy, of DuPont
put it, “I have faith in the bioshphere

acting to preserve life.”

Well, yes, sure. Life will probably

survive. But—human fife? We’re talk-

ing about a basic atmospheric change,

a basic change in the amount and
kind of radiation which reaches the

surface of our planet. We’re talking

about something every bit as poten-

tially destructive as radiation leakage

from nuclear power plants—and then

some. (The latter hazard is all the

rage among counter-culturists these

days; frankly, it doesn’t worry me half

as much.) The kind of life best suited
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to survive will be simple-celled life in

the oceans. And, no doubt, cock-

roaches. Can we take much comfort

in this knowledge, however?
What can we do?

It didn’t take nearly as basic a

threat to human or animal life to

create a ban on ddt. But we waited

until traces of the stuff showed up
high in the animal food chains—and
until alternatives were available.

Every year we wait to ban aerosols

(which the human race did well with-

out until roughly twenty-five years

ago, and could survive without once

again) we add tons more fluorocarbons

to our atmosphere. Clearly we can’t

afford a long delay. It may be that we
can afford no delay. We may already

have delayed too long. We’ll find

out—by the end of this century.

That’s within the lifetimes of most of

you. If you’d like to be able to take a

walk in the sun in the year 2000, I

suggest you write to your con-
gressmen and senators note. Ask them
to investigate the nature of this

threat, and ask them to take positive

action. Now.
There are over twenty thousand of

you who buy this magazine each
issue—and another five to ten

thousand who buy it occasionally and

may be reading this editorial. If each

of you writes a letter to one represen-

tative, we’d get action. We’d get it

now.

That’s what we need.

As the newsweekly boys are in the

habit of saying, “This isn’t science

fiction—this is real.
”

This issue: Susan Wood’s The
Clubhouse is temporarily absent. Su-

san wrote to apologize for the delay,

but she has just completed her PhD
thesis and will soon be moving to

Vancouver to teach there; her column

will return next issue. Although The
Clubhouse has been absent from sev-

eral previous issues, those absenses

were caused by overscheduling an is-

sue and were not her feult. This is the

first deadline Susan has had to miss,

and the occasion is one she regrets.

Filling in for the absense of her

column, however, is the return of The
Science in Science Fiction. It’s been
nearly six years since the column
made its debut here (in our
November, 1969, issue), originally

under the co-authorship of Greg Ben-
ford and David Book. After several

years of regular appearance, the col-

umn began appearing less frequently,

and occasionally under the by-line of

either Benford or Book alone. When
Book resigned from the column

—

under the pressure of other work—it

went into dormancy, and has returned

(under Benford’s authorship) in-

frequently. This time we have two
columns (two parts of one topic, actu-

ally) on hand and more promised from

Benford. With luck. The Science in

Science Fiction will once more be a

regular feature of this magazine.

On the other hand. The Future in

Books is presently* being phased out.

We have some, rather dated, reviews

already set in type (some of which
may appear here this issue if space

permits) and when these are used up

the feature will be allowed to die a fi-

nal death. The column predates my
editorship of this magazine by a few

years, and was for a time capably

handled by William (James Blish)

Atheling, Jr. But in recent years it

has been sorely squeezed by the pres-

ence of other material which I consid-

ered rnore important for the
magazine—while at the same time the

number of stf books being published

has grown enormously, making it ever

more difficult to deal with them com-
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prehensively.

I am not ruling out a return of the

column at a future date if more satis-

factory arrangements for it can be
made, but for now I feel that book
reviews serve rather little purpose
here—other magazines cover them
adequately and new publications, like

Delap’s FirSF Review, devote them-

selves entirely to such reviews—and
dated reviews are of even less pur-

pose. So, thanks to Thomas F. Mon-
teleone and Cy Chauvin, as well as all

the others who have contributed to

The Future in Books over the years, for

their support for the column. It was
appreciated.

—Ted White

Letters (cont. from page 125)

of people (and Ghod help you if Har-

lan is one of them—I can’t recall that

I’ve ever heard him express himself

on the subject) who actively dislike

the terms “scientifiction”. “A clumsy

mouthful”. . .“certain to be mis-

spelled ‘scientification’ ”.
. .“let dead

dinosaurs lie”—these are some of the

reactions 1 suspect you can expect to

your editorializing.

Fan Al Ashley (recently de-
ceased)—he of the professed IQ of

194—once asked my subconscious,

while he was demonstrating automatic

writing to a group of stfans after an

EASES meeting, what I like best on
Earth? Without a second’s hesitation,

in huge letters filling an entire sheet

The Exploration of Venus (cont. from

but only four to five hundred meters

deep.

The size and shallow nature of the

craters suggests that they are impact

craters, not volcanic, though by no
means is the question closed. To sur-

vive the fall to the surface through

the thick atmosphere would require a

very large meteorite indeed. How
these craters could persist despite the

rapid erosion by super-heated, dense

dust-ladened winds, remains a mys-

tery. Perhaps they are not craters

formed by impact, but some breed of

volcanic crater unknown on Earth.

V. Dreams and Realities

So THIS is what we’ve come to—

a

barren Venus. All along the way, there
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of typing paper, my knowledgable hand
wrote: SCIENTIFICTION.

You should be pleased to hear that

Kris Neville & Jean Cox are selecting

stories for a sci-fi anthology (I said it

and I’m glad, Harlan Ellison) to be
known as . . . scientifiction!

Sciencerely,

4e

Forrest J Ackerman
Hollywood, CA., 90027

You’re pretty close to the mark on

your expectations ... as the foregoing

letters indicate (although they don’t

represent the full response to my
suggestion by any means). In any
case, it’s a pleasure ip welcome Amaz-
ing’s First Letterhack back into the

pages of our letters column .—Tw
page 117)

was substantial resistance to the final

truth about our sister world.

Psychologically, the true picture was
difficult to accept after so much hope.

But searching for a comfortable spot

to live, or a near-Earth for life to be-

gin, isn’t the only point to extrater-

restrial science. The popular press

makes much of those ends, but what
we’re really after is knowledge. And
that is why the exploration of Venus
isn’t a dead end, a wasted effort.

From this oven of a world we can

learn much that is useful. In my col-

umn next issue I’ll show how, and
why it may be premature to close the

door to speculation about life on Ve-

nus.

—Gregory Benford
AMAZING



Tfhe largest selection of
military simulation games ever presented: 60 games re-creating

famous battles from every period of history and at every level of
operation—^from the tactics of the Greek phalanx to the mech-
anized armies of Germany to the plane-to-plane electronic war-
fare of tomorrow. Exciting games of decisive action that allow
you to assume the roles ofme greatest commanders in history...

enabling you to replay events and explore alternative outcomes.

SINAI; Tbe Anb-UncU Wan, 1956, 67, and 73
A game as topical as Ibc 7 o'clock news. Isradi and Arab brigades
clash on a big 22’‘s 34” terrain map of the Middle East. Rules include many
alternate scenarios as well as provisions for paradrops. airmobile
operations. SAM's, ceasefires, and superpower intervention.

AMERICAN
REVOLUTION

TheWar forIndependence
1775-1783

The entire struggle for freedom
re*creaied in a strategic level simulation

including the rabing of troops.

fortifKations. militia, Tories, French
intervention. (Wets, and desertion.

LAjQrAAck;

LA GRANDE ARMEE
Tbe Ounpaigng of Napoleoo
in Central Europe
Actually three distinct game-situations

in one package: Prussian. Austrian,

and Russian armies swirl about
the French central position in the

campaigns of 1805, v6. and '09.

SifflulaUoo includes counters
. for individual leaders.

EACH GAME CfWiTAINS a large. weU designed terrain aaw
beautifully printed on high-<|ualfty paper. Also pronded are 100 to 500
die^ut plaring pbcei representing the military units participatwg in a
given battle. Comprehensive st^li^step rules of play create an
accurate hbtorkai rrameworfc far each ga^. All tbe clcmeMs in each
simulation are the result of extensive testing and research by the staff of
Simulations Pubikations (the publbbers of Scratap ft Taelfca

Magiiiac). Games are individually packaged in a spccudly designed,
multi-comparmented plastk tray with a haodaomdy illustrated cover.

Hoe’s the mthe ctdlection...
Otfied alptiabenrallirl

O Amertesn CWlI W«r M
Americtn Revolution 48
Ardennes OITtntive S8
Ausiertiti 48

O Berbirou* 48
BeltleorMoseo* S8
BIwe&Utny tl2

O Borodino 48
Breakout A Puriutt -88

Bull Run M
-CA - .18
CImnot 18

Combined Anm 18

Doen War 48
East U Red 88
El Alamein 48
Fall ofRome 48
Rying Circus ........48

FoxbalA Phantom 88
FraaewPrataian War 48

O Ft^sw 88
Grenadier .88
doMWar 812

KamptPaaier... 18

Korea 88

D Kursk $8

G La Grande Amec M
Lee Moves North .....88

Lesion .S8

Leiprif M
G Herb War T7.. t8

Moscoo Campaifn.... 88

Musket A Pike . . 18

G Napoleon at Waterloo 88
NATO .48
Nomaodji 18

Opcrailaa Otympie......... 88
PanurArawe Awifca 88

PanaeT'44 18

Patrol. ,--18

Red Siar/White Star 88

Rifh A Saber 88

Scrimmatc 88

Search A Oesiroy 88

O Scelowe 88
Sinai 88

OSiiinnaei - 88

Sniper! 48
Soldim 88
Sqlomona Campaien. .88

Spitfire 88
Spartan . _ H

O StarForee $8
O Straicgr I 4lS

Tank 18

Tumini Point; Siatingrad 88
U-S-N 86

Vikini 16

War in the East 120

G WiMerness Campaign 88
Winter War 88
Woirpack . 88

Wortd War II - 88
World War Three 88
Yeoman 88

Suhsertbe in Scrnlcgy ft Tnctkt
ihebi-monihir magazine of military

hiatary that gives you a cotnpleK
simulalieo game with every issue!

I year <8 ssacsh8l2
2'ytv (12 HsuesI-822

Subscribe to MOVES Magazine,
the smsutation gamer's bi-monihly
lorum of dengn theory, play lerii-

fiiquc. and game criitctsm.

Q lyvar (6 naoeahS?

O 2 yrs. tl2 iMUML8l2
Fnc. descriptive brochure

Smid now to:

o
m

city iinie tip

MONEV SACK GUARANTEE IF MERCHANDISE RETURNED IN-

TACT WITHIN IS DAYS. Pneet apply to purchases sent to U.S- addresaes

Canadian and Foreign customers add 82 per game order. 83 per y«ar of

SAT, and 8l.80per year of MOVES to cover additional handling. Price* are

subieci to change without notice. Payment must accompany orw. For your
onn protection, please pay by check or money order (U.S. hinds). PLEASE
ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR D^IVERY.

TuC.Code



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
RATES AND TERMS: Science Fiction Adventure Group consists of 3 books. . Amazing, Fantastic, and
Thrlling Science Fiction. Space can onty be bought on GRCXJP BASIS at the rate of $1.00 per word. . .(in-

cluding name and address). Minimum order of $10.00 (10 vvords). Payment must accompany copy ex^pt
when ads are placed by accredited Advertising Agency. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 rTxxiths. 10% for 12
months paid in advance.

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may
be set in bold caps at extra per word. All copy subject to pubisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the
5th F>recedlng month (for examf^. September issue doses April 1st). Send order arxj remittance to: Print

Ac^/ertising Rep., Inc., 355 Lexington Ave., New York, N Y. 10017

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

SELLING COMIC BOOKS. PULPS (AMAZING.
SHADOW. DOC SAVAGE) MAGAZINES. PLAYBOYS.
GIVEAWAYS. MOVIE MERCHANDISE. ETC. 1900-
1975. TWO CATALOGUES $1.00. ROGOFSKY. BOX
AF1101. FLUSHING. N.Y. 11354.

Japanese Girts Make Wonderful Wives. We have large

number of hstings. Many interested in marriage. Only
$1 .00 brings ap^ications. photos, names, descriptions,

questionnaire etc. Japan International, Box 1iei-SF.
Newport Beach. California 92663.

PLANET OF APES. NIGHTSTALKER, STAR TREK
original TV scripts for sale. Plus other popular pro-

grams. movie scripts, stills. Collectors Book Store. 67G3
Hdtywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028.

FIFTY 6x7 Letterheads arto FIFTY envelopes $3.75
postpaid. APCO, Box 4333-SF. Hayward. CA. 94540.

MISCELLANEOUS
COMPLETE illustrated catalog of ail "IN Print" SF and
Fantasy paperbacks and hardcover books. Over 1500
titles. No obUoations. We buy "lots" collections and h
braries of SF books and maguir>es. Ser>d offers. Purple
Unicom Books, 4532'AIO Lorxlon Road, Dduth, Minn.
55804.

BIORYTHM: Robert Ripley’s Famous Forcast-
Compatibility Analysis. FREE Information. Ripley.
GETZVILLE. N.Y. 14068 c.

FABULOUS FLYING STARS for Japanese martial arts

target practice, as seen on Kung Fu $3. (4 or more
20% off) SHURIKEN 144 West 19 St.. N.Y., N.Y.
10011.

"EVERMIST”, fantasy magazine, Nlusb'ated. 40c p.p..

Box 27. Labelle. Ra. 3393S

NAME the book—we'll firto it for you! Out of print book
specialists. All subjects. (Title alone is sufficient.)

Write—no obligations. BoolU-On-File, Dept. AMF, Urv

ABSENT SPIRITUAL HEALING No fee State Illness,

P.O. Box 45, Combes, Texas 78535.

ion City. N J. 07087.
HEINLEINIANS; If you agree with the phUosophy of

STARSHIP TROOPERS, write New Right, Box 8457.
St. Louis, Mo. 63132.

BOOKS & MAGAZNE READERS! Send wants: S&S
Books. A-13. 80 N. Wilder, St. Paul, MN. 55104.

Mystery & scier>ce fiction paperbacks & magaztoes. List

30c. Larry Proctor, 826 E. Kimball. Hemet, Calif.

93243.

MONEY for words. Information, $1.00. Box 9409,
Richmond. Va. 23228.

PERSONAL CONVENTION DEVOTED TO TELEVISION AND
MOVIE SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY. Famed

1200 LONELY Ladies Fotos/Details $3. Wortcfs largest

matrimonial catalog: Box 737, Laud^ate 33302, or
Box 12, Toronto 16. M4A 2M8.

guests, 100 dealers, di^ays, films, auctions, more.
August 1-3, COMMODORE HOTEL. Manhattan. Infor-

mation (212)-GL4-8150.

BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN GIRLS Needing American
Boy-Friends. Detals. Photos FREE. World, Box 3876-
SFA, San Diego, Ca. 92103.

COLOR POSTERS BY FRAZETTA—SF/Fantasy
scenes. FREE LIST-Berman, 197-50F Peck Avenue.
Rushing, N.Y. 11365.

ON SALE NOW IN AUGUST FANTASTIC
OLD HALLOWEENS ON THE GUNA SLOPES by R. A. LAFFERTY, THE
DEVIL HIS DUE by JOE HALDEMAN, TRANSFER by BARRY N.
MALZBERG, EL-RON OF THE CITY OF BRASS, by L. SPRAGUE DE
CAMP, DEATH FROM THE SEA by HARVEY SCHREIBER, the conclusion
of COUNT BRASS by MICHAEL MOORCOCK, and many new features.



BEST BY JBAIL
For rates, write National Classified. Box 5. Sarasota. Fla. 33578

HOROSCOPES
MONTHLY Horoscope. Postage $2, birthdate Di\
Damts-SF, Box 12766, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33733

INSTRUCTIONS
CARTOONING: 32 Lessons! Many "extras"! Com-
plete kit $2. Art, Box 89H, Woodmere, N.Y. 11598

PRIVATE Detecfive Training. Free information.
Lion Investigation Academy/ 78 Sunset Strip, Ta-
tamV/ Pa. 18085

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES
CASH immediately for old gold, diamonds. Free
estimates. Details: Estates • GM, Box 13056/ St.

Petersburg/ Fla. 33733

STUDENT'S/ make money fast. Details, write:
Larson, Box 365, Hayward, Mn. 56043

IMMEDIATE EARNINGS stuffing envelopes. Be-
ginner's Kit, $ 1. 00. "Lewscard", Brea, Ca. 92621

CLIP newspaper items. $500 monthly possible. In-

formation: Send stamped addressed envelope. No-
meka. Box 725, Dept. SF, Collinsville, Va. 24078

STUFF envelopes. $25. hundred. Immediate earn-
ings. Send addressed, stamped envelope. Palmer-
J, P.O. Box 20028, El Ca|on, Ca. 92021

INDIAN Jewelry wholesale! Details $1. Lange-
SF, 6031 N. 7th St., Phoenix, Az. 85014

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MAIL Order Dealers Wanted. Earn outstanding
profits. Free information: Danniel Jones, P.O. 1174,
Palos Verdes Est., Ca. 90274

EARN money selling direct. Catalogues, drooship-
ping. Details 25c: Aparco, 196 Broadway, Camb-
ridge, Ma. 02139

SELL books by mail. Complete dealer setup 25c.
McAndrews, Box 24123, San Jose, Ca. 95154

COINS
BUFFALO Nickel, 3 good coins, $1. ppd. Wolins,
1230 Passmore St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19111

MUSIC
MAJOR recording stars need songs. Keep first $2500
royalties. Send lyrics. 1494-SFA Faxon, Memphis,
Tn. 38107

MISCELLANEOUS
SOUTH PACIFIC. Your name listed tourist, pub-
lishing, trading organizations. US2 (cheques wel-
come). Charles Mansbridge, Box 423BJ, Devonport.
TAS 7310, Australia

NATIONWIDE Friends. 5 addresses for $2. Send
stamped seif addressed envelope to: Nationwide
Friends,1032 Waukazoo, Petoskey, Mi. 49770. Cash only.

BOOKS
UFOs. "Impossible" maneuvers and speeds of
UFOs explained by startling revision of cosmologi-
cal thought. "Impossible" motions become logical.
Also interstellar travel. New! Booklet, Revised
Cosmology. $3. ppd. Merrill Taylor, 1309-K Broad-
way. Little Rock, Ark. 72202

MERCHANDISE FOR SALE
SECURITY Themial banket, space reseach by-
product. Three ounces, super insulation. First aid
essential. $3.50 to: "AMO'% 122 S. McCann, Koko-
mo, Ind. 46901

GROW NEW FINGERNAILS. Amazing Nails-A-Nu
guaranteed to stop splitting, breaking. $3 ppd.
Avaloe-GM, Box 4600, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304

OF INTEREST TO ALL
INDEPENDENCE. Financial security $9,000 to
$^,000. Send $5. refundable. Herbonis Ltd., 70
Country La., Penfleld, N.Y. 14526

DID YOUR SAVINGS pay 30% last year?? ATLA
did!! Information $1. ALKl Enterprises, 2023 149th
St. SW, Lynnwood, Wa. 98036

GROW HAIRl Thicker Longerl Amazing prooff
Health, Box 156, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93102

BEAT Inflation! Be dollars ahead! 101 ways to
spend less on food, water, heat, transportation.
Guaranteed. $2.50. Coldwell Reports, 1864-4 Lotman
Dr., Santa Cruz, Ca. 95062

PENNY Stocks. Comprehensive list actively traded
issues, not worthless mining stocks. Tomorrow's big
dollar winners! $3.95. Seaway Associates, Box 621,
Dept. SF, Watertown, N.Y. 13601

CAMPBELL COLLECTOR'S ITEM. JOHN W.
CAMPBELL has been called the Father of
Science Fiction by the greatest Sci-Fi writers
of our time. Now, at last, a remarkable two
hour broadcast featuring JOHN W. CAMPBELL
has been discovered. A recording that you'll
be reading about in an upcoming issue of
ANALOG. This tape is a must for your col-
lection. Listen as the inimitable JOHN W.
CAMPBELL holds forth on dowsing, reincar-
nation, UFO's, clairvoyance and much more.
It's the only known CAMPBELL tape of Its

kind in existence and has never before been
available anywhere. To order your copy send
$15.00 plus .50 to cover postage and handling to:
CREATIVE GROUP ASSOCIATES, Box 69ad,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02140. Specify reel to reel
or cassette. Sample tape $3.00 postage paid.

! You Don't Hove to BE BALD! i

I Is there a simple, inexpensive, easy way to .

I STOP HAIR LOSS AND PRO.MOTE NEW HAIR?
|

I
THE ANSWER IS . . . YES ! i

I Here in one concise book are all the needed facts— I

1 the truth that will not only save you money, but I

1 will help SAVE YOI’R HAIR. J

I
SEND ONLY $2.95 !

I (plus 35c postage A handlinK) to
|

I INSPIRATIONAL BOOKS >

1
2300 Benrus Dept.SFS, Han Antonin. Texas 78228 I

• Money refunded if not satisfied. |

L— —^ ..—.I

SEWING
THREAP >iJK<Spool
SEWING THREAD SPECIAL! 2e Spool. 100 large
spools cotton & polyester thread $2. ppd. 90 col-

ors plus black & white. All the colors of the rain-

bow & shades in-between. Thousands of yards of

famous American, Coates & Clark, etc. thread for

machine or hand sewing. Like having a thread
store at home! Money back guarantee. OK Sup-
ply, Box 460, Sarasota, Fla. 33578.

CLASSIFIEDS PAY!
CLASSIFIEDS PAY! Free rate folio over 200 mag-
azines & newspapers. National, Box 5, Sarasota,
Fla. 33578



LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution • 417 S. Dearborn Street, Dept. 69~010 >

Chicago, Illinois 60605

Please send me, without obligation, FREE booklet and information on the opportunity I have checked below;

ACCOUNTING

Complete Accounting

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Q Management Training

REAL ESTATE

Complete Training

WRITING

Fiction Non-Fiction

STENOTYPE

n Machine Shorthand

TRAFFIC I TRANSPORTATION

n Complete Training

AIR CONDITIONING

Service & Repair
DIESEL MECHANICS

O Maintenance & Repair
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

P Technician Training

INTERIOR DECORATING

n Complete Training

DRAFTING

Complete Training

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
Basic Training

UNGUAGE INSTRUCTION

French P Spanish

DENTAL OFFICE ASSISTANT

Complete Training

ART TRAINING

Complete Training

MOTEL/HOTEL MANAGEMENT

P Complete Training

SECRETARIAL

P Complete Training

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

P Service & Repair

ASSOCIATE IN BUSINESS DEGREE

B
Business Management
Accounting

EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT

P Law for Executive
Leadership*

P Law for Police Officers*

*No state accepts any
law home study course,
including LaSalle’s, as
sufficient education to

qualify for admission to

practice law.

Mr.
Mr*..
Mis*

BACHELOR Of SCIENCE DEGREE

P Commerce & Social Studies

BANKING & FINANCE

P Managem^t IVaining

RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

P Management Training

MUSIC INSTRUCTION

P Piano P Guitar Organ

HIGH SCHOOL

p Diploma Program

(CtreU HtK nd plta»9
.Age

Addret* Apt. No.

.

Zip
Citr&
Stale*.

If you had mailed this coupon last year,

perhaps you too might be better off today!

WHY NOT MAIL IT TODAY?

Look at these pleased reports from out-

standing LaSalle students. Many success

stories of this kind come to us every year —
from people who began their career plan-

ning by mailing the LaSalle coupon.

Yes, many graduates attribute their increased success

largely to their LaSalle spare-time training.

LaSalle students have one ambition in common — to get

out of the ranks of the untrained and to build a better future

for themselves. Isn’t that your goal too?

^thout interfering with your present work — and by de-

voting only a little of your spare time — you too can prepare

for advancement in the field of your choice through LaSalle

home study. The cost is low.

LaSalle has been a leader in home education for more than

sixty years, enrolling over 2,000,000 ambitious men and
women in its business, technical and avocational courses. You

study under the supervision of LaSalle’s experienced faculty.

Upon satisfactory completion of your study, you will receive

the LaSalle diploma — a respected credential.

Check the subject you are interested in — then send the

coupon above for FREE booklet. No obligation.

LASALLE
EXTENSION UNIVERSITY

A Correspondence Institution

417 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago. Illinois 60605

Success reports from outstanding LaSalle students

“My salary has
increased sub-

.
stanlially.”

Norbert Kaitan
Ridgewood, N.Y.

“LaSalle gave me
the confidence and
knowledge to

better myself.”
Anna K. Stern
Erie. Pa.

“Without LaSalle, I

couldn’t have
gotten the educa-

I ^

tion I wanted.”
Ray Travers
Athens, Georgia ' SI


